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H.2

キューバ
ハバナ市公共サービス局（DPSC）への表敬と討議
Odalys Garcia, DPSC 開発投資技術グループ チーフ

DPSCへの表敬訪問では、本研修において期待している成果について説明を行った。これ
に対し、キューバ側からは、行政組織から運営組織にわたるまでのハバナ市における廃棄
物処理システムについて説明があった。また、両都市に共通するJICAプロジェクトの類似
点や、それぞれの経験を共有し両機関で共通する各種課題の解決へ向けた討議が行われた。
DPSCは、15の自治体に分かれているハバナ市の清掃に責任を負っている。
ハバナ市の人口は大凡220万人で、浮動人口は100万人である。面積としては、キューバ
の0.7%に当たる約727km2であり、人口密度は2,913.2 人/km2である。ハバナはキューバにお
いて最も人口密度の高い県であり、また、サービス、産業、観光の中心地でもある。この
ため、1日当たりの廃棄物の発生量は1,500~1,800トンにのぼっている（最終処分場に計量台
がないため、平均体積（m3）から推計している）。
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バイオダイジェスター施設視察

エンジニア Andrés Ruiz, エンジニア Castellanos

2008年よりパイロットプロジェクトとして運転されているバイオダイジェスター施設の
視察を行った。このバイオダイジェスターは中国製であり、１日当たり15~20m3の有機物か
ら電気とメタンを発生させている。
このバイオダイジェスターは、pH値を適正に保つため、市場ごみに国営タバコ会社から
のタバコの切れ端（tobacco chips)を混ぜた原料を使用している。
現在、本施設は呼び容量である40kwの電力およびメタン68~70%のバイオガスを発生させ
ている。発電した電力は施設内の照明等に使用されるとともに、メタンは調理に利用され
ている。
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コンポスト施設視察
エンジニア Andrés Ruiz

現在、組織再編の最中であり、コンポスト施設は稼働していなかった。今後、原料がご
み投棄場所から運ばれてくる事になっている。施設には粉砕機が設置されている。
コンポストの殆どは２軒のホテルおよび１ヶ所の市場から排出される有機系ごみから作
成される。
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Calle100最終処分場視察
Sr. Pedro V. Pérez

処分場ユニット技術部チーフ
Calle100最終処分場は30年にわたって運営
されている。104ヘクタールの面積を有し、
ドケサ処分場と類似した特徴を持ってい
る。固形廃棄物処理に関しては、約3,000ト
ン／日の廃棄物が処理されており、覆土は
同処分場内から得ている。
現在、CDMプロジェクトとしてのガス抽
出プラントがあり、拡張が計画されている。
また、新規処分場に関する調査が終了する
まで、寿命を2年延ばすことを目標として、
新たなセルを建設するための準備作業が
行われている。新規処分場は現在の
Calle100処分場からおよそ10キロメート
ルほどの距離に計画されている。
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Calle100 処分場内の重機整備場視察
Mr. Pedro V. Pérez, 処分場ユニット

技術部

チーフ

同処分場は車両の管理も行っている。ホイールローダー３台、ブルドーザー１台、掘削
機１台を所有している。整備場では、重機のメンテナンスおよび修理がおこなわれている。

処分場におけるガス抽出施設（CDMプロジェクト）の視察
Calle100処分場では、メタン燃焼により
1,000kwの電力を得るため、168本の井戸
を有したガス抽出施設が設置されてい
る。現在までのところ発電には至ってい
ない。
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中央整備工場（UPPH）視察
Eng. Raúl Aguilar, メカニック副部長（Vice-director of mechanics）, Eng. Felix Abreu, 収集車
両整備工場管理官（Administrator of collection vehicle workshop）, Eng. Fernando González, 警
備副部長（Vice-director of Securement）, Eng. Nuris Cardenaz メンテナンス・修理スペシャ
リスト
中央整備工場の視察は、２部構成で実施された。第１部ではメンテナンス手順および工
場内での規則等など技術面に関する討議を行い、第２部では工場内の各部署を実際に視察
した。第１部では、工場管理に関する基本的な課題を中心に議論を行った。
日常点検（技術メンテナンス）は、車両ドライバーによって実施されている。技術メン
テナンスは、技術メンテナンスI, II, IIIというタイプ別に分けられており、頻度と内容が計
画的に実施されている。
a. メンテナンス計画
a.1.

年間計画

年間計画では、一年間を通してメンテナンスが確実に実施されるように、消耗品やその
他部品を購入するための計画が立てられている。キューバ側より年間計画の事例を提供さ
れたが、これはADNでのプロジェクトにも大いに参考になるものである。
a.2.

月次計画

月次計画では、修理工場の使用を可能
にしておくことと、技術面における作業
工程への悪影響を回避する目的で計画
されている。この月次計画のいくつかは
ADNでも実施している。
1.

清掃および洗浄

2.

注油

3.

締め

4.

制御と調整

5.

在庫状況と確認

6.

電子部品

7.

タイヤ

8.

板金、内装、ガラス、塗装

9.

その他補足項目
その他としては、国の輸送に関する基準で規定されている書類や規制についてレビュー

を行った。これは、工場内におけるすべての工程に規定されているものである。
規定されている次のフォーマットについてレビューし実施した：通常点検シート、メン
テナンス規定・臨時修理、メンテナンス・修理のための車両の工場内での移動、修理コス
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トおよび使用したスペアパーツの報告、燃料および油脂消費量の報告、倉庫内におけるス
ペアパーツのフローに関する報告。

車両購入および倉庫管理に関して、重要なポイントを確認した。
1. 経済面および技術面を考慮した工具（備品）選定の手法：容量、互換性、燃料の種類、
TOR の説明方法、保証、購入後のメンテナンス
2. メンテナンスの計画：年間計画および月次計画に基づき、的確なスペアパーツおよび
燃料供給の確保
3. メーカー、車種、車体番号、カタログコード、需要に即した数量、正確な部位の記述
等を基にしたスペアパーツ要求リストの作成
4. 倉庫管理：既存の保管基準、スペアパーツの管理、受け入れ、保管場所カード。
タイヤやバッテリ、塗料等はこれとは別の管理が必要となる。
第２部では、工場の各部署を視察した。

燃料サービス：一般のガソリンスタンドを使用
するためのカードが支給されることになったた
め、現在は、緊急時にのみ使用している。

タイヤ修理：すべての作業は手作業で行われ
ている。タイヤの寿命を管理するため、ブランド
番号を確認することが重要とのこと。

油圧および電気：我々と似た環境で作業を行っ
ている。一番の違いは、油圧ポンプを修理できる
機材と人材がいる事である。
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溶接：溶接は新規に導入した中国製車両にみられ
る主要な問題の一つで、鉄の品質が原因である。非
稼働となった車両を多く抱えていることから、もっ
とも作業負荷の高い部署である。

メカニック：際立った特徴の一つに工具管理があげられる。工具室があり、ADNにとっ
ても良い参考例である。また、メカニックの能力が高い事と創意工夫能力が高い事も特筆
すべき点である。
旋盤および金属加工エリア：ADNと似たように設備面での制約を有しているが、大変有
能なスタッフがいる。
倉庫：物理的なスペースの制限から、３ヶ所に分かれて保管されている。一か所は消耗
品、２か所目はスペアパーツ、３ヶ所目は既に使用されなくなったスペアパーツの保管庫
である。
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県管理評議会（CAP）国際関係・協力部

援助（Donation Director for International

Relations and Cooperation）ディレクターへの表敬と討議
Mr. Gastón Gorita、Mrs. Ivette Reyes Agüero
この表敬において、県評議会の議長Juan Contino Aslán氏に宛てたサントドミンゴ市長
Roberto Salcedoからの書簡を手渡した。この書簡には、ADN代表団のメンバーの紹介ととも
に、姉妹都市である両都市の友好関係についても述べられていた。
また、ADNが所有し、既に使用しなくなっている車両のスペアパーツ等について、キュ
ーバ側で有効活用が可能かどうかの検討がなされた。このような協力の具体的な意義や方
法等が討議された。
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H.3

メキシコ
2月21日（月）
テーマ：エコデザインとエコ製品の認証について

スピーカー：エンジニアAlejandro Sosa Reyes氏
National Center for Research and Environmental
Training (CENICA)にて。スピーカーは、環境への
負の影響を軽減するためにエコで環境にやさし
い製品を購入することの利点について強調した。
グループ討議では大変興味深く参加者が持続性、
環境、持続的な製品、購入者責任、消費について
の意見を述べた。また、製品をリサイクル原料か
ら製造した場合、その製品は廃棄される際にリサ
イクルに利用可能かという考えを基に、消費財の概念について評価を行った。
テーマ：エコ製品とその購入促進のための必要事項

スピーカー：エンジニアJosé Alberto Pliego Steta氏
プレゼンテーションでは、購入能力と環境意識が両立する場合に、継続的なエコ製品購
入を促進啓発するための行政組織のグリーン購入の責任についての議論を展開した。
こうした観点から、Pliego氏は、経済、社会、環境の側面において持続的成果を達成する
ためには、公的購入の際のメキシコ政府の役割として以下の例を説明した；
-

優先順位付けと例示を含む指針作り

-

資源の必要性と効果的活用の優先順位付け

-

購入担当職員の訓練

-

財政的制約の除去

-

機会の把握

これらの基準を組み合わせることで、持続性を保持し住民の生活改善を達成しつつ、持
続的な公的購入の達成と行政イメージの改善が出来ると考える。
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テーマ：廃棄物の価値評価

スピーカー：Cristina Cortinas de Nava博士
博士は、廃棄物処理を行う価値の有無を判断し処理を推進するには、廃棄物の発生者が
その量と組成を所管行政に報告し、また廃棄物の管理計画を提示すべき点を講義した。
博士はスピーチの中で、廃棄物の削減、再利用、リサイクルに基づいた文化を住民の中
に育てる事が重要であると強調した。このため、３Rを実施するためには、小学校から高等
レベルまでの教育機関において効果的に理解を得ることが重要で、責任者や行政管理者、
専門家、研究者、学生、親も巻き込み近隣住民への波及も含めた戦略を通して実施するこ
とが求められると述べた。
廃棄物の価値評価に係るガイドラインの策定に際して、ガイドラインを実施し小学校か
ら高等レベルまでの教育機関での理解を得ることを考慮すると、最も重要なことは法律を
策定することではなく、指示対象者の特定が重要となると述べた。
この協議の中で、持続的な廃棄物の価値評価のガイドラインの策定方法について実用的
な演習を行った。
2月22日（火）
工場視察：ペットリサイクル（Pet Star）

Pet Starはメキシコ資本の企業で、2006年6月27日にPASAとAVANGARDの資本支援を受け
て、プラスチックボトルのリサイクル事業を目的に設立された。環境志向の事業であり、
環境条例の順守とサプライチェーンの社会的責任に対応したものである。
同社は、優れた製造工程を有し再生可能資源の変換で世界的に有名であり、様々な産業
グループに価値を生みだしている。
同社は、サプライチェーンやEcology and Corporate Responsibility (西語の頭字でECOCE)の
資金援助で国内で回収されたペットボトル供給を受けて、ペットボトルからペットボトル
の製造(PET to PET)も行っている。ECOCEはメキシコ国内で最もペットボトルを回収してい
る組織（70％が他社に対して、30％のシェア）で、年間最大100万個のボトルを回収してい
る。このため、回収したボトルから主に清涼飲料ボトルで求められる高品質のペットボト
ルを再生することができる。
圧縮されたペットボトル（一荷あたり350キロから450キロ）は工場に到着するとPVCとと
もに粉砕され、不純物を取り除くための回転ドラムを通す前に予洗される。その後、液体
を取り除くための機械のフィルターに通され、不純物はごみ容器に捨てられて圧縮される。
そして、前述のフィルターを通ることが出来るPVC、鉄を含む物質と含まない物質を取り除
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くために不純物を調べる赤外線センサーに通される。不純物を除去する主な理由は、吹き
込み過程で不純物は異なる温度で融解し、新しいペットボトルにしみが付着するからであ
る。フロート過程では、黒色プラスチックの原料となるキャップが分別され、その後、洗
剤や界面活性剤などのソーダで洗浄され、フィルターを通して、ラベルののりが除去、圧
縮されプラスチックフレークとなる。その後遠心分離機を通って、サイズ別にする振動台
に移される。このようにして飲料容器が作られる。
同社の工場はイタリアから技術的なサポートを受けており、AMUT（洗浄関係）の機材と、
スイスからVOHLER（ペレットを製造するための抽出装置）を使用している。乾燥したフ
レークはPVC100万個中40個を許容範囲としたミキシングベルトを通って、透明の青と水色
のみが選別される。その後、科学反応を通して、パレットはくすんだ色に変化し、またそ
の重量も増加し、この状態でボトル会社に輸送することが出来る。色のない自然色になる
ように樹脂の質をモニタリングするためにガスクロマトグラフと質量クロマトグラフを使
用している。
同社は環境責任について独自の方針に従い、メキシコ政府の基準より高い基準を設け、
サプライチェーンにおける未成年のウェストピッカーの役割の逓減やウェストピッカーの
生活改善支援を行っている。例えば、子供が学校に通っているウェストピッカーへは異な
る支払い設定としている。また同社は、メキシコ国家規範からクリーンな産業と認証され
ている。
環境責任については、水やエネルギーの消費削減、地球温暖化の原因となるガスや物質
の除去、再生不能資源の経済的な最適化、教育プロジェクトの開発、環境と相互した継続
的な社会的責任の継続的な活動を実施している。
メキシコでは、再利用資源からのペットボトルの製造は純樹脂を60%、再生樹脂を40%の
割合と規制されている。いくつかのボトルは100%再利用樹脂で製造する事が出来るが、製
造工程が大変複雑になる。
同社は会社の戦略として以下の事を挙げており、100名に及ぶ従業員に示されている：
－高いレベルの顧客の獲得
－供給品の管理
－信頼のおける技術
現在同社の事業段階では、年間30,000トンのPETを製造しており、次の段階で年間60,000
トンを見込んでいる。工場は毎時3.3トンのペットフレークの受け入れと、毎時2.4トンのク
リスタルペットを生産している。工場のメンテナンスはプログラム化されており、16時間
を超えないように設定されている。マテリアルは7回のリサイクル指標がある。再利用され
たペットボトルの4%がメキシコで消費されたもので、その他は中国からである。
a. Pet

Starの活動目的



再生不能資源の利用



メキシコの新世代の教育や文化に影響を与える



サプライチェーンに社会的責任についてのプロジェクトを立ち上げる

b. Pet Starのプロジェクトを成功するための戦略的要素
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高いレベルの顧客の獲得



供給品の管理



信頼のおける技術

c. ペットボトルの処理過程

荷の保管

ボトル洗

**受入能力：3トン/

浄

時

ボトル選別と圧縮

Fフレークの洗浄

**精算能力：2.4トン/
時間（ クリスタル
PET）
冷却

固形上での重縮合

押し出し、乾

洗浄したフレ

燥、殺菌

ークの投入
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工場視察：グラスリサイクル（Vitro）
テーマ：グラスリサイクルの経験

エンジニア：Javier Leal Orta

Toluca Glass Manufacturing S.A訪問では、まず原料から見学した。そこで、グラス製造の
主な原料は、シリカ、カルシウム、炭酸塩、長石、石灰であることが分かった。これらの
原料は1,400トンの収容能力のある貯蔵庫に保管されており、原料に求められている機能に
従いミキシングを行う。このため、原料の質とミキシングについての厳しい基準が設けら
れており、信頼できる原料供給者から購入している。
製品を作るために予め設定されたミキシングを行うために、大変精密な計量機がある。
高い精密性が要求されるため、2日に一度計量機を較正している。ミキシングが終わると、
天然ガスを供給して1,500度まで上がる炉に投入する。
同様の過程で回収された資源または連携工場で回収された資源を15%使用している。 溶
解物の質を保証するために濃度調整を行い、これは温度を徐々に下げることで出来る。
同社は1909年にMonterreyで創設され、米国へのグラスの輸出では4番目であり、板硝子で
は1番目である。年間1,134トン消費し、2,300,000個グラス製造している。2009年にはメキシ
コ中の128,000トンのグラスをリサイクルした。この工場では15%のリサイクル資源と85%
の純資源を使って透明グラスのみ製造している。
融解過程では、ミキシングされた物が1日260トン倉庫から炉に移され水ガラスが作られ、
精製される。
工場では燃料として、 製造過程で必要な天然ガスをパイプラインを通して使用してお
り、また液化石油ガスとディーゼルも使用している。
工場には650人の作業員がおり、OSSA18000規制に従い、LCM（損失管理）を行っている。
ガラスの種類：


車両ガラス（窓ガラス）から回収された板ガラス



有害廃棄物から



容器グラスや、一般的に使われている圧伸成型品

リサイクルされる容器の種類；


色付きのグラス：琥珀、透明、緑、青、
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酒の容器



香水の容器



薬の容器
ガラスのリサイクルは、2009年に128,000トン、2010年は107,000トンに達した。
ガラス素材の魅力的な特徴は、衛生的、透明、異なる色でできる、化学作用を起こさな

い、鮮やか、変形自在、そして100%リサイクル可能であるということである。
同社は学校、病院、診療所、ホテル、バーやレストランで296ものリサイクルプログラム
を実施している。このプログラムの目的は、容器の色（透明、琥珀、緑、青）選別を促進
するためであるが、特にホテルやレストランでのglass to glass(グラスからグラス)の回収プロ
グラムを実施すべきである。
RESICLAはポイントカードを使ったプログラムで、商店に透明な容器を持っていくこと
でポイントがもらえる。恵まれていない子供のいる家庭のための経済的な補填システムと
なっている。

2月23日（水）
工場視察：メキシコシティの建設廃棄物のリサイクル施設（Recycled concrete）

Recycled Concreteは2004年に創設された。同社は、事業が瓦礫や解体廃棄物が原因の重大
な都市問題の緩和を試みるものであることから、環境省と建設会議所からの支援を受けて
いる。毎年メキシコシティでは5,600トンの建設解体廃棄物が発生していると推定されてい
る。
条例では、建設会社に対してこうした廃棄物を10%その場で処理するか、環境省により認
可を受けた特定業者にその処理を委託することを規定している。これらの特別廃棄物は粉
砕され、道路の補助基礎、公園、路盤、土手、バイクレーン、処分場の覆土材、周辺道路
の補助基礎、公園、ガーデン、スポーツ競技場、土壌改善に使用される。
これらの廃棄物は全てリサイクル出来るため、長距離輸送の削減による燃料の節約の結
果、大気汚染や純資源の使用の削減にもつながる。同様に、不法投棄の撲滅に貢献してい
る。
メキシコの廃棄物量は1日95,000トンで、その内の3分の1がこうした建設と解体廃棄物で
あり、道路建設に使用されるケースもあるが、残念ながら渓谷などにオープンダンピング
されている。
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建設と解体廃棄物は十分リサイクル可能であるが、有機ごみ、プラスチック、紙、布、
ガラスと分けて行う必要がある。リサイクル工場の倉庫は、4つの分類がされている。


コンクリート



混合物



掘削からの粘土（シルトや汚泥は含まない）



製粉物
作業過程は、先ず粉砕と選別から始まり、リモートコントロールで機材（英国製）を使

用して行う。その後、4種類のサイズにふるい分けされる。
2010年に同社は500,000トン強の建設と解体廃棄物を処理し、2011年は2009年の約3倍の売
り上げとなる、市場においても大きな達成となった。メキシコシティの基準では、受け入
れる純資源に対しては同工場で受け入れる再生資源の1.5倍請求することを認めているた
め、建設と解体廃棄物処理以外の収入となる。この基準は4.01.01.029で、建設廃棄物を対象
としており、また工場で発生する再生資源物質に含まれる不純物についても、2％以内と規
定している。同様に、この基準では、建設構造物に再生資源を使用することを禁止してお
り、建設と解体廃棄物の保管場所の認可も規定している。
同社は一日500立法メートル（合計100トン）処理している。リサイクル資源は、Hot-Mix
アスファルトの15～45%、またCold-Mixアスファルトに約85%使用できる。

工場視察：古紙リサイクル工場（Paper Mill San José S. A. de C.V.）
テーマ： 古紙と多層包装紙リサイクルの経験

スピーカー：エンジニア Pedro García Candas
1トンの紙を製造するために、17本の木が必要であり、3立方メートルのごみの発生と、
1,400リットルの燃料と26,500リットルの水を消費する。
San Jose Paper Millは10年前に、リサイクル資源（古紙と多層包装紙）を使った紙製造会社
になるために、戦略的な変革を行った。これらの原料は処分場やリサイクルセンターから
運ばれてくると、洗浄、粉砕され、不純物を除去するために磁器分離に通される。その後、
30分間粉砕され、アルミを含んでいない容器とアルミを含んだ3層の物質（テトラパックな
ど）に分類される。
取り除かれたアルミは、セメント工場で固形化され、プラスチックの一部は焼却され、
低密度ポリエチレンフレークは商品化される。
工場は57年前に稼働を始めているが、工場は整理されておらず、安全性が低く、十分な
数のサインが無く、汚水の処理が行われていない事が分かる。そのため粉砕の後、セルロ
ースの運搬には水無しでパイプラインシステムで送るか、ベルトコンベアで押すことにな
る。ふるいを通った後の繊維織の過程では、粉砕され圧縮される前に、セルロースを結合
させ、そこで作業員は重量と色を一定にする。
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同社は、49~200g/ m2（紙の束は75 g/m2）の紙を生産可能であり、また紙がカットされ梱
包される前に105色の色付けが出来る。同社で消費される90％の原料は、多層包装紙であり、
残り10％は別の種類の紙である。
同社が原料の使用を最初に変えたのは1973年であり、当時は小規模であったが、1994年
までに製品の50%を古紙、2003年には100%古紙を使って製造するようになった。現在1日当
たり40トンの紙を製造している。オーナーは、電気代や水代の節約やごみ発生量の削減な
ど経済的採算性からこの製造工程の変更に大変満足している。純原料としてセルロースを
輸入して白紙を製造していた会社は、現在「多層包装紙から白紙へ」をモットーとしてい
るということである。
セルロースからは二つの製品ができる：茶色のセルロース（段ボール）と白紙であるが、
白紙にするには8つの工程が有り、硫酸も使用する。
同社は再生資源を材料に100%使用し、作業過程で酸も使用していないが、製品の質に影
響することはない。工場は、60%を産業活動からの包装紙、40%は消費済み古紙を受け入れ
ている。紙は7~8回リサイクルすることが出来る。
d. 課題:


多層包装紙の不足



ごみの混入



消費後(post-comsumption)の紙製品回収量が少ない



紙繊維の湿気と汚染により、残渣ポリエチレンが市場化できない。

e. 解決法:


多層包装紙がリサイクルできる事についての意識啓発の促進



同工場でのポリエチレンの使用
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2月24日（木）
視察：リサイクル工場（E-waste）（PROAMBI）
テーマ：責任あるリサイクル
訪問した工場は廃棄電化製品の処理工場である。こうした廃棄物の適切な管理は、製品
が単独または他の物資と結合して放出する環境への高いリスクを考えると、重要なことで
ある。
最も影響を及ぼす排出物は、重金属の中でも水銀、カドミウム、ベリリウムであり、そ
の他、わずかな銀、金、銅もある。メキシコの総合廃棄物管理法（第19条）では、技術関
連廃棄物を対象としている。
しかしながら、これらを含む化学構造でPVCなどが作られているため、電子及び電化廃棄
物だけでなく、前述の化学物質も有害物であり、鉄の混合の有無で適切な処理が必要であ
る。また、電気の変圧器も適切に処理すべきである。
考えられる汚染の例として、1トンのアルミニウムは4haの森林を破壊し、8バレルの燃料
を消費する。一方アルミニウムをリサイクルすると、4バレルの燃料の消費となる。
訪問中、コスタリカの代表者は、コスタリカの廃棄物の一般法の一部に、e-waste管理の
ための規制が有り、15トン以上の発生量が有るとしている。

テーマ：３Rに係る自治体の経験（カンクンのケーススタディ：Reciclaton）

スピーカー：Biól. Benito Morán Bañuelos
ユカタンの代表者は、sustenta.comという組織
が実施した「Ecopuntos and Reciclaton」について
プレゼンテーションを行った。これらのエコポ
イントは、再生可能物の集積所のことで、Bimbo、
Coca Cola、Pespsico、Tetra packなどの企業と協
力して実施された。
Reciclatonの組織は、多規模な分別キャンペー
ンと再生可能物の集積をユカタンで年に一度公
共の場で行っている。
追加情報として、ユカタンの代表者は市内で20年間廃棄物の収集（一日当たり900トン）
をトン当たり30US$で行っているDOMOSと言う収集サービス業者を批判しており、この金
額についてはメキシコ人から高いという意見があったが、ドミニカの代表者は収集料金は
サービスの実際の費用を負担するためには高くすべきであるという評価をした。
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2月25日（金）
視察（Iztapalapa 中継基地）

Cuellar氏

メキシコシティに11ある中継基地の一つを見学した。そこはCentral de Abastos市場の隣に
位置する。中継基地の体制と安全についての管理は驚くものであった。基地には4つのホッ
パーが有り、その内の2つは有機ごみ専用である。基地は24時間稼働しており、一日に250
台のトラックが500トリップして搬入し、それをごみの内容ごとにトラクタートレイラによ
り処分場、コンポスト工場、リサイクル工場に各50トリップずつ運搬している。
トラクタートレイラは民間会社と契約しており、トレーラーの各サイズは70立法メート
ル、28トンの分の能力が有り、一般的な固定平底タイプである。収集は朝の5時から開始し
時には遠方まで収集するため、車両が最も混雑する時間はお昼頃となる。
基地にはスプリンクラーがたくさんあり、殺菌剤とグリースを除去する洗浄剤を散布し
ている。ダンプトラックは水の洗浄機でごみを取り除くためにテントで覆われた場所のち
ょうど前で洗浄される。
150名の作業員が併設の2基地を担当しており、各1,100トンと1,400トン、合計2,500トン管
理している。
トレーラーはGPS機能を有し、また同じ色で適切なラベルが貼ってあるが、設置されてい
た無線自動識別（RFID）はシグナルを受信することが難しいために効果的な物ではなかっ
た。
基地はエアフィルターのシステムと、側壁の構造に連続でパネルを設置した防音材を有
している。
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視察：リサイクルの分別工場

Cuellar氏
3つ有る再資源可能物の分別工場内の1つを見学した。16年以上前に、Bordo Poniente衛
生処分場の管理を含む総合対策として、Carlos Salinas de Gortari大統領の政権で建設された。
工場は建設時からリサイクル組合により直接運営されている。工場は24時間4つのコン
ベアーで稼働している。工場には1,500人が作業をしており、1,500トン処理している。グラ
ス、紙、缶、段ボールを分別しており、回収された10％の再生資源物は運営団体により直
接市場に出され、残りの90％はBordo Poniente処分場に運搬される。

このモデルでは、工場の建設に多額の投資と、その運営を継続的に行う必要があるこ
とから、我々には適さないようである。
視察：Bordo Poniente衛生処分場

Cuellar氏
Bordo Poniente処分場は、1985年にメキシコシティを襲った地震の直後の同年から使用さ
れている。各フェーズを以下に示す：


第 1 フェーズ：70 ha



第 2 フェーズ：70 ha



第 3 フェーズ：104 ha



第 4 フェーズ：375 ha



第 5 フェーズ：427 ha
当初、処分場の層の高さは8m制限であったが、第4フェーズでは層の高さは12～15mまで

なった。処分場での問題は、浸出水の処理であり、ジオテキスタイルのシートによる浸出
水の浸透を防止することである。浸出水の管理は、作業場の120m下に帯水層が有ることか
ら永久的な懸念事項である。それは作業場の土壌が粘性土であるため土壌沈下（4～8m）を
おこし、古くからの塩水湖のために地下水が約2m上昇するためである。
ガスの回収については、2011年末に予定されていている処分場閉鎖費用を確保するため
に、カーボンクレジットや発電電気の販売を含む開発に力を注いでいる。
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この処分場の閉鎖については、一日の処分場の処分量が12,500トンから9,500トンに減少
しているが、閉鎖は現実的でない。代替案として、代わりの緊急用処分場を準備しており、
そこでは50％の廃棄物を処理でき、24キロ離れた場所に位置する。
党派心の強い政治的理由から、衛生埋立閉鎖のための戦略の一部に、メキシコシティと
メキシコ州の行政間に不合意が有ることは明確である。しかしながら、これらの閉鎖は避
けられない事項であるため、土地管理者は剪定ごみやマーケットごみのコンポスト化の促
進、緊急用の衛生埋立場の選定、ごみの削減促進を行っている。
視察: コンポストプラント

Cuellar氏

コンポスト工場は8haの敷地を有し、一日に200～300トンの処理しており、一日2000トン
まで処理することが見込まれている。1994年にJICAの協力で、機材供与と作業員へのトレ
ーニングが行われた。
現在、工場には200人の作業員がいる。1998年に拡張され、機材も購入された。工場には
2平行に刃の装着している破砕機があり、供給装置から有機ごみがコンベアーを通ってホッ
パーに運ばれる。物理化学パラメーター（基本的に湿度とCN比）の変化を管理する研究室
が有る。
剪定ごみやその他のごみの管理に、工場では小型のフロント・ローダー、トラクタート
レーラの他、刈り払い機、刈りこみバサミ、チェーンソ―がある。破砕物はトレーラーで
分解エリアに運ばれ、そこで空気乾燥と蒸発によりその堆積を50％に減少させる。その後
ふるいでごみ、特にプラスチックを選別する。
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コンポストのエリアは16haあり、南米及びカリブ地域で最も古く規模の大きい工場である
と考えられる。生産されたコンポストは、公園や庭、農業目的として土壌に添付される。
既存の能力では約300トンの処理可能であるが、現在1日平均100トンの剪定ごみと100トン
のマーケットごみを受け入れている。
肉や動物性脂、動物の死骸などの埋葬分解のためにも堆積を使用しており、これは堆積
内部の温度が60度まで上昇することで分解できる。
工場には43名女性が作業しており、その内6名が機材を動かしていることは、局長の素晴
らしい力量の結果であることが分かる。
現在4分の1インチのふるいを使用しており、調整も可能であり、8時間に50立法メートル
の有機物を処理することが出来る。破砕機を使用すると、70立法メートルの剪定ごみで、4
～6トンの破砕物を生産できる。また現在、分解に効果的な土壌の微生物について研究を進
めている。
今年末までの目標を達成するために、新しい機材の購入手続きを始めた。しかしながら、
分解に30日、成熟期間が90日擁する複雑なプロセスになるため、短期間で実施可能までに
拡張できることは大変難しい。
そのため、既存のBordo Poniente処分場閉鎖の代替案として当局が提案した今年末までに1
日2,000トンのコンポスト処理を達成できないという懸念が有る。

テーマ：州の３Rの経験の共有（Jalisco州の経験）

エンジニア：María del Consuelo Correa Vela
María del Consuelo氏のプレゼンテーションでは、まず責任機関とその機関が順守する基準
について説明を受けた。自治体の責任は家庭廃棄物であり、州政府の清掃事業者は特別管
理廃棄物、連邦政府は有害廃棄物の責任を有する。
Jaliscoでは、憲法NAE-SEMADES-007/2008により、2008年10月16日から廃棄物の分別が義
務化された。これは、廃棄物の発生者が廃棄物の価値化に責任があるという一般法に基づ
くものである。
廃棄物を発生源で分別することが法令で定められ、ごみの減量、再利用、特定物の収集、
価値化を促進している。最初の分別段階では、有機ごみ、無機ごみ、医療廃棄物を対象と
しており、医療廃棄物は別集積となる。

第2の分別は、有機ごみ専用容器に始まり、続い

て古紙や段ボール、金属、プラスチック、布、グラス、その他リサイクルの難しいごみの
分別容器となる。
現在Jalisco州では、環境文化の設立と州内の全ての非公式なリサイクラーを巻き込むこと
を提案している。
2012年は全ての自治体が分別収集を行う目標年であり、少なくとも50％の有価物をリサ
イクルまたはコンポスト化にすることとしている。
全ごみ量の45％（76,000トン/年）を占める建設廃棄物管理の規制が無いことは、問題で
ある。
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現在、259社が廃棄物管理に携わっており、その内の200社は廃棄物の収集と処理であり、
既にリサイクルのための分別が行われている。また46社は段ボール、プラスチック、メタ
ル、ガラスのリサイクルを行っており、残り13社が有機廃棄物処理の事業を行っている。
彼らの活動の一部として、車両のタイヤ、バッテリー、携帯電話、E-wasteの収集センタ
ーの運営プログラムや、植物性油、有機ごみ管理の戦略計画を有している。

テーマ：州、自治体（ビジネスチャンスとして中米及びカリブ地域で３R立ち上げの重要点）

M. Eng. Gustavo Solórzano Ochoa

Gustavo Solórzano講師による協議の中では、パネリストや参加者が意見を述べる機会が与
えられた。
協議したいくつかのポイントを以下に示す：


グリーンビジネスの創設については、既に十分な開発が進んでいるが、検討する余
地が十分ある。



こうしたタイプのビジネスの確実な創設のためには、経済規模を考慮すべきである
ことは明らかである。



再資源可能物の需要と供給をスムーズに行うような明確な定義を持ったビジネスイ
ンフラが十分にないことが協議された。



教育と訓練プロセスを強化する必要性が強調された。



今日では環境関連のサービスや製品市場に好意的な傾向が有ることには意見が一致
した。



生産者責任、購入と消費責任についての継続的な啓発を確実にするためには基準統
一することが必要であり、これは市民が排出に対して責任を持つことを保証し、環
境的に持続可能な方法で総合廃棄物管理を実施することにつながる。
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I.

C/P個人のキャパシティアセスメント
次頁より各グループのC/P個人のキャパシティ評価を示す。
1.

廃棄物管理グループ各個人のキャパシティ評価

2.

車両維持管理グループ各個人のキャパシティ評価

3.

廃棄物教育と排出者意識啓発グループ各個人のキャパシティ評価

4.

廃棄物減量化と3R促進グループ各個人のキャパシティ評価

I-1

Output: Capacity of ADN on Integrated SWM planning is strengthened.
Activities
1. Review the current status of Integrated SWM and identify issues to be addressed.
2. Review and analyze the implementation status of the Integrated SWM Plan (M/P)
3. Review/develop targets and action programs of Integrated SWM Plan towards 2011 and 2015.
4. Prepare training materials on SWM planning to support other municipalities.
5. Conduct training and workshops on SWM planning to support other municipalities using the above mentioned materials.
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Individual capacity evaluation of counterpart group on “Solid Waste Management”

It was elaborated an instrument to evaluate the development of individual capacity of counterpart members in the period from July 2011 to July 2012, about:

I-2

a) The various waste management issues raised in the Master Plan
b) The current status in these aspects in the National District, and
c) Issues to be reviewed in the Master Plan
The evaluation was conducted based on the comparison of the answers given in 2009, 2010, 2011 and 2012, by using an evaluation instrument similar in both

It is pointed out observations which sustain the numerical evaluation assigned and issues which should be developed to increase the capacity levels to a
desirable 4 and 5 grade at the end of the project. A chart showing the capacity assessment of each of the members of the C/P team 1 on Solid Waste
Management and that of all the team members is given below.
Note. Rudilerci Castillo’s 2011 evaluation could not be conducted as he was on vacation.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

cases. The evaluation was conducted using the following parameters:
5. It is possible to carry out an excellent job without the Japanese Expert support.
4. It is possible to carry out a satisfactory job without the Japanese Expert support.
3. A little help from the Japanese Expert is needed to reach the goal level.
2. A lot of help from the Japanese Expert is needed to reach the goal level.
1. It is impossible to carry out a satisfactory job, even after capacity development with the Japanese Expert.

Answers 2009
Current Situation.
Unfortunately, municipal
administration lacks the
capacity to impose fines,
which it expects to
achieve if the National
Congress endorses the
proposed Ley de
Capitalidad, currently
under consideration by an
ad hoc committee.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
I think we could review the
whole resolution in order
to amend or specify some
of the issues being
determined by the
progress made, e.g., the
construction of waste
disposal facilities in
existing apartment
buildings.

Answers 2010
Current Situation.
The proposed Ley de
Capitalidad is now being
considered by
Congress. The
congressman proposing
it is currently the
spokesman for the
majority in the lower
house and his party has
absolute majority in the
upper house, thus
increasing the chances
for the bill to be passed.
Issues to be reviewed
in the MP
In addition to the above,
rates should be
reviewed, and duties
and responsibilities of
large waste generators
should be somewhat
expanded as they are
the beneficiaries of
concealed subsidies.

Answers 2011
Current Situation.
Unfortunately, there has been no
progress regarding the proposed Ley de
Capitalidad. However, ADN has not
given up its discussion in Congress.
DIGAUE has simultaneously opted to
take actions at the municipal level that
can be expected to be realized in the
short term. To this effect, it has reached
a consensus on the regulation
concerning the temporary storage of
solid wastes. A by-law is currently being
considered to regulate construction and
demolition wastes. Together with
RENAEPA and JICA, DIGAUE will
endeavor to establish a national policy
about solid waste management.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
I do not think they should be reviewed,
but supplemented instead by adding
some new elements helping to improve
waste management.

Institutional /
organizational
framework

Current Situation.
The Direction of
Environmental
Management and
Municipal Hygiene was
divided into the Direction
of Environmental
Management and the
Direction of Municipal
Hygiene to later establish

Current Situation.
The Manual of
Organization and Duties
of the Direction of
Municipal Hygiene and
Equipment, prepared by
experts from the
Department of Quality
Management based on
interviews conducted to

Current Situation.
The Manual of Duties is currently being
reformulated as the Ministry of Public
Administration is providing consulting
services for ADN to adapt the internal
structure to the official structure of the
Dominican government. Meetings with
the Ministry’s consultants and with staff
from the Department of Quality
Management and DIGAUE have been

Answers 2012
Current Situation.
There has been no progress
regarding the proposed Ley de
Capitalidad. However, ADN has not
given up its discussion in National
Congress
However, there has been made
several meetings with stakeholders
for three fundamental Ordinances
which were prepared by the DIGAUE.
These are temporary storage in
multi-family buildings, large
generators waste collection, and
construction and demolition waste.
It is worked on a new Ordinance for
implementation in the historic center,
establishing the obligatory frame for
separation at the source with the
purpose of starting the recycling
activities.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
As well as my comments in 2011, I
believe that it is necessary to
complement it and this is exactly what
has been doing since the beginning
of DIGAUE. Now with more
motivation and more holistic vision
and action, having the new
secretariat, I believe that it should
continue the work of preparing and
submitting regulations to improve the
application of the law.
Current situation.
Now the challenge is greater,
because it would be organizing a
structure with a much broader
framework of action. Coordination
with the Ministry of Public
Administration is now necessary and
relevant.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
The creation of the new

Evaluation 2012
Level 5

Level 5
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Concept
Legal /
regulatory
framework
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José Miguel Martínez Guridy
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Evaluation 2012

Current Situation.
Collection has steadily
improved. It is especially
considerable in
high-income sectors, that
is, sectors R4 and R5. It is
slightly lower in the
medium-income sector
(R3). Invoicing and
collection projects have
begun to be implemented
in slums (Capotillo and La
Zurza)
Issues to be reviewed in

Answers 2011
held to proceed to the complete
reformulation of the structure of this
Direction.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
It does not seem necessary to modify
the Master Plan to allow strengthening
DIGAUE’s organizational structure.
However, we believe that
ornamentation-related activities should
eventually be transferred back to the
Direction of Hygiene. This will directly
depend on the review of duties currently
being undertaken together with the
Ministry of Public Administration.

Answers 2012
environmental Secretariat, with
coordination in the areas of hygiene
and equipment, environmental
management and ornamental, risk
management and public space use, it
allows our team to organize an
institutional and administrative
structure, as it is operationally
effective, efficient and timely in the
provision of goods and services for
the citizen.

Evaluation 2012

Current Situation.
The readjustment of the rate as of
February, 2011 by increasing it by
100%, taking into account accrued
inflation from June, 2004, to the present
that had devalued the local currency by
106%.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
The deregulation of waste collection for
large generators, tree waste and debris
collection at the household level, will
help to reduce current expenses (direct
subsidy) by ADN. When transferring the
costs incurred for the management of

Current situation.
It is managed to keep pace with
revenue growth. However, the
invoiced amount implies a subsidy of
at least fifty per cent of the cost of the
service offered to them.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
My answer for 2012 would be exactly
same as that 2011,and adding that
the amount subsidized is reported to
each customer along with the
invoiced amount, which is done with
water and sewerage.

Level 4-5
He has a
thorough
understanding of
the importance of
tariffs in the
financing of the
waste
management of
DN, but the tariff
collection does
not depend on
the DIGAUE.
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Financing

Answers 2010
section heads and
concerned managers,
has already been
completed and handed
over to our Department.
We are currently
checking it so that it
may come into force in
2011.
Issues to be reviewed
in the MP
Just as I pointed out
above, these sections
should be closely linked
to our Department. Joint
work with the School for
Leadership and the
Center for
Environmental
Information regarding
public education and
awareness has been
improved. The sections
dealing with the city’s
trees and risk
management have also
closed their ties with us
in an operational
fashion.
Current Situation.
Payment by large
debtors has certainly
improved. Collection
has been kept at the
levels initially set up. It
is especially noticeable
in high-income sectors
(R4 and R5), and
slightly lower in the
medium-income sector
(R3). However, subsidy
is still extremely high.
Issues to be reviewed
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Answers 2009
the General Direction of
Municipal Hygiene and
Equipment. We are
working together with the
Department of Quality
Management in order to
design a strategy fit for
the changes introduced,
and to clearly define the
duties of each of the
stakeholders.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
I think that the Plan
should be thoroughly
reviewed to jump-start the
relationship between the
Direction of Municipal
Hygiene and the School
of Municipal Hygiene, the
Municipal School for
Leadership recently
founded, the Center for
Environmental
Information, and the
sections dealing with the
city’s trees and risk
management.

I-4

Concept

Generation

Current Situation.
Wastes have steadily
increased by 15% a year.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
To adjust the data related
to residing population,
floating population, and
waste generation per
person and by type of
generator.

Answers 2010
in the MP
I think that the total
amount being invoiced,
which is considered to
be extremely low
compared to the cost of
the service, should be
reviewed. We are
subsidizing 1,000 million
pesos and collecting
only 200 million to cover
a total cost amounting to
1,200 million.
Large waste generators
should be transferred to
the public sector for
service and billing. At
present, contractors at
the service of ADN are
providing service and
billing for it.
Current Situation.
The comparison
between the data
corresponding to the
year 2010 and those of
2011 shows that daily
waste collection seems
to be decreasing.
Although it is still too
soon to make any
accurate prediction, this
trend is encouraging for
our sanitation system
and for municipal
finances.
Issues to be reviewed
in the MP
To adjust the existing
data related to residing
population, floating
population, waste
generation per person

Answers 2011
these wastes to the generators, ADN will
be able to concentrate expenses on
household waste collection.

Answers 2012

Evaluation 2012

Current Situation.
Waste generation exceeded 2,000 tons
in 2009 and 2010. This means a 15%
increase compared to 2008 and a 25%
increase compared to 2007. From the
middle of last year until the present, a
decreasing trend is noticeable: a 1%
decrease in 2010 as compared to 2009
and a 5% decrease in 2011 compared
to 2010.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
All waste generation sources should be
separated so that their separated
statistical management helps to improve
the strategies to be implemented. At
present, we handle overall data about
wastes leaving the territory based on the
amounts recorded at the landfill site.
These values show mainly a mix of
household, commercial, industrial,
institutional, special, construction and
demolition, even reusable, wastes. This

Current situation.
The generation declines from 2009. It
shows a decrease of an average five
percent in comparison with the
previous period.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
My comment is same as 2011 as it
being a continuous task. In this sense
it is worth to mention the project of
pruning waste management, and
about the ordinances on construction
and demolition waste and on large
generators waste collection, which
will better define the type and quantity
of waste to be managed.

Level 4
It is convenient
to consider
proposals for
inclusion in the
M/P .
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Answers 2009
the MP
I think that the total
amount being invoiced,
which is considered to be
too low compared to the
cost of the service
rendered, should be
reviewed. We are
subsidizing 80% of the
total cost and this is not a
sustainable scenario.
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Concept

Temporary
storage and
discharge by
generators

Current Situation.
The lack of the capacity to
impose
fines
administratively makes it
difficult to get results in
this area.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
As we cannot guarantee
the passing of the
proposed Ley de
Capitalidad, we should
focus on informing and
communicating with the
residents as a first priority.
To this effect, we can
count on the School of
Hygiene, the School for
Leadership, and the
Center for Environmental
Information.

Answers 2010
and by type of
generator. Fortunately,
the National Population
and Housing Census
will be conducted this
year. We believe it
would be relevant to
carry out a new study on
waste composition and
generation as the latest
study used for the
Master Plan is already
five years old.
Current Situation.
Fortunately, the
implementation of the
pilot projects for the
improvement of waste
disposal helps us to
attempt a few activities
and learn from their
practical execution.
Issues to be reviewed
in the MP
Just as in 2009, to focus
on
informing
and
communicating with the
residents as a first
priority. To this effect,
we can count on the
School of Hygiene, the
School for Leadership,
and the Center for
Environmental
Information.
Furthermore, the major
has designed a great
campaign with the
slogan Clean City,
Pride of All…, which
will undoubtedly help to
achieve our goal.

Answers 2011
separation will allow to remove from the
system a number of elements not known
to date that needs to be managed
directly by their users, namely, tires,
batteries, broken lamps, as well as
newspaper and office paper, tree
branches, and construction and
demolition wastes.

Answers 2012

Evaluation 2012

Current Situation.
Unfortunately, the Resolution for the
Temporary Storage in Apartment
Buildings has not been approved yet.
We expect it to be approved this year.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To continue to formulate by-laws to
cover specific issues, e.g., on
construction and demolition waste
management, or eventually on tree
waste management, trying to introduce
roll-on roll-off containers for debris
collection and tree shredding on site, the
elimination of porta tanques in the city,
and the impossibility for a large
commercial, industrial or institutional
generator to dispose of wastes along a
thoroughfare for their collection by the
private sector.

Current Situation.
We hope that proposed regulations
will be adopted shortly. All three
affect the waste discharge manners.
The new proposed Ordinance, still in
preparation for the separation at the
source is added for this purpose.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Same answer to that in 2011. In
addition to that, it is expected to be
soon adopted the Ordinances, and
then proceed to its implementation.

Level 4.5
He demonstrates
a thorough
understanding
about the
conditions of
temporary
storage and
discharge by
generators.
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Answers 2009
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Concept

Answers 2009
Current Situation.
Equipment provision has
greatly improved.
However, there is still a
long way ahead of us.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
To be demanding in terms
of contracts.

Answers 2010
Current Situation.
There continues to be
some progress in terms
of vehicle availability
with the introduction of
several small compactor
trucks. However, there
is still a long way ahead
of us. Contractors have
not been able to provide
new units due to
financial constraints.
Issues to be reviewed
in the MP
To be demanding in
terms of contracts.

I-7
Transport
(Transfer
Station )

Current Situation.
The existing transfer
station has steadily
increased its waste
handling
rate.
At
present, it handles an
average 900 tons.
Issues to be reviewed
in the MP
Its possible location, its
costs as compared to
the costs to develop the
potential of the existing
station, and the
identification of the
contractors with it.

Current Situation.
The discussion about the convenience
and possible location of the transfer
station envisaged in the Master Plan is
still ongoing. Arrangements are currently
being made to acquire the land
bordering to the north on the existing
transfer station in Villas Agrícolas in
order to be able to differentiate between
the trucks coming into the station and
those going out of it to reduce the impact
of the existing 400 trucks on the
environment. Another action under
consideration is to decrease the number
of open trucks without compaction to
reduce the trips to the transfer station by

Answers 2012
Current situation.
One of the two major contractors
companies have already completed
the number of collection vehicles that
is defined in the contract.
Another contractor, although having
required number of collection
vehicles, their age is more than ten
years on average.

Evaluation 2012
Level 5

ADN has acquired eight dump trucks
for debris collection and going to
purchase three compactors (six cubic
yards) for the service in the historic
center.
Community foundations have enough
number of collection vehicles, though
they are very damaged mostly.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Same as the 2011 previous
comment, adding that the Mayor is
strongly in favor of this initiative. But it
is recognized that the difficulties of
finding providers of these units in the
market.
Current situation.
It is made efforts to acquire the land
adjacent to the transfer station, to
cope with current incoming and
outgoing trips, to fix the exit for the
North. The value was already
assessed and agreed with the
owners. It is expected the approval by
the Council.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
The Master Plan for Mancomunidad
prepared by consultants of the IDB
proposes the extension of the current
transfer station to manage 1500 tons
per day. It could be complemented to
opt for the domestic waste and

Level 4.5
He has sufficient
knowledge about
the problems of
the current
transfer station
that needs to be
included in the
revised M/P or in
the Master Plan
that is being
developed by
IDB consultants
for the
Mancomunidad.
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Current Situation.
The transfer station has
significantly increased the
wastes it handles. It has
almost
doubled
the
wastes it handled during
the formulation of the
Master Plan.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
The relevance to build a
new transfer station,
which is still
understandable, should
be reviewed. The Master
Plan should review Its

Answers 2011
Current Situation.
Financial constraints still persist.
However, we are waiting for the approval
by the National Congress of a credit to
be granted by the State Bank that will
allow ADN to mitigate almost all of its
debt with the service providers. In 2008,
the company ADN Services acquired 20
trucks having a capacity of 20yds³. The
Escoba Foundation has acquired 5
compactor trucks with a capacity of
6yds³ in the last two years, the
Fundsazurza Foundation purchased 1
truck, whereas the company Disposición
Sanitaria Capital purchased 2 Renault
trucks in 2010 and 5 Mack trucks in
2011.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
No changes are required in this respect,
save for the decision already made in
the sense that ADN will try to increase
the number of units having a capacity of
6yds³ from the present 30 up to 50 in
order to ensure a supplementary solid
waste collection capacity of its own.
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Concept
Collection

Recycling

Current Situation.
There has not been
significant progress in this
respect. However, the
Center for the Promotion
of Recycling has already
begun operating.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
The pilot projects for the
segregation of paper,
organic material, and
market wastes will help
improve the knowledge
about these wastes and
promote relevant actions.

Current Situation.
Some by-products are
recycled, but no records
exist.
Issues to be reviewed
in the MP
No answer.

Answers 2011
at least 15%.
Small dumping boxes were replaced
with larger boxes in 80% of the dump
trucks used to convey wastes from the
transfer station to the landfill site.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
The construction of a second transfer
station is still recommended, not
necessarily in the place initially identified
as the site has already been ruled out.
Its location will be reviewed in the light of
the Master Plan for Sanitation sponsored
by BID and the Japanese Consulting
Fund, which will recommend next May
three sites as candidates for new landfill
sites and eventually some proposed
sites to build trasfer stations. It may be
concluded that a transfer station can be
built to serve more than one
municipality. It could be built in a
municipality bordering on the National
District.
Current Situation.
Not that we are aware of. However, a tire
crushing facility is expected to be
installed in Pedro Brand municipality
within the Greater Santo Domingo. So
far its official opening has not yet been
announced.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
The recently established 3R’s Network
and the participation of the private
sector, especially supermarkets, in
waste segregation show that the
Dominican society has begun to
internalize the concept of the 3R’s.
Some initiatives for the Promotion of
Systems of Clean Production and public
awareness are being implemented by
companies exploring, albeit timidly, the
concept of extended producer’s
responsibility by launching waste
recovery campaigns in the form of

Answers 2012
similar.

Evaluation 2012

Current situation.
I do not think that at this moment
management issues be raised by the
ministries of trade and environment,
regarding the extended producers
responsibility. We'll see what the
approach of ministerial responsibility
in the new Government.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
We will achieve the synergy of the
CPR and the CIA to connect more
with the citizens, as well as the
business support network RENAEPA
with whom we have been working for
a while ago, to accelerate the
processes of recycling, we recognize
now advances in various areas of
society.

Level 5

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
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Answers 2010
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Answers 2009
possible location, its costs
compared to the costs to
develop the potential of
the existing one, and the
identification of the
contractors with it as they
could get involved to
acquire smaller trucks.
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Concept

Treatment
(composting)

Current Situation.
We have not yet begun to
execute these activities
as they are included in the
implementation project.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
To develop the pilot
projects for organic waste
and tree waste
management, as well as
to analyze wastes
generated from street
sweeping and public
ornamentation in order to
design appropriate
actions.

Final disposal

Current Situation.
Duquesa landfill site has
improved
operations.
However, the amount of
waste being received has
dramatically
increased,
thus
reducing
its
remaining service life.
Revenues
have
increased, but they are

Current Situation.
We have not yet begun
to
execute
these
activities as they are
included
in
the
Follow-up Project to be
implemented following
the pilot project for tree
waste shredding.
Issues to be reviewed
in the MP
To develop the pilot
projects for organic
waste and tree waste
management, as well as
to analyze wastes
generated from street
sweeping and public
ornamentation in order
to design appropriate
actions.
Current Situation.
Duquesa landfill site has
improved its operations.
However, the amount of
waste being received
has
dramatically
increased,
thus
shortening its remaining
service life. Revenues
have increased, but

Answers 2011
contests. This is an initiative that we
acknowledge with certain reservations.
The indicators to be used to measure the
goals achieved should be reviewed as,
notwithstanding the role we have to lay,
we are not in a position to guarantee that
DIGAUE’s actions will be directly
proportional to waste reduction. We
should give a new direction to our role to
rather facilitate and devise actions
between the sector producing the
wastes and the sector managing them.
Current Situation.
The modification was made to the
minute of meeting recently signed in
order to establish that DIGAUE is not
currently implementing the composting
project, but it has opted to develop and
expand the Pilot Project for Tree Waste
Shredding, for the execution of which
ADN acquired a second shredding
machine.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
The composting project has been
postponed.

Answers 2012

Evaluation 2012

Current situation.
The pruning waste management
project has been successful. It is
expected to have more staff, as well
as to establish synergies with the
urban forest Department, now within
the framework of the new
Environmental Secretariat, that
covers both.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
We will continue learning in the
demonstrative pilot works of
composting that our person
responsible for the pruning waste
management is dedicated.

Level 4.5
Under the new
conditions of
Environmental
Secretary of the
ADN, he has all
possibilities to
promote 3R
policy in the
national district.

Current Situation.
There are a Degasification Facility and a
Plastics Recycling Plant within Duquesa
landfill site. The operation of the landfill
site has of late become stable. However,
the access road continues to be its
weakest point. It is so deteriorated that
the landfill site was closed on August 1st
due to a collapse of the road that
brought about delays extending for a

Current situation.
The access road has been improved,
six heavy equipment are acquired to
reduce dependency on leased
equipment and reduce costs. It will be
installed the second weighbridge in a
short time to improve controls. It
installed a system of vigilance
cameras.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP

Level 4.5
Under the new
conditions of
Environmental
Secretariat of the
ADN, there are
all possibilities of
participating in
the project of the
Mancomunidad.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
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Answers 2010
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Answers 2009
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Concept

Answers 2009
not proportional to waste
increase.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
This issue should be
thoroughly reviewed as
the remaining service life
of Duquesa landfill site
seems to expire in the
short term.

I-10

Answers 2010
they are not proportional
to waste increase.
ADN has slightly
increased regular
monthly payments in
order to support the
installation of a second
weighbridge, next to the
existing one but bigger,
and a radio frequency
system helping to
improve operation
monitoring in real time.
Issues to be reviewed
in the MP
We should actively
participate in the new
project managed by BID
for the Greater Santo
Domingo as it could
provide some
clarification in this
sense.

Answers 2011
week.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
We are waiting for the Report of the
Master Plan for Sanitation in the Greater
Santo Domingo sponsored by BID and
the Japanese Consulting Fund, which
will provide three candidate sites for the
construction of sanitary landfill sites
within the Greater Santo Domingo.

Answers 2012
Same comment as for 2011. In two
months we hope to receive the
results of the IDB study.

Evaluation 2012
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Legal / reglation
framework
5
Final disposal

4
3

Treatment
(compost)

2
1

Institutional /
organizational
frame
Finance

2010 Evaluation

0

2011 Evaluation
Generation

Recycling
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Transport (trasfer
station)
Collection

Target level
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2012 Evaluation José Miguel Martínez Guridy

2012 Evaluation

Temporary
storage and
discharge
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Answers 2009
Current Situation.
It was elaborated and
approved the Regulation
for Municipal Solid Waste
Management.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
To evaluate the possibility
of imposing administrative
fines for standards
violation and to check
whether it is feasible to
grant incentives for
initiatives supporting their
compliance.

Answers 2010
Current Situation.
It was promulgated the
Regulation for
Non-hazardous Municipal
Solid Waste Management
and it was submitted to the
National Congress the
project of Capital Law.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
To achieve the capacity to
apply penalties for violations
to the regulations and try to
establish mechanism which
would allow granting
incentives to the initiatives
which support their
compliance. To encourage
a regulation framework that
has a tendency to establish
the Extended Responsibility
of Producers.

Answers 2011
Current Situation.
The approval of the proposed Ley
de Capitalidad by the National
Congress is still pending. It will help
to impose administrative fines, thus
providing the National District
Major’s Office with the coercive
power that, together with the
legitimate power and the power to
reward, should strengthen municipal
authority.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To get the approval of some
standards regulating commercial
activities to ensure the appropriate
management, storage, and disposal
of solid wastes generated by these
commercial activities. To devise a
legal framework tending to establish
the Producer’s Extended
Responsibility.

Institutional /
organizational
framework

Current Situation.
There have been created
work committees with
different internal directions
and government
institutions such as
Mancomunidad del Gran
Santo Domingo, the
Environmental Ministry and
Public Health Ministry etc.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
No answer

Current Situation.
There have been created
work committees with
different internal directions
and government institutions
such as the Environmental
Ministry and Public Health
Ministry. It has been
achieved to structure and
begin to operate the Greater
Mancomunidad de Santo
Domingo.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
The establishment of a
cleansing municipal
company.

Current Situation.
There has been some progress in
terms of the actions taken within the
Greater Santo Domingo. By
agreement with the Interamerican
Development Bank (BID in Spanish)
the Plan for the Integrated
Management of Solid Waste will be
simultaneously implemented in all
the municipalities comprising the
Greater Santiago.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To evaluate the possibility to create
an executive committee for
sanitation composed of
representatives from the directions
of City Planning, Traffic, Public

Answers 2012
Current situation.
Capital law project is still
pending for approval in the
National Congress. The
following three projects were
submitted to the Sala Capitular
for further consideration and
approval by the Council:
Ordinance for the management
of waste generated by the
construction, Ordinance to
regulate large generators of
waste and Ordinance for
temporary storage of
non-hazardous solid waste at
residential buildings.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
To ensure the adoption of laws
and ordinances that have been
sent to the National Congress
and to the Sala Capitular. To
promote legal regulatory frame
aimed to establish the extended
producers responsibility.
Current situation.
It has continued to make
progress in actions carried out
by the Gran Santo Domingo
Mancomunidad. The
environmental secretariat has
been created that has among its
main functions to coordinate the
work for the formulation and
evaluation of municipal public
policies for environmental
management in accordance
with the institutional
development plans.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
To evaluate the possibility of

Evaluation 2012
Level 4
The evaluation of
2011 is maintained.
He has extensive
knowledge of the
topic.
The extended
producers
responsibility
legislation is not
possible.

Level 4.5
The evaluation is
raised from 2011
because there have
been advances in
the training

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
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Concept
Legal /
regulatory
framework
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Hugo Rafael Pérez Sarraff
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Evaluation 2012

Answers 2011
Space Defense, Urban Animation,
Environmental Management,
Squares and Parks,
Communications and Public
Relations. On the other hand, the
convenience of establishing a
municipal sanitation enterprise
should be assessed.

Financing

Current Situation.
There has been an
improvement of fee
collection, but it is still
pending to apply the fee
according to volume for
ICI´s and reviewing the
household fee.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
Method to fix and establish
the fee.

Current Situation.
There has been an
improvement of fee
collection, but it is still
pending to apply the fee
according to volume for ICI´s
and reviewing the household
fee.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
To review the method to fix
and establish the fee,
compliance with the polluter
pays principle, charge of
collection for special waste
and debris.

Current Situation.
Collection has improved mainly due
to the dramatic increase in rates
implemented as of January, 2011.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To review the methodology used to
set up the rates; to implement billing
based on collection of special
wastes, tree waste and construction
waste; to associate invoicing and
collection with other services such
as water and electricity supply that
can be interrupted.

Generation

Current Situation.
The generation in National
District exceeds the
expected generation.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
Estimation and population
data should be updated
based on the National
Population Census to be
taken in the year 2010.

Current Situation.
Waste generation is still
higher than generation
estimations.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
Calculation and population
figures should be updated
taking into account the
National Population Census
which should be conducted

Current Situation.
There has been a 5% reduction in
waste generation during the first half
of 2011 as compared to the same
period in 2010. However, the current
waste generation levels still exceed
the estimations established for the
year 2011 in the 2007 Master Plan.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
In late 2010, the National Statistics
Office took a population and

Answers 2012
integrating an Executive
Committee of Waste
Management consisting of
representatives from
directorates of urban planning,
traffic and mobility, public space
defender, urban animation,
environmental management,
squares and parks,
communications and public
relations.
Current situation.
It has improved the tariff
collection amount, largely as a
result of a substantial increase
applied to rates from January
2011, as well as by the
improvement in the collection
service that is perceived by the
citizens and is reflected in a
lower resistance to the
payment.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
Review the methodology of tariff
fixation or establishment, to
apply payment for collection
services of special waste,
pruning waste and construction
waste. To make a joint billing
and collection to other such as
water or electricity services.
Current situation.
During the first half of 2012, we
have experienced a reduction in
waste generation compared to
the same period in 2011, but
levels still remain on the
estimates set out in the 2007
master plan for 2012.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
At the end of 2010 the National

Evaluation 2012

Level 4.5
The evaluation is
raised from 2011
It is convenient to
consider proposals
for the M/P revision.

Level 4
Good level of
understanding of
variations in the
waste generation.
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Answers 2010
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Answers 2009
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Concept

Answers 2011
housing census. However, the
official results have not been
published yet. No new studies about
waste amount and composition
have been conducted since 2005.

Temporary
storage and
discharge by
generators

Current Situation.
It has been established
norms for the cleansing
regulation, but they have
not been sufficiently
informed to the citizens nor
have been promoted their
application.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
Strengthening the
information widespread

Current Situation.
It has been established
norms for the cleansing
regulation, but they have not
been sufficiently informed to
the citizens nor have been
promoted their application.
Collection routes have been
designed, but they have not
been informed widely
because their compliance
cannot be assured.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
Strengthening the
widespread information of
established regulations, as
well as environmental and
citizen education.

Current Situation.
Some regulations related to
sanitation have been established.
However, they have neither been
sufficiently spread, nor their
implementation has been promoted.
Waste collection routes were
designed, but they have not been
sufficiently spread as compliance is
yet to be ensured.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
The new regulations should be
sufficiently spread, as well as
environmental education and public
awareness.

Collection

Current Situation.
There is sufficient
collection equipment, but
in large part they are
neither the adequate nor
the ones required in terms
of the specifications,
conditions, and years of
operation.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
No answer

Current Situation.
There is sufficient collection
equipment, but in large part
they are neither the adequate
nor the ones required in
terms of the specifications,
conditions, and years of
operation.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
To achieve that the
equipment satisfy required
technical specifications and

Current Situation.
The number of collection vehicles is
enough. However, they are not the
right ones in terms of specifications,
capacity and condition. Hired
companies have introduced more
units, but they do not adjust to the
specifications established by the
Master Plan. Community
foundations have also increased
their vehicles, but most of them are
dump trucks instead of small
compactor trucks.

Answers 2012
Bureau of Statistics conducted
a national census of population
and housing, but official results
have not yet been published.
Since 2005 have not made
further studies of quantity and
composition of the waste.
Current situation.
There has been progress in the
dissemination of the rules
contained in the hygiene
regulation but the process is
very slow and still does not work
properly in the application. It is
designed the collection routes
and frequencies, but have not
been widespread since,
although it has improved the
waste collection coverage and
capacity, yet compliance is
ensured.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
Strengthening the
dissemination of the rules, as
well as environmental education
for citizen. Need to make efforts
for the review, calibration and
monitoring of collection routes
and frequencies.
Current situation.
New equipment for the
collection have been integrated.
The contracted companies have
incorporated new units that
conform to the specifications set
forth in the Master Plan better.
Community foundations have
also increased their fleets, but
the vast majority has included
dump trucks rather than small
compactors.
Issues to be reviewed in the

Evaluation 2012

Level 3
Basically it repeats
the same answers in
2011, so it maintains
the same evaluation

Level 4.5
It maintains the
same evaluation of
2011 because he
has a
comprehensive
understanding on
the conditions of
waste collection in
the National District.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
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Answers 2010
soon; additionally, waste
amount and composition
surveys should be conducted
frequently.
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Answers 2009
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Concept

Answers 2011
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To acquire vehicles complying with
the required specifications and to try
to keep them in good operational
conditions for waste collection; to
include a contingency plan in case
of sudden, numerous breakdowns
or an unexpected rapid increase in
waste generation.

Answers 2012
MP
To ensure that all computers
meet the required specifications
and kept in the right conditions
for the provision of the service.
To include a contingency plan to
respond in the event of sudden
and massive operations or
unexpected increase in
generation in a short time.

Evaluation 2012

Transport
(Transfer
Station )

Current Situation.
The existing transfer
station has exceeded its
operational capacity. The
project for the construction
of a new transfer station is
still pending.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
The construction of a
second Transfer Station
(southwestern part of the
city)

Current Situation.
The existing transfer station
has exceeded its operational
capacity. The project for the
construction of a new
transfer station is still
pending.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
The construction of a second
Transfer Station (preferably
to the southwestern part of
the city)

Current Situation.
The transfer station continues to
exceed its design operational
capacity averaging 800 tons a day.
The project for the construction of a
new transfer station is still to be
implemented.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To evaluate the advisability of the
construction of a second transfer
station by making good use of the
recommendations derived from the
Plan for the Integrated Management
of Solid Waste in the Greater Santo
Domingo.

Level 3.5
It remains same as
2011 evaluation. It is
convenient to
consider proposals
on the M/P revision.

Recycling

Current Situation.
Paper and cardboard are
formally recycled, whereas
plastic and glass are
recycled in an informal
fashion. With a private
initiative, a recycling plant
for tetra pack packages
and a building to separate
and recycle materials have
been installed in the Final
Disposal Site.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
To review waste

Current Situation.
Paper and cardboard are
formally recycled, whereas
plastic and glass are
recycled in an informal
fashion. With a private
initiative, a recycling plant for
tetra pack packages and a
building to separate and
recycle materials have been
installed in the Final Disposal
Site. Through the Center to
Promote the 3Rs, contacts
have been made with
organizations which work on

Current Situation.
Formal recycling of paper and
cardboard has increased. Plastic
and glass continue to be recycled
informally. A recycling facility for
TetraPack packages is operating as
a private enterprise. Likewise, a
plant to segregate materials within
the landfill site continues to operate.
Its disadvantage is that ADN does
not avoid the costs incurred for the
collection and transport of wastes
recovered to be recycled. Contacts
with organizations dealing with the
3R’s are still ongoing and a network

Current situation.
It currently handles more than
the design capacity of 850 tons
per day, and the development of
a new transfer station is still
pending.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
To assess the viability of the
construction of a second
transfer station taking
advantage of the
recommendations that are
made within the Integral solid
waste management plan for the
Gran Santo Domingo
Mancomunidad.
Current situation.
Formal recycling of paper and
cardboard has been increased.
It starts to formalize the
recycling of plastic and glass. It
continues to operate as a
private company a tetra pack
packaging recycling plant.
Likewise it continues to operate
a yard to separate materials at
the final disposal site, it is the
disadvantage that the ADN
does not prevent the cost of
collection and transport of
waste that are recovered for

Level 3
2011 assessment is
maintained because
he makes the same
response. It is
convenient to
consider proposals
for the M/P revision.
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Answers 2010
are maintained in adequate
conditions to provide the
service. To include a
contingency plan to respond
in case some trucks are out
of service or there is an
unexpected large generation
of waste in a short time.
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Answers 2009
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Concept

Answers 2011
of stakeholders was established.
An important chain of supermarkets
has set up storage centers for
TetraPack packages in coordination
with a company recycling them
locally.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To organize markets to exchange
and trade wastes that can be
potentially recycled.
To review the goals established and
to define the actions required to
achieve them.

Treatment
(composting)

Current Situation.
It is being conducted a
small pilot project in charge
of the Center of
Environmental Information;
additionally, work is being
conducted to coordinate a
project in a larger scale.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
No answer

Current Situation.
It is being conducted a small
pilot project in charge of the
Center of Environmental
Information; additionally,
work is being conducted to
coordinate a project in a
larger scale.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
To establish a composting
plant and use the product to
improve soils and conditioner
for parks, public areas.

Final disposal

Current Situation.
The operation of the landfill
has been improved (soil
cover, access roads), but it
is still pending leachate
management and
identification of Final
Disposal sites which will be
used when the service life
of the current landfill site is
finished.

Current Situation.
The operation of the landfill
has been improved (soil
cover, access roads), but it is
still pending leachate
management and
identification of Final
Disposal sites which will be
used when the service life of
the current landfill site is
finished.

Current Situation.
With JICA’s support, a pilot project
for tree waste shredding was
executed as part of the activities
included in the follow-up project to
monitor the appropriate
management of solid wastes. ADN
purchased new shredding machines
to turn the project into a large-scale
project.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To set up a composting plant
basically using market waste and
use the compost produced to
improve soils and as fertilizer for
parks, squares, traffic islands and
other public spaces.
Current Situation.
Landfill operation has improved
(waste covering). However, access
roads have further deteriorated and
the leachate management is still
pending. On the other hand, the
place for the construction of a new
landfill site once the service life of
the existing landfill site expires
should be identified.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP

Answers 2012
recycling. It maintains contacts
with organizations dealing with
the issue of the 3R and it is
working with a network of
actors.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
To organize market for waste
exchange and
commercialization of waste
which have potential for
recycling.
Review the goals, increase the
efforts being made and define
the actions to achieve them.
Current situation.
With the support of JICA, it
expands the pruning waste
management project. As ADN
bought a shredder and another
procured by a JICA, there are
now three machines.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
To develop a project of
composting that uses pruning
waste along and market waste,
and use the compost product for
the soil improvement and
fertilizer to public spaces, parks
and squares.

Evaluation 2012

Current situation.
It has continued to improve the
landfill operation and has
worked on access roads.
Leachate management is still
pending. On the other hand, It
needs to identify the final
disposal place that will be used
at the end of the useful life of
the current landfill.
Issues to be reviewed in the

Level 3
2011 assessment is
maintained because
he offers the same
response.

Level 3.5
The evaluation is
raised because he
shows greater
understanding of the
topic and the
utilization of organic
waste.
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Answers 2010
the subject and are creating
a network of actors.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
To review waste generation
and goals.
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Answers 2009
generation and goals.
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Concept

Answers 2009
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
No answer

Answers 2010
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
To estimate the service life of
the current site and begin the
construction of the new
sanitary landfill.

Answers 2011
To estimate the service life of the
existing landfill site and to begin to
identify places for the construction
of the new landfill site.

2012 Evaluation Hugo Rafael Pérez Sarraff
Legal / reglation
framework
5
Final disposal

4
3
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Treatment
(compost)

2
1

Finance

2011 Evaluation

Temporary
storage and
discharge

2012 Evaluation
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Collection

Target level
2010 Evaluation

Generation

Transport (trasfer
station)

Evaluation 2012

Institutional /
organizational
frame

0
Recycling

Answers 2012
MP
To estimate the service lifetime
of the current site and identify
locations for the construction of
a new sanitary landfill.
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Concept

Answers 2009
Current Situation.
It has a legal framework
that is considered
adequate but no fully
complied.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
The relation between
legal framework and the
conditions for its
compliance.

Answers 2010
Current Situation.
The regulation of
non-hazardous municipal solid
waste management was
approved by the municipal
council.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
Although this regulation
improves the application of the
national norm for solid waste
management, there is deficient
enforcing capability through the
municipal administration which
becomes an obstacle for its
implementation.

Answers 2011
Current Situation.
Despite the fact that the current
regulations are sufficient to manage
non-hazardous solid wastes by
means of a municipal
sanitation-related set of rules
established at ADN level, the
progress in terms of their
implementation has been slow.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To strengthen the sanitation-related
set of rules by means of the current
national regulations so that people
managing their wastes
inappropriately can be penalized
accordingly.

Institutional /
organizational
framework

Current Situation.
It is developed a process
to reorganize DIGAUE to
improve comprehensive
waste management.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
Relationship between
DIGAUE structure and the
activities to develop under
the Master Plan

Current Situation.
ADN financial administration is
directed through a good
coordination among its
components. Nowadays, an
excellent integration of DIGAUE
has been achieved with all key
areas to provide resources to
guarantee sustainability to the
cleansing system.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
Strengthening of DIGAUE with
Urban Planning Department to
regularize the specifications
which should be informed to the
residents whenever a
construction takes place with
regards to storage of solid
waste.

Current Situation.
ADN’s organization is well
established. Its strength is such that
each component knows his duties
allowing the system to work.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Other directions within ADN related
to DIGAUE should be integrated
into MIRS.

Answers 2012
Current situation.
In terms of legislation and
regulations, despite having these
instruments to monitor the proper
handling of solid waste, the
advance has remained as in
previous years, so even there is
with them as base instruments to
penalize both collector
companies and generators for
the improper handling of waste.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
The strengthening of the
cleansing regulation through the
national regulations in force, so
that it can fulfill the objective of
penalizing those who improperly
handles their waste. Review the
sanctions stated in the regulation
and adapt them so that its
application is sustainable.
Current situation.
There is a definition of the ADN
Organization and its
strengthening is such that each
component defined the function
in a manner such that the system
works. There have been some
changes in the ADN
Organization favoring the
interrelationship between its
components.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
It is the integration of other
directions of the ADN
Organization on the DIGAUE in
the ISWM of great needs. Some
changes have given rise to this
integration, but still need the
consolidation of other areas.

Evaluation 2012
Level 3.5
The evaluation is
maintained
because progress
to be made
through training
on the topic is not
shown.

Level 4
Greater
understanding of
the relationship of
DIGAUE in the
ADN structure
and about the
Master Plan.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Concept
Legal /
regulatory
framework
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Evaluation 2012

Current Situation.
Waste generation has
dramatically increased
due to the existing floating
population and to the fact
that the city has
somewhat expanded.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
Waste generation per
person and the influx of
visitors into the city.

Answers 2011
Current Situation.
It has improved as a result of the
existing contacts between the users
and the billing and collection
company. Rates have been
properly established, thus helping to
increase revenues.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To manage to persuade users to
understand and request additional
services such as tree waste and
construction waste collection.

Answers 2012
Current situation.
Through the contact between the
user and the company in charge
of billing, tariff collection has
improved, having established a
balanced tariff system, thereby it
increases revenues.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
In a general sense, users should
be more identified. It also needs
to understand waste produced
which are collected from day to
day, also to understand request
of additional services such as
pruning waste, debris, etc.

Evaluation 2012
Level 3.5
The evaluation is
raised because
he has advanced
understanding on
the balance
between costs
and generators’
fee.

Current Situation.
Waste generation has dramatically
increased exceeding the MP
estimation due to several factors
such as the increased number of
people within the National District, a
slight expansion of the city, and
some economic improvement,
among others.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
As was previously stated in 2010,
variables such as floating
population, the city’s vertical
growth, etc., should be reviewed.

Current situation.
The waste generation exceeds
the estimated amount by the
Master Plan due to several
factors. It has grown substantially
such as the number of people
who develop their activities in the
National District, a small growth
in the city, some economic
improvement, among others.
This keeps growing.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
Due to the substantial growth in
the waste generation, it needs to
review the variables of the
floating population, the vertical
growth of the city, among others.

Level 4
2011 Assessment
remains.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Generation

Answers 2010
Current Situation.
Collection fee management has
increased continuously,
generating billing levels up to
55% in the global sense, being
higher than 75% in high income
areas.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
The gap between the costs of
the cleansing system and what it
is recommended from what is
being charged and collected. To
evaluate the fee which remains
the same and to charge by
volume generated by large
generators.
There are still no institutional
conditions to propose focusing
on neither subsidies nor their
reduction; ADN financial
management is deficient for
SWM issues vs the payment by
residents.
Current Situation.
Solid waste generation has
increased substantially to
exceed what was estimated in
the Master Plan due to several
factors, such as the number of
residents who develop their
activities in the National District,
small growth in the city, and
economic improvement, among
others.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
A revision of the factors which
have caused an important
increment of waste with respect
to what was estimated in the
Master Plan should be
conducted, rate of growth in the
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Answers 2009
Current Situation.
The collection rate has
improved as many who
did not pay for the
collection service are
currently paying for it.
Rates for ICI’s (large
generators) have been
established.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
No answer

I-19

Concept
Financing

Answers 2009

Temporary
storage and
discharge by
generators

Current Situation.
Companies should
improve the collection
service.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
Advice on waste disposal
by residents and duties of
collection companies.

Collection

Current Situation.
Waste collection by hired
companies is not efficient
due to the limited number
of of collection vehicles.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
No answer

Answers 2011

Answers 2012

Evaluation 2012

Current Situation.
Despite the fact that the companies
hired do not have the required
number of collection vehicles as
recommended in the Master Plan,
waste collection has certainly
improved as the allocation of funds
for community enterprises has been
greater than expected, thus helping
them to improve waste collection.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To provide the companies with the
number of collection vehicles
necessary to render their service; to
advise the residents on how to
dispose of their waste; and to
achieve an efficient, high-quality
waste collection.
Current Situation.
Both private and community
companies, as well as the
companies under ADN, have
acquired a few collection vehicles.
However, the number of vehicles as
established by the Master Plan is
still insufficient. Therefore, broken
vehicles cannot be immediately
replaced by operational ones to
cover a designated area.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Companies should have the
required number of collection
vehicles in good operational
conditions to cover the designated
areas as frequently as needed.

Current situation.
One of the contracted companies
has acquired new collection units
recommended in the Master
Plan. Community firms have
increased their collection.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
Guide citizen on how to
discharge their waste, and
maintain an efficient service and
quality. Also check, through the
Directorate of urban planning,
permission to the construction
companies to monitor the
handling of construction waste
and other debris which are
generated.
Current situation.
As mentioned before, one of the
companies has acquired new
collection units, which gives it
larger capacity to provide service
in their assigned area. And the
other company has met with
ADN personnel related with the
issue for increasing their
vehicles. Community foundations
and our ADN direct operation has
improved some units.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
Insist on reviewing that
companies have the required
units, as well as the quality of
these assigned for operations,
and whether they have the
necessary work wears.

Level 4
The evaluation is
raised because
there is a better
analysis of the
relationship
between the
discharge
conditions and
collection system.

Level 4
Assessment is
raised from 2011
due to his better
training in the
subject.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Answers 2010
city, and floating population
which goes to the National
District to work.
Current Situation.
Taking into account contracted
companies, they do not have the
recommended collection
equipment in the Master Plan;
progress has not been
satisfactory because clients
cannot trust the system with
regards to time and frequency.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
To achieve that companies
obtain necessary units to
conduct the service, instruct
residents on the adequate
manner to discharge, and
achieve an efficient and high
quality service.
Current Situation.
Collection fee management has
increased continuously,
generating billing levels up to
55% in the global sense, being
higher than 75% in high income
areas.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
The gap between the costs of
the cleansing system and what it
is recommended from what is
being charged and collected. To
evaluate the fee which remains
the same and to charge by
volume generated by large
generators.
There are still no institutional
conditions to propose focusing
on neither subsidies nor their
reduction; ADN financial
management is deficient for
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Concept

Current Situation.
It currently operates every
day receiving a large
portion of the wastes
collected by the
community company and
some units operated by
the private companies
and ADN.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
No answer

Recycling

Current Situation.
So far, recycling is carried
out in an informal way at
the landfill site. There
exists a company
involved in newspaper
recycling.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
No answer

Answers 2011

Answers 2012

Evaluation 2012

Current Situation.
As can be seen from the increase in
waste collection by the community
companies and some units
operated by private companies, the
amount of waste received at the
existing transfer station is currently
on the increase.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
The vehicles transporting the
wastes up to the transfer station
should be optimized; the units
conveying the wastes up to the
landfill site and the condition of the
roads should be improved.

Current situation.
It is discussed the possibilities of
other transfer stations within the
Gran Santo Domingo
Mancomunidad, but available
sites are not found. As for the
existing one, it has a greater
development, so that large
amount of waste are collected by
the new units and transported to
Duquesa.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
Optimization of units that
transport and transfer.
Improvement of transfer units
that have problems of
trafficability to the final disposal
site. Also it needs to study the
feasible locations for transfer
activities that depending on the
surrounding population.
Current situation.
Currently there is the Center for
the Recycling Promotion that
now has a pilot project for the
recovery of paper in collaboration
with the company named
Moldeados Dominicanos,
institutions, neighborhood
associations and it is intended to
expand to schools, and other
generators of such material. A
new company which has been
integrated into the collaboration
is GREEN LOVE.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
Strengthen the training of
environmental education, looking
for the discharge reduction. In

Level 3
The evaluation is
raised, but he still
needs more
training.

Current Situation.
There operates the Center for the
Promotion of Recycling currently
implementing a pilot project for
paper recovery together with
Empresa Moldeados Dominicanos,
S.A, in institutions and residents’
associations. The project is
expected to be expanded to schools
and other places generating paper.
GREEN LOVE is a company
currently cooperating with the
project.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Environmental education should
help residents be aware of the fact
that their greatest benefit is their
contribution to the environment. In
addition, to attract companies

Level 3
2011 assessment
is maintained
because the
answers are
similar.
独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Transport
(Transfer
Station )

Answers 2010
SWM issues vs the payment by
residents.
Current Situation.
Solid waste generation has
increased substantially to
exceed what was estimated in
the Master Plan due to several
factors, such as the number of
residents who develop their
activities in the National District,
small growth in the city, and
economic improvement, among
others.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
A revision of the factors which
have caused an important
increment of waste with respect
to what was estimated in the
Master Plan should be
conducted, rate of growth in the
city, and floating population
which goes to the National
District to work.
Current Situation.
Taking into account contracted
companies, they do not have the
recommended collection
equipment in the Master Plan;
progress has not been
satisfactory because clients
cannot trust the system with
regards to time and frequency.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
To achieve that companies
obtain necessary units to
conduct the service, instruct
residents on the adequate
manner to discharge, and
achieve an efficient and high
quality service.
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Answers 2009
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Concept

Treatment
(composting)

Current Situation.
The Center for
Environmental Education
is currently implementing
several composting
projects at Mirador Sur
park.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
No answer

Current Situation.
Work has been done on the
feasibility study to conduct
compost which will be practiced
in the prune waste pilot project
next year and, subsequently,
market waste will be included.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
The expansion of compost
waste program by municipal
markets and waste prune.

Final disposal

Current Situation.
Wastes are covered with
soil. However, the landfill
site is not operated under
appropriate conditions to
attempt to protect the
subsoil.
Issues to be reviewed in
the MP
Construction of the
leachate storage and
treatment facility.

Current Situation.
The operation in the final
disposal site has improved
remarkably. In spite the
amount of tons received daily
has increased remarkably with
respect to what was foreseen in
the Master Plan.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
In view of the service life
foreseen for the existing final
disposal site, it is necessary to
review issues about the recover,
operation of the final disposal
site. On the other hand, it
should be reviewed for the new
site, design issues such as

Answers 2011
interested in recycling; and to
improve training in terms of
environmental education to reduce
waste disposal.
Current Situation.
Tree branches have begun to be
shredded by DIGAUE by using a
shredding machine donated by
JICA. There is another shredder
currently being repaired. Shredding
began at Mirador Sur park and it is
expected to be extended to other
places.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
The expansion of the composting
program using wastes generated by
municipal markets and tree waste.
Market waste should be used to
avoid dumping them at the landfill
site.

Current Situation.
In spite of the difficulties
encountered in the last months as a
consequence of the rains and the
deterioration of the road affecting
the access by collection vehicles to
Duquesa, the landfill site is being
operated at full capacity.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
In the light of the remaining service
life estimated for the existing final
disposal site, some aspects of the
activities related to waste recovery
and landfill site operation should be
reviewed. On the other hand, some
aspects related to the design of the
new landfill site such as structural
stability, site bottom covering,

Answers 2012
the legal order it must
institutionalize the Centre for
Recycling Promotion within the
DIGAUE.
Current situation.
Already started shredding of
pruning waste with the
acquisition of a shredder from
DIGAUE, donated by JICA, in
addition to an existing one that is
under repair. In the Mirador Sur
Park, it has begun to expanded
to other places. It adds to these
other two shredders and
increased shredding capacity.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
The expansion of the program of
composting generated by
municipal markets and pruning
wastes. That market wastes can
reduce amount to disposal site.
With respect to these, it already
considers the possibility of the
use of waste from the market.
Current situation.
Despite the difficulties presented
in these months of the year, such
as the rain and the access road
deterioration, which causes
problems to collection and
transport vehicles to Duquesa, it
remains operating.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
In view of the remaining service
life expected for existing final
disposal site, it is necessary to
review aspects of recovery works
and site operation. On the other
hand, it should be checked for
the new site aspects of design,
such as structural stability

Evaluation 2012

Level 3.5
Assessment is
raised because
he reflects more
knowledge and
interest in this
subject.

Level 3.5
2011 assessment
is maintained
because the
answers are
similar.
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Answers 2010
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Answers 2009
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Concept

Answers 2009

Answers 2010
structural stability analysis, liner
analysis, and leachate and
treatment storage, among
others.

Answers 2011
leachate storage and treatment,
etc., should also be reviewed.

2012 Evaluation Manuel Enrique Ramírez Rosso
Legal / reglation
framework
5
Final disposal

4
3

Treatment
(compost)

2
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1

Institutional /
organizational
frame
Finance

Collection

Target level
2011 Evaluation

Generation

Transport (trasfer
station)

Evaluation 2012

2010 Evaluation

0
Recycling

Answers 2012
analysis, analysis of lining,
storage and treatment of
leachate, among others.
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Concept

2012 Evaluation

Temporary
storage and
discharge
独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Francisco Alberto Martínez García

Institutional /
organizational
framework

Current Situation.
Improved coordination and
guidance by the staff is
required to carry out waste
collection more effectively.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
It is needed the complete
support of all departments of
this institution to the DIGAUE
to attain the objectives of the
Master Plan.

Answers 2010
Current Situation.
What has been established in
the regulation has not being
applied completely, operation
has been done based on
contracts which have not
finished yet or some points on
the regulations from the
Environmental Ministry which
are not being applied.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
To study the causes and
reasons
to
prevent
the
enactment of the “Regulation for
Non-Hazardous Municipal Solid
Waste Management Service” in
its totality. It is also important to
develop policies which promote
the compliance of established
regulation and rules.
Current Situation.
It has been incorporated the
urban planning process in the
integrated solid waste
management. It has been
strengthen the capacity of the
personnel in solid waste
management through the
application of measures directed
to improve its performance and
protection of health. It has been
established an evaluation system
and quality control for solid waste
management service.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
It is needed the complete
support of all departments of this
institution to the DIGAUE to
attain the objectives of the

Answers 2011
Current Situation.
The Municipal Sanitation
Regulations are not being fully
implemented yet. These
regulations are the
representative legal reference to
execute and regulate all the
activities envisaged in the
Master Plan.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
We should first implement all the
regulations and gradually
evaluate the results to then be in
a position to identify the things
that work out well and those that
should be modified.

Answers 2012
Current situation.
Very little has happened in the
field of legislation and regulation,
since they are not in practice the
sanctions laid down both collector
companies such as the municipal,
so the Master Plan has not been
able to develop fully.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
I think that if we evaluate the
results, we realize that at this
stage in the challenge as projected
for this date this is due to that
legislation and regulations are
being applied in a passive manner.

Evaluation 2011
Level 3.5
Assessment is
raised from 2011
because he
shows better
understanding of
the topic

Current Situation.
The Direction of Municipal
Sanitation is responsible for the
management of the solid wastes
generated within the National
District. City planning has been
integrated into the integrated
management of solid wastes.
The capacity of the staff involved
in solid waste management has
improved with the
implementation of a number of
measures aiming at improving
their performance and protecting
their health. A system to assess
and monitor the quality of solid
waste management has been
introduced.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
Total support by all the

Current situation.
The participation of the fire brigade
of the DN in the streets washing
and cleaning of the city is
noticeable.
It is given to DIGAUE the control of
equipment and transportation, this
is something very important in
carrying out operations and
maintenance of the vehicles.
Recently it is established the
Environmental Secretariat which
contributes to the improvement of
the trees and pruning
management of the city.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
It is needed the total support by all
departments of this institution to
address urban cleansing to enable
to achieve all the objectives of the
Master Plan.

Level 4
The evaluation
is maintained
because
answers are
essentially the
same as those
in 2010 and
2011.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Answers 2009
Current Situation.
What has been established in
the regulation has not being
applied completely, operation
has been done based on
contracts which have not
finished yet or some points on
the regulations from the
Environmental Ministry which
are not being applied.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
Existing contracts with private
companies and several
aspects related to inspections.
The contents of the Manual of
Regulations for Solid Waste
should be further circulated
among the residents.
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Concept
Legal /
regulatory
framework
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Evaluation 2012

Financing

Current Situation.
Only 50% of residents pays the
collection service. The amount
collected is much less than
expenditure for providing the
collection service which
causes that a large part is
subsidized; this subsidy fund
should be destined to other
social action in the institution.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
To readjust the rates in some
sectors and to get all the
residents to timely pay for
them.

Current Situation.
Only 50% of residents pays the
collection service. The amount
collected is much less than
expenditure for providing the
collection service which causes
that a large part is subsidized;
this subsidy fund should be
destined to other social action in
the institution.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
ADN position is to gain the trust
of clients for the service of SWM
through the provision of a reliable
service. Consequently, the first
priority is to provide a reliable
service of good quality, while
simultaneously the number of
clients of solid waste service who
really pay for this service is
increased.

Generation

Current Situation.
Waste reduction has been
extremely limited due to the
fact that the increase in waste
generation for this period has

Current Situation.
The generation of solid waste
has exceeded the expected
amount foreseen in the Master
Plan.

Answers 2011
departments to the City’s
Direction of Sanitation is
required to achieve the goal
envisaged in the Master Plan.
To facilitate and achieve public
participation related to integrated
solid waste management.
To examine financial and
administrative operations
associated with solid waste
management by taking into
account the Regulations for the
Management of Non-Hazardous
Solid Wastes.
Current Situation.
The Sala Capitular recently
approved an increase in billing
related to waste collection.
Bills for business establishments
and institutions considered as
large waste generators, which
used to pay the same amount as
households,
have
been
readjusted.
AAA company, which is
responsible for billing and
collection, is trying to get the
residents to pay the bill.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
To ensure a quality service by
complying with the routes and
the frequencies established.
To set up a mechanism helping
to determine the category the
customer belongs to.
To get all the residents to pay for
the service rendered.
Current Situation.
It is true that waste generation
exceeds the level established by
the Master Plan for this period.
However, the City’s Direction of

Answers 2012
Facilitate and ensure citizen
participation in implementing
integrated solid waste
management service.
Examine financial and
administrative operations
associated with the solid waste
management provision,
considering regulations on nohazardous solid waste
management.

Evaluation 2011

Current situation.
The Sala Capitular recently
approved an increase in the tariff
of the collection service.
It has been reset invoices to
businesses and institutions that
fall into the category of large
generators that they paid the same
as housing.
The AAA company which is
responsible for the billing and tariff
collection, also makes efforts to
ensure that the citizen pays the
bill.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Comply with the routes and
frequencies to ensure a service
quality.
Establish mechanisms that enable
to determine which production
range the client belongs to.
Ensure that all citizen makes the
payment for the service.

Level 4.5
It remains same
as the 2011
assessment.

Current situation.
It is true that the waste generation
is higher than that projected by the
Master Plan for this date, but
DIGAUE has been able to deal

Level 3
Evaluation is
maintained
because the
answers do not

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
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Answers 2010
Master Plan. To facilitate and
achieve the participation of
citizens in the provision of
integrated solid waste
management service. To
evaluate the financial and
administrative operations related
to the provision of solid waste
management service, taking into
account what it is established in
the Regulation for
Non-Hazardous Solid Waste
Management.
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Answers 2009
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Answers 2010
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
Data projected should be
reviewed. To promote and
support more the recycling and
conscious awareness activities
in the population regarding
problems which cause an
increment of wastes everyday in
the environment and the society.
Items should be reused even
more before they are disposed.

Temporary
storage and
discharge by
generators

Current Situation.
Population takes out the waste
at the moment it is generated,
many times the truck passes
and at that moment they take
out waste again which does
not allow measuring the quality
of the service and/or does not
allow having a cleaner sector
when the route is finished.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
To inform each sector about
day and time of collection and
mainly how to apply fines to
residents when they do not
follow the program.

Current Situation.
Population takes out the waste
at the moment it is generated,
many times the truck passes and
at that moment they take out
waste again which does not
allow measuring the quality of
the service and/or does not allow
having a cleaner sector when the
route is finished.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
To inform each sector about day
and time of collection and mainly
how to apply fines to residents
when they do not follow the
program.

Answers 2011
Sanitation has been able to
manage this situation as, despite
the current scenario, the city is
cleaner than three years ago.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
The data projected should be
reviewed. To further promote
and encourage recycling
activities and to raise the
awareness of the residents
regarding the problems having
an impact on the increase in
waste generation. Wastes
should be reused before
disposing of them.
Current Situation.
In some sectors, the residents
take out the garbage using
plastic bags in the morning on
the days assigned. Many
dumping sites have been
eliminated by complying with the
routes and the frequencies
established. However, there are
still people who for lack of
awareness, for political reasons,
or for sheer laziness do not
dispose of wastes in time or in
the proper way.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
To spread the information
regarding the day and the time
for waste collection to be carried
out by each sector and, above
all, to impose fines on the
residents not complying with the
regulations.
To give talks to guide residents
about waste disposal.
Plastic bags should also be
provided.

Answers 2012
with this situation, because
despite all the city today is cleaner
than three years ago.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
The data of waste generation
projections must be reviewed.
Promote and support more
recycling activities and raise
awareness about the problems
that cause the waste increase on
the environment and society every
day. Things should be reused
more before disposal.

Evaluation 2011
reflect advances
in this topic.

Current situation.
In some sectors the citizen
discharges waste in plastic bags in
the morning each day.
Many waste dumps in the city
have been removed through the
fulfillment of routes and frequency.
Although there are still people who
do not collaborate with the on-time
discharge of waste as required, by
ignorance or by simple laziness or
political reasons.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Disseminate information by each
sector in relation to the day and
time that the collection service
provided and above all sanctions
applied to citizen who does not
follow the program rules.
Provide talks in the sectors to
guide people on how the waste be
discharged.
Plastic bags must also be
provided.

Level 3.5
2011
assessment is
maintained
because the
answers are the
same.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Answers 2009
exceeded the estimations.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
Data projected should be
reviewed. To promote and
support more the recycling and
conscious awareness activities
in the population regarding
problems which cause an
increment of wastes everyday
in the environment and the
society. Items should be
reused even more before they
are disposed.
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I-26

Concept

Transport
(Transfer
Station )

Current Situation.
No answer
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
No answer

Recycling

Current Situation.
It is very little what is being
recycled with respect to
demand, but efforts are being
conducted to improve this

Current Situation.
There are plans to construct
another Transfer Station, but it
has not been materialized.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
To select an adequate land for
these purposes, if it is possible
farther away from residential
areas.
Better design which allows the
mobility of vehicles inside the
station and does not interrupt the
vehicle traffic nor pedestrian
mobility outside the station.
Current Situation.
It is very little what is being
recycled with respect to demand,
but efforts are being conducted
to improve this activity.

Answers 2011
Current Situation.
Waste collection companies
have of late increased the
number of compactor trucks.
These are not brand new trucks,
but they are certainly helping to
solve existing problems.
However, collection companies
have focused on acquiring large
trucks instead of small ones as
was stipulated in the contracts to
collect wastes in those areas
where access is difficult.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
The city council should get
involved in the purchasing of
waste collection vehicles by the
companies.
ADN must not allow companies
to purchase used collection
vehicles that have being
operated for over five years.
Current Situation.
There are plans to construct
another Transfer Station, but it
has not been materialized.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
To select an adequate land for
these purposes, if it is possible
farther away from residential
areas.
Better design which allows the
mobility of vehicles inside the
station and does not interrupt the
vehicle traffic nor pedestrian
mobility outside the station.
Current Situation.
It is very little what is being
recycled with respect to demand,
but efforts are being conducted
to improve this activity.

Answers 2012
Current situation.
Collection
companies
are
interested in buying new trucks. It
guarantees more efficiency in the
collection service.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
DIGAUE is the entity authorized to
require private companies the
number and type of collection
vehicles.

Evaluation 2011
Level 3.5
2011 evaluation
is maintained
because there is
no evidence of
progress in his
training in the
topic.

Current situation.
We have implemented safety
measures to avoid accidents.
It is expected the construction of a
second transfer station.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Select a most suitable land for
these purposes, if possible more
distant from residential areas.
Best design that allows the
mobility of vehicles inside the
transfer station and that do not
interrupt vehicular or pedestrian
traffic in the outskirts of the station.

Level 3
It maintains the
same evaluation
because the
answers are the
same as those
in 2010 and
2011.

Current situation.
It is very little what is recycled with
regard to demand, but efforts are
kept to improve this activity.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP

Level 3
There is no
progress on the
issue. Same
answers since

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Answers 2010
Current Situation.
There are trucks which are
necessary, but not required;
most trucks are old, in bad
condition, and many are not
compactors.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
ADN should demand to the
companies to procure required
vehicles in order to give the best
answer to the collection
problems.
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Answers 2009
Current Situation.
There are trucks which are
necessary, but not required;
most trucks are old, in bad
condition, and many are not
compactors.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
ADN should demand to the
companies to procure required
vehicles in order to give the
best answer to the collection
problems.

I-27

Concept
Collection

Treatment
(composting)

Answers 2009
activity.
Issues to be reviewed in the
PM
Established programs should
be reviewed, inform widely the
benefits, and establish clear
regulations which allow a
regular system.
Current Situation.
Some pilot projects have been
implemented. However, they
have been extremely
small-scale projects.
Appropriate tree waste is
available.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
To review the programs to try
to speed up the process.

I-28
Final disposal

Answers 2011
Issues to be reviewed in the
PM
Established programs should be
reviewed, inform widely the
benefits, and establish clear
regulations which allow a regular
system.

Answers 2012
Established programs should be
reviewed. Promote the benefits.
Establish clear rules that enable to
regulate the system.

Evaluation 2011
2009. It is not a
topic related to
his activities in
DIGAUE.

Current Situation.
Very little progress has been
conducted in this activity.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
To conduct feasibility studies
jointly with the selection of the
site.
To introduce separate storage of
waste in municipal markets.
To initiate and expand the
composting program by
establishing goals for
biodegradable waste
(biodegradable and
grass/woods) that are generated
by municipal markets and prune
waste.
Current Situation.
Because the application of 3Rs
policies has not been efficient,
100% of waste collected is
disposed in the landfill. Final
disposal does not satisfy with
environmental regulations;
consequently, service life is
reduced and environmental
pollution increases.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
Established regulations and
efficient application of 3Rs.

Current Situation.
Very little progress has been
conducted in this activity.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
To conduct feasibility studies
jointly with the selection of the
site.
To introduce separate storage of
waste in municipal markets.
To initiate and expand the
composting program by
establishing goals for
biodegradable waste
(biodegradable and
grass/woods) that are generated
by municipal markets and prune
waste.
Current Situation.
Because the application of 3Rs
policies has not been efficient,
100% of waste collected is
disposed in the landfill. Final
disposal does not satisfy with
environmental regulations;
consequently, service life is
reduced and environmental
pollution increases.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
Established regulations and
efficient application of 3Rs.

Current situation.
No response

Level 3
It is not a topic
related to his
activities in
DIGAUE.

Issues to be reviewed in the MP
No response

Current situation.
Since the implementation of the
3R policies is not efficient, 100%
of collected waste is delivered to
the landfill, disposal does not
comply with environmental
regulations, it shortens the service
life and increases environmental
pollution.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Norms are established. Need to
implement 3R policies efficiently.

Level 3
There is no
progress on the
issue. Same
answers since
2009. It is not a
topic related to
his activities in
the DIGAUE

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Current Situation.
Because the application of 3Rs
policies has not been efficient,
100% of waste collected is
disposed in the landfill. Final
disposal does not satisfy with
environmental regulations;
consequently, service life is
reduced and environmental
pollution increases.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
Established regulations and
efficient application of 3Rs.

Answers 2010
Issues to be reviewed in the
PM
Established programs should be
reviewed, inform widely the
benefits, and establish clear
regulations which allow a regular
system.
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Concept

Legal / reglation
framework
5
Final disposal

4
3

Treatment
(compost)

2
1

Institutional /
organizational
frame
Finance

2010 Evaluation

0

2011 Evaluation
Generation

Recycling

I-29

Transport (trasfer
station)
Collection

Target level
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2012 Evaluation Francisco Alberto Martínez García

2012 Evaluation

Temporary
storage and
discharge

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Oscar Guillermo García Arias

I-30

Concept

Answers 2009

Answers 2010

Answers 2011

Answers 2012

Legal /
regulatory
framework

Current Situation.
It was achieved the approval of
the urban cleansing regulation.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
Implementation and
information about the
regulation has not been
satisfactory; it is an area which
should be worked in more
detail.

Current Situation.
Approval of Urban Cleansing
Regulation
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Implementation and inform widely
the regulation should be
something to work in more detail,
as well as to look for means to
solve the problem related to the
sanctioning capacity through
administrative means which can
achieve some improvement if it is
achieved the approval of the
Capital Law.

Current Situation.
The approval of the Sanitation
Regulations. The regulations for
waste storage facilities in
apartment buildings are still to
be approved.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
In addition to the answers
provided for previous years, the
regulations for waste storage
facilities in apartment buildings
and houses should be approved
and implemented. Some
regulations for construction
waste disposal should also be
established as it is directly
impacting on the cost of
sanitation.

Current situation.
Currently it being discussed 3
regulations in the Assembly
Committee that would complements
the waste legislation, which are the
regulations for storage of waste in
buildings, regulations for the
collection of large generators and
the regulations on demolition and
pruning generated in the city. We
are in the process of discussion and
hope it will be approved this year.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
With the adoption of 3 resolutions
already created, it is complemented
the existing instruments in
legislation that would help the
development of the cleansing
management. Another law that is
under discussion in the Congress is
the Ley de Capitalidad that would
allow greater financial capacity to
ADN for the tax collection and an
important aspect is to find the way to
solve the sanctioning capacity by
administrative authority.

Evaluation
2011
Level 5
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Evaluation 2012

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Current Situation.
The work to integrate and
coordinate other departments to
the cleansing system has
achieved great progress going
from the budget execution through
coordination with the Financial
department to the cooperation
with the coordination with citizens
through the Areas of Junta de
Vecino and the Municipal School
of Leadership, as well as the
development of activities of the
Environmental Information Center.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To work the area of environmental
education with the Department of
Human Development and Urban
Animation to add them to
important tasks such as conscious
awareness program.

Current Situation.
The training sessions conducted
and the fact that we are now in a
position to convey our
knowledge to the other city
councils throughout the country
show that capacity development
has improved since 2007.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
Apart from the financial and
budgetary issue, I think that our
organization should focus on
improving communication with
the residents and strengthening
public awareness in terms of
solid waste management.

Financing

Current Situation.
Only 50 % of citizens who are
issued an invoice, actually pay
for it. Increment of collection
fee has not been proportional
to increment of generation.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
Fee
system
should
be
reviewed.
Modifying payment by volume
and not for M2 of establishment
would help the collection fee
goal.

Current Situation.
Until now the gap between waste
generation and fee collection for
the service is very big. Only 50%
of citizens, who are issued invoice,
actually pay them.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
The fee system should be
reviewed.
Modifying payment by volume and
2
not for M of establishment would
help the collection fee goal.

Current Situation.
The increase in the rate has
helped increase revenues.
However, the number of
residents who pay has not
increased. Therefore, the
attention should be focused on
this issue.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
At present, there does not exist
a rate based on waste volume,
especially for large generators.

Current situation.
It is given training at all levels, from
the managers to the operators,
courses in Japan, in third countries,
training to our technical experts by
the project. A great achievement in
this strengthening has lead to the
creation of the Environmental
Secretariat, which increases the
range of the subject of cleansing
and environmental management
within the institution and seeks to
help coordination among
directorates.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
One aspect that needs to be
improved is the strengthening in the
area of citizen education supported
by linking of the ADN with the
neighbors association, would be a
big step for the consolidation of the
Master Plan.
Current situation.
Revenues of cleansing service have
remained similar to the previous
year.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
It must be initiated a process of tariff
system based on volume of
production in large generators, and
also create mechanisms to increase
revenues.

Level 4.5
Very good
responses and
proposal

Level 3.5
Better
answers than
in 2011 but he
should be
more trained in
the subject of
cost
calculation
独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Current Situation.
Currently, collection has been
the main item in budget
execution and increment of
collection has increased
dramatically the current
budget.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
No answer
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I-31

Institutional /
organization
al
framework

Temporary
storage and
discharge by
generators

I-32

Current Situation.
The surprising increment of
generation amount with relation to
the forecast forces to review the
models used to define those
figures.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To review the forecast generation
and study other forecast models.

Current Situation.
The increase in waste
generation has been smaller this
year as compared to last year
probably due to the present
economic situation.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
To review the models used for
projected waste generation.

Current situation.
In the last 2 years, there has been a
decrease in waste generation
getting closer and closer to the
master plan forecasts.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Forecasts have been revised and
the decrease is apparently will
continue to reach near the levels set
forth in the master plan.

Level 3.5
Better
answers than
in 2011 but he
should be
more trained in
the topic.

Current Situation.
Few activities have been
implemented. The City Planning
Authority is currently preparing a
regulation to include in every plan
submitted the place where wastes
are to be disposed of. The
activities of the Center for the
Promotion of Recycling are being
encouraged.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To spread the Sanitation
Regulations and the regulation for
the temporary storage of solid
wastes.

Current Situation.
The regulation for waste
disposal facilities in apartment
buildings has been prepared.
However, it has neither been
approved nor implemented, thus
hindering waste collection.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
The approval and
implementation of the regulation
for waste disposal facilities and
the formulation of regulations for
the disposal of special wastes
such as construction waste and
tires.

Current situation.
The development of the 3 rules that
we are discussing in the Sala
Capitular and that we must get
approval in the coming months, it
will be the greatest advance in this
sense similar to that obtained in the
cleansing regulation with greater
impact on generators.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Achieve the approval of 3
resolutions: “waste storage in
residential building”, “large
generators waste collection”,
“construction and pruning waste
collection”.

Level 5

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Current Situation.
The surprising increment of
generation amount with
relation to the forecast forces
to review the models used to
define those figures.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
To review the forecast
generation and study other
forecast models.
Current Situation.
The establishment of
discharge regulations is
defined in the Cleansing
Regulation and, currently,
Urban Planning is working to
elaborate a norm to establish a
temporary storage facility in
each drawing which is
submitted to this
department. .
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
To work on the widespread
information to the citizens of
the Cleansing regulation and
to look for a solution to the
weakness
as well as to look for means to
solve the problem related to
the sanctioning capacity
through administrative means
which can achieve some
improvement if it is achieved
the approval of the Capital
Law.
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Generation

Transport
(Transfer
Station )

I-33

Current Situation.
Currently, in areas such as
residential/household sectors,
new units were acquired,
although they are not included
in the contract; generally, they
have sufficient equipment for
collection.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
Currently, companies do not
comply with what has been
defined for the procurement of
new units; consequently, we
have enough units, but not
100% of the required units.
Current Situation.
The station is managing an
average of 800 tons per day
which is more of what has
been foreseen. To make
progress on the new transfer
station.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
To begin tasks to look for a
new station.

Current Situation.
Currently, there is a difference
between the number of units and
those which are operative; new
units should be added.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Currently, companies do not
comply with what has been
defined for the procurement of
new units; consequently, we have
enough units, but not 100% of the
required units.

Current Situation.
The present financial crisis has
prevented the replacement of
existing collection vehicles, let
alone the acquisition of new
ones.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
It is required that companies
comply with the contracts
signed.

Current Situation.
The station is currently managing
800 tons per day which is more
than what was expected.
To make progress on the new
transfer station.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
To begin tasks to look for a new
station, the process of bidding and
construction.

Current Situation.
The transfer station is currently
handling 800 tons a day.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
Something about the
maintenance of the transfer
station and the operations to be
taken into account for
maintenance.

Level 4
The
assessment is
raised
because he
showed more
trained
regarding
localization of
the new
transfer station

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Current situation.
30 units of 25yd compactors newly
acquired by one of the companies,
together with the 21 units acquired
in 2009, will count for the required
number planed in the contract. This
company covers 2/3 of the
collection. In addition to this,
another company already acquired
new units.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
No acquisition of smaller
compactors by major contractor
companies invites problems of
waste collection in difficult access
areas that are scope of the contract.
Current situation.
Waste amount handled in the
transfer station is decreasing due to
that the collection company
acquired new vehicles. Currently it
is provided maintenance and
improvement works for the transfer
station.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Studies carried out under the project
of the master plan for the
Mancomunidad seek possible sites
for a new landfill, and within the
study it is presented proposal for
transfer stations and proper
maintenance of the existing one.
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Collection

Current Situation.
Lack of actions in this sense
has made it difficult to attain
the proposed objectives. It
should be the area targeted for
waste reduction and recycling.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
Recycling rates and study the
market (conduct a study on the
variations of prices)

Current Situation.
Lack of actions in this sense has
made it difficult to attain the
proposed objectives. It should be
the area targeted for waste
reduction and recycling.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
The minimization percentage
should be reviewed, recycling
rates, and study the market
(conduct study on the variation of
prices).

Treatment
(composting
)

Current Situation.
Transport and collection of
branches increases the cost of
solid waste, if we achieve to
develop this project, it would
be a good alternative to their
disposal and management.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
The implementation of the pilot
project will help to define if
there is or not a market for
compost.

Current Situation.
It is being pondered for this phase
of implementation that a shredding
machine would be purchased to
begin the process.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
The implementation of the pilot
project will help to define if there is
or not a market for compost.

Current Situation.
The implementation of pilot
projects and the interest shown
by the private sector to execute
their own campaigns have
helped bring this issue to the
attention of the residents.
However, this does not have a
direct impact on the waste
reduction percentages as
established in the Master Plan.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
To review the percentages in
recycling rates and to keep on
monitoring the system.
Current Situation.
With the acquisition of a
shredding machine by virtue of
the Follow-up Project and the
later purchasing of a second
shredder by ADN, the equipment
required to begin composting is
available. The place for the
composting pilot project has
already been identified.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
The results of the pilot project
will help us study the options for
composting.

Level 4
He has
participated in
the pilot
projects

Current situation.
A system that increasingly
advances and 3 machines with
logistical support makes it stable the
pruning waste management work,
now with the coordination of the
directorate of environmental
management for the supply of
branches. They are working well in
soil conditioner production with
growth.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Now it only needs to proceed
composting works with the
coordination of market wastes to
start its test in municipal parks.

Level 4
He has
participated in
the pilot
projects

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Current situation.
They are significant progresses in
monitoring and continuous
evaluation of the CPR, such as the
project of paper recycling in the
institution, the pruning waste
management project, and the works
being done to improve the collection
of market wastes.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Review the percentages in recycling
rates and maintain monitoring
system.
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I-34

Recycling

Current Situation.
It is pending the installation of
new weighbridge with higher
capacity and the possibility to
increase the amount paid for
disposal in order to make it
more sustainable.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
To verify the generation of
leachate and gases.

I-35

Current Situation.
By creating the Mancomunidad
(Federation) and the signing of
cooperation agreements among
different municipalities, the search
for a landfill is being conducted on
solid grounds.
Currently, there is a plant to
separate waste and burn gases
with an investment by the private
contractor of the landfill.
It is pending the installation of new
weighbridge with higher capacity
and the possibility to increase the
amount paid for disposal in order
to make it more sustainable.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To work in all areas proposed and
add a manner to verify the
generation indexes by leachate
and gases in parts where there is
no operation inside the current
landfill.

Current Situation.
The identification of new sites
and the evaluation of Duquesa
landfill site are the two main
issues of the Master Plan
currently being dealt with.
Issues to be reviewed in the
MP
To take into account the
proposals included in the Master
Plan as the solution for the
landfill site should be
comprehensive.

Current situation.
Currently it develops a project for
the development of a master plan
for the Gran Santo Domingo
Mancomunidad, whose central
theme is the search for possible
locations for the establishment of a
new regional landfill and the
creation of transfer stations for other
municipalities, and there are three
proposals for a new landfill. There is
a possibility of starting work on a
possible place.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Give follow-up to review our master
plan and compare it with the master
plan of Mancomunidad.

Level 4
The
assessment is
maintained,
because he
has a good
level in
understanding
the final
disposal issue.
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Final
disposal

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Legal / reglation
framework
5
Final disposal

4
3

Treatment
(compost)

2
1

Institutional /
organizational
frame
Finance

2010 Evaluation

0
Recycling

2011 Evaluation
Generation

I-36

Transport (trasfer
station)
Collection

Target level
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2012 Evaluation Oscar García Árias

2012 Evaluation

Temporary
storage and
discharge

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Concept
Legal / regulatory
framework

Institutional /
organizational
framework

I-37
Financing

Answers 2011
Current Situation.
The scenario is the same in terms of the legal framework.
However, there are some intentions and initiatives to pass a
national law and to formulate a solid waste management policy.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To consider the capacity to impose fines administratively.
To review the ways to spread the Sanitation Regulations, the
National Policy for Solid Waste Management and the Solid
Waste Act.

Evaluation 2011
Level 4
The evaluation is the
same.

Current Situation.
DIGAUE’s structure is clearly defined. However, it has gone
through some financial limitations in the last years. In other
words, its structure is clear, its staff is qualified, it has a legal
framework, the contracts with collection companies are clear,
and its market is organized. However, its financial constraints
have slowed down the progress.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
No answer

Level 3.5
He is well aware of
DIGAUE’s financial
problems.

Current Situation.
The fees for waste collection paid by households increased by
100% this year. So, fee collection has almost doubled as
compared to the year 2010.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
The fee system and the market release of the ICI’s (institutions,
shops and industries).
Current Situation.
Waste collection has remained almost the same in the last 3
years. At present, an average 1,950 tons/day are collected.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Statistics from the 2010 National Census

Level 4
The evaluation is the
same.

Level 3
The evaluation is the
same.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Generation

Answers 2010
Current Situation.
The approval by the Council to enact the Regulation for
Non-Hazardous Municipal Solid Waste Management
Service where it is established and regulated
Non-Hazardous Solid Waste Management in the National
District.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
The means to inform widely the regulation and evaluate
the possibilities to establish sanctions to those who do not
comply with what is established in our regulation in order
to attain the objectives defined.
Current Situation.
In this sense progress has been very satisfactory
because we have achieved the support of the financial
department and the active participation of the personnel
from the Environmental Information Center, General
Department of Quality, Municipal School of Leadership,
Department of Juntas de Vecinos, and the relationship
with residents of Junta de Vecinos in some sectors.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To strengthen the activities related to residents’ education
in order to raise their awareness about the importance of
appropriate municipal solid waste management.
Current Situation.
In this sense, progress is significant because only 50% of
clients conduct the corresponding payment to the
collection service which is provided by ADN.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To establish invoice based on the amount of waste which
is generated by properties.
Current Situation.
A drastic increment in solid waste generation, it was not
foreseen in the master plan.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To conduct studies to measure waste generation.
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Evaluation 2011 Heisor Vicente Arias Díaz

discharge by
generators

Current Situation.
Currently, there is work done on the preparation to
develop the pilot project in the sector called Honduras del
Oeste (INVI) with the purpose to improve the
management, storage, and discharge of solid waste with
the purpose to expand this experience to other areas.
Additionally, in the Department of Urban Planning, the
Municipal Regulation for Temporary Storage of
Non-Hazardous Solid Waste in Multi-family Households is
being reviewed.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
The enactment of the Municipal Regulation for Temporary
Storage of Non-Hazardous Solid Waste in Multi-family
Households. Additionally, to establish mechanism to
inform widely basic regulations to discharge waste.

Transport
(Transfer Station )

Current Situation.
Currently, our transfer station manages an average of 950
tons per day which is higher of what was expected.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Initiate studies to identify an adequate place where to
conduct operations for a 2nd Transfer Station.

Level 4.5
The evaluation is higher
as he is very well aware of
the problems related to
waste disposal within the
National District.

Level 4
The evaluation is the
same as he is well aware
of the problems related to
waste collection within the
National District.

Level 3
The evaluation is the
same as the answers are
similar to those of 2010.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Current Situation.
Collection service has improved significantly due to
studies conducted during the Master Plan, even with
weaknesses shown by private companies contracted by
ADN to provide the service which do not have required
units to provide the service efficiently.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Procurement of adequate units for the different areas by
the companies which have been contracted.

I-38

Collection

Current Situation.
The pilot projects aiming at improving waste disposal in Invi and
Antillas sectors were implemented.
Meetings with the community were held.
Materials were prepared.
Workshops were organized.
These actions helped improve sanitary conditions and public
participation. These pilot projects are expected to be spread to
other sectors needing a closer communication between ADN and
the residents. The regulations for waste storage facilities in
apartment buildings are expected to be approved. These
regulations focus on space, kind of surface, containers, location,
and other important issues necessary to keep optimum sanitary
conditions and to help increase waste collection efficiency.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To get the approval of the regulations for waste disposal facilities
in apartment buildings.
The implementation of such regulations.
Current Situation.
At present, almost all of waste collection is outsourced.
Due to the financial limitations the National District’s Council is
going through, the companies have not been able to acquire the
number of collection vehicles required to meet the needs as
stipulated by the current contract for lack of liquidity. However,
the existing collection vehicles cover almost all the routes
designed.
It should be noted that companies lack the right collection
vehicles to access places having narrow streets. This situation is
noticeable in certain points along some thoroughfares.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Waste collection in areas where access is difficult outside the
routes covered by Community Foundations.
Adjustment of the collection routes that need to be modified.
Current Situation.
The only progress so far is the establishment of the association
of municipalities as it will be the basis to discuss this issue due to
the fact that the National District does not have room to build
such a facility within its jurisdiction.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To identify the alternative sites where the construction of a new
transfer station would be more feasible, less expensive and more
efficient for the operations.
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Temporary
storage and

Current Situation.
It is defined in this stage of the project, the procurement of
a shredding machine to begin composting of prune and
municipal market waste.
Aspectos a revisar en el PM
The location of the shredding machine and identify
sources of organic waste.

Final disposal

Current Situation.
The current administration of DUQUESA Sanitary Landfill
installed a plant to separate recyclable materials in such a
way as to extend its service life; additionally, there is work
done on the installation of the weighbridge.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To study the possibility to construct a new sanitary landfill
for Mancomunidad of Santo Domingo.

Level 4
The evaluation is higher
because he has shown his
expertise on the subject
as the person responsible
for the Recycling Center.

Level 3.5
There is some progress in
terms of training with the
implementation of the pilot
project for tree waste
shredding.

Level 4
The evaluation is the
same as in 2010.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Treatment
(composting)

Current Situation.
The goal established in the Master Plan is too high (15% of the
total wastes generated by the year 2015) taking into account the
fact that when the goal was set up the recycling system was
handled in a very informal way.
There has been a lot of progress in terms of the number of
stakeholders currently being involved in waste reduction
programs.
The establishment of a waste segregation facility at Duquesa
landfill site.
Pilot projects implemented by ADN about waste recycling and
reuse.
Initiatives implemented by the private sector such as the
organization of recycling contests.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To update the waste reduction rate.
Current Situation.
There is no experience whatsoever about composting. A tree
waste shredding machine was donated by JICA and the
shredded material is used in public places as for aesthetic
purposes. No composting experiments have been carried out,
but they are envisaged as part of this project.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
The site where wastes will be reused.
The specific sources from which organic wastes will be obtained.
Current Situation.
The improvement projects shown as progress in the year 2010
continue to be implemented as normal.
On the other hand, it should be noted that JICA attempts to
strengthen the capacity of the ministry and the councils within the
Association in terms of final disposal.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
These issues are currently being discussed within the framework
of the Association project envisaging the selection of three
potential sites for the construction of the new landfill site.
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Current Situation.
Implementation of pilot projects to recover and recycle
paper in companies, institutions, and schools.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To review the goal defined in the Master Plan in 2005 to
evaluate the present conditions.
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Transport (trasfer
station)
Collection

Target level
2011 Evaluation
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2011 Evaluation Heisor Árias

Temporary
storage and
discharge

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Concept
Legal / regulatory
framework

Leomaris Celeste Henríquez Díaz
Answers 2010
Current Situation.
The approval by the Council to enact
the Regulation for Non-Hazardous
Municipal Solid Waste Management
Service where it is established and
regulated
Non-Hazardous
Solid
Waste Management in the National
District.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
The means to inform widely the
regulation and evaluate the
possibilities to establish sanctions to
those who do not comply with what is
established in our regulation in order
to attain the objectives defined.
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Answers 2011
Current Situation.
Legislation and regulation are lacking.
Laws and regulations should be passed
in order to continue to devise
instruments
for
the
integrated
management of municipal solid wastes.
Likewise, the Ley de Capitalidad should
be approved and implemented as a
guarantee of the progress made in the
city. It would also facilitate municipal
works for the public good by
establishing a legal framework that will
give ADN some budgetary
independence enabling the residents to
know whom to address to solve
community problems.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To include new measures to fully
comply with the Regulations for
Non-Hazardous Solid Waste
Management; to implement education
and awareness-raising campaigns
throughout the city; and to devise
mechanisms to impose fines on
offenders.

Answers 2012
Current situation.
DIGAUE, in terms of legislation and regulations,
through experiences during the project, identified
that which have been weaknesses in the system
and it is necessary to perform or create ordinances
and/or regulations for the strengthening of the
system.
In this sense, we are preparing the following
ordinances and we are waiting for that to be
approved for this year:
 Ordinance for the waste collection of multifamily
buildings
 Ordinance for large generators
 Ordinance for disposal of debris

Evaluation 2012
Level 4
Better response
than in 2011. It
reflects her
advances in the
understanding of
waste
management.
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Evaluation 2012

Issues to be reviewed in the MP
The approval and enactment of three ordinances.
Establish mechanisms that allow penalize
non-compliance with established regulations and
ordinances.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Current Situation.
In this sense, progress is significant
because only 50% of clients conduct
the corresponding payment to the
collection service which is provided
by ADN.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To establish invoice based on the
amount of waste which is generated
by properties.

Current situation.
ADN makes progress in actions that are
developed through Gran Santo Domingo
Mancomunidad. It is created the Environmental
Secretariat that has, among its principal functions,
to coordinate the work for the formulation and
evaluation of municipal public policies for
environmental management in accordance with
the institutional development plans.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Strengthening in the area of citizenship education,
supported by ADN links with community
associations. it would be a big step for the
consolidation of the Master Plan.

Level 4
The 2011
assessment
remains.

Current situation.
Revenues of cleansing service have remained
similar to the previous year, with little variation.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Review the methodology of fixation or
establishment of tariff, apply tariff for collection of
special waste, pruning waste and construction
waste. Associate billing to other services with
sunctions such as water or electricity.

Level 4
It reflects more
understanding on
the topic.
独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Financing

Current Situation.
With regard to last year’s answer, the
progress in terms of organizational
strengthening is minimal as all the
sections within ADN have not yet united
to increase institutional capacity in
order to improve solid waste
management. The integration and
responsible participation of the
Direction of Human Development, the
Municipal School for Leadership, the
Direction of Planning and Institutional
Development, and the Center for
Environmental Information are
required.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To formulate and plan projects to
involve all sections as stakeholders
responsible for raising public
awareness; to check vehicle
management and maintenance; to
discuss the need to increase the
number of collection vehicles, staff, and
training; to review and modify the
contracts signed with the companies
hired to carry out waste collection.
Current Situation.
The fee for waste collection was
recently readjusted due to the existing
inflation and the increase in operational
costs. However, some other
instruments should be devised to
improve sanitation.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Invoicing for customers taking into
account waste generation, the
dimensions of the house, and
information collection in order to
identify the number of households not
paying for waste collection.
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Current Situation.
In this sense progress has been very
satisfactory because we have
achieved the support of the financial
department and the active
participation of the personnel from the
Environmental Information Center,
General Department of Quality,
Municipal School of Leadership,
Department of Juntas de Vecinos,
and the relationship with residents of
Junta de Vecinos in some sectors.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Consolidar las tareas relacionadas
con educación ciudadana a fin de
concienciar a los munícipes sobre la
importancia del manejo adecuado de
los residuos sólidos urbanos
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Institutional /
organizational
framework

Current Situation.
The amount of solid wastes being
collected continues to increase.
However, more specific instruments are
required to understand the variations in
waste generation.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To identify the number of people living
in the National District and the floating
population working there.

Current situation.
In the last 2 years, there has been a decrease in
generation and getting closer to the master plan
forecasts.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
At the end of the 2010 National Census of
population and housing was conducted but the
official results have not yet been published. It has
not made another waste amount and composition
survey since 2005.

Temporary
storage and

Current Situation.
Currently, there is work done on the
preparation to develop the pilot
project in the sector called Honduras
del Oeste (INVI) with the purpose to
improve the management, storage,
and discharge of solid waste with the
purpose to expand this experience to
other areas.
Additionally, in the Department of
Urban Planning, the Municipal
Regulation for Temporary Storage of
Non-Hazardous Solid Waste in
Multi-family Households is being
reviewed.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
The enactment of the Municipal
Regulation for Temporary Storage of
Non-Hazardous Solid Waste in
Multi-family Households. Additionally,
to establish mechanism to inform
widely basic regulations to discharge
waste.

Current Situation.
With the implementation of the pilot
project in Invi and Antillas, waste
disposal has significantly improved by
simply setting up basic rules. However,
it is necessary to formulate new
regulations for waste disposal
(regulations for waste disposal in
business establishments, apartment
buildings, and areas where
access by collection vehicles is
impossible (overcrowded areas) and to
define waste disposal regulations for
non-hazardous wastes generated by
health centers and public markets.
Such regulations should be considered
as indispensable by the Direction of
City Planning to grant any construction
permit.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To evaluate any aspects applicable to
the various sectors for waste disposal;
to continue to implement awareness
raising campaigns focusing on waste
disposal regulations; and to improve
planning and coordination to comply
with waste collection.

Current situation.
DIGAUE has carried out pilot projects to promote
the appropriate waste discharge in several sectors
of the National District.
Educational videos have been developed to
strengthen the activities of environmental
education. Paper recycling is carried out at ADN
offices and initiated a project of pruning waste
shredding with 3 machines.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Realization of mass media campaigns,
promotional activities in schools, sports and
cultural clubs, companies, neighborhood groups
and civil society organizations.

discharge by
generators
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Level 3.5
It reflects
advances in the
understanding of
the waste
generation topics.
It is possible that
the results of the
Census will help
the population
forcast.
Level 4.5
Her participation
in the pilot project
of proper waste
discharge allowed
advances in the
understanding of
the problems on
waste collection in
the ND and the
alternatives.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Current Situation.
A drastic increment in solid waste
generation, it was not foreseen in the
master plan.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To conduct studies to measure waste
generation.
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Generation

Current Situation.
Currently, our transfer station
manages an average of 950 tons per
day which is higher of what was
expected.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Initiate studies to identify an adequate
place where to conduct operations for
a 2nd Transfer Station.

Current situation.
The recent purchase of 30 units of 25yd compactor
trucks by one of the companies contracted, with 21
units acquired in 2009 reaches to the number of
trucks specified in the contract, and this company
covers 2/3 of the collection. In addition, the other
company starts to prepare for new units purchase.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Ensure that all compactor trucks meet the required
specifications and be kept in appropriate
conditions for the provision of the service, and
DIGAUE keeps units available for any unforeseen.

Level 4.5
Very good
understanding
and information
on the situation
and collection
problems.

Current situation.
Waste amount handled in the transfer station is
decreasing due to that the collection company
acquired new vehicles. Currently it is provided
maintenance and improvement works for the
transfer station.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Studies carried out under the project of the master
plan for the Mancomunidad seek possible sites for
a new landfill, and within the study it is presented
proposal for transfer stations and proper
maintenance of the existing one.

Level 3.5
Same evaluation
as in 2011. It is
not her field of
activity in
DIGAUE, but it
demonstrates her
knowledge in the
topic.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Transport
(Transfer Station )

Current Situation.
The problems linger on. The
companies hired to carry out waste
collection do not have the required
number of collection vehicles to
improve waste collection and the
organization is indebted to the
companies providing this service.
DIGAUE does not have the collection
vehicles required to cover the areas
usually neglected by waste collection
companies.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
The National District’s Council should
regularize payments to waste collection
companies so that they can comply
with the current contract, acquire
appropriate collection vehicles to cover
all the areas, and improve vehicle
management and maintenance. ADN
should also purchase enough collection
vehicles to make up for existing
deficiencies in waste collection carried
out by hired companies.
Current Situation.
The amount of waste handled exceeds
the estimations of the Master Plan.
Therefore, the construction of a new
transfer station is deemed necessary.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To study the feasibility of locating the
new transfer station in District I, being
the area farthest from the existing
transfer station.
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Current Situation.
Collection service has improved
significantly due to studies conducted
during the Master Plan, even with
weaknesses shown by private
companies contracted by ADN to
provide the service which do not have
required units to provide the service
efficiently.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Procurement of adequate units for the
different areas by the companies
which have been contracted.
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Collection

Treatment
(composting)

Current Situation.
It is defined in this stage of the
project, the procurement of a
shredding machine to begin
composting of prune and municipal
market waste.
Aspectos a revisar en el PM
The location of the shredding
machine and identify sources of
organic waste.

Final disposal

Current Situation.
The
current
administration
of
DUQUESA Sanitary Landfill installed
a plant to separate recyclable
materials in such a way as to extend
its service life; additionally, there is
work done on the installation of the
weighbridge.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To study the possibility to construct a
new sanitary landfill for
Mancomunidad of Santo Domingo.

Current Situation.
Current tree waste shredding works
have helped improve existing
conditions in parks and green areas.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To review the contract for waste
collection in markets and to involve
market vendors through the
Department of Markets in order to raise
their awareness concerning the wastes
generated therein.
Current Situation.
Even though the management at
Duquesa landfill site built a facility for
the segregation of recyclable materials,
no progress has been made so far in
this respect.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To improve the conditions at the
present landfill site to extend its service
life and to improve access roads.

Current situation.
Formal recycling of paper and cardboard has been
increased. It starts to formalize the recycling of
plastic and glass. It continues to operate as a
private company a tetra pack packaging recycling
plant. Likewise it continues to operate a yard to
separate materials at the final disposal site, it is
the disadvantage that the ADN does not prevent
the cost of collection and transport of waste that
are recovered for recycling. It maintains contacts
with organizations dealing with the issue of the 3R
and it is working with a network of actors.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Review the percentages in recycling rates and
maintain monitoring system.
Current situation.
Thanks to the support of JICA,
it expands the pruning waste management
project. As ADN bought a shredder and another
procured by a JICA, there are now three
machines.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To develop a project of composting that uses
pruning waste along and market waste, and use
the compost product for the soil improvement.

Level 3.5
Increases the
assessment that
in 2011 because
their participation
in the pilot project
of recycling of
paper allowed him
to increase his
training in this
topic

Current situation.
Currently it develops a project for the development
of a master plan for the Gran Santo Domingo
Mancomunidad, whose central theme is the
search for possible locations for the establishment
of a new regional landfill and the creation of
transfer stations for other municipalities, and there
are three proposals for a new landfill. There is a
possibility of starting work on a possible place.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
Give follow-up to review our master plan and
compare it with the master plan of Mancomunidad.

Level 3
She has no
experience in this
topic, but it meets
the basic
requirements.

Level 3
Same evaluation
as in 2011.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Current Situation.
With the implementation of pilot
projects by CPR, paper segregation
has been carried out. Other institutions
are implementing initiatives to promote
recycling.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To evaluate the present waste
generation and to determine any
factors that may help achieve the goal
of the Master Plan set up in 2005.
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Current Situation.
Implementation of pilot projects to
recover and recycle paper in
companies, institutions, and schools.
Issues to be reviewed in the MP
To review the goal defined in the
Master Plan in 2005 to evaluate the
present conditions.
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2012 Evaluation Leomaris Henríquez

2012 Evaluation

Temporary
storage and
discharge

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

1. Reiterates the observation of 2011 in relation to that counterpart on waste management team developed the ability to perform the review and update of the Master Plan, with
the support of JICA experts team, despite the fact that some C/P members present training deficiencies in areas that are not directly related to the activity carried out on a daily
basis in the DIGAUE.
2 This waste management C/P team had the leadership of José Miguel Martínez Guridy, during the Project he is the Director General of DIGAUE and is recently named as the
Environmental Secretary of the ADN. This circumstance together with the extensive knowledge on waste management issues will allow to expect that the Master Plan projection
can be updated and to improve the waste management in the National District.
3 There are two especially sensitive issues in the waste management in the National District: financial difficulties and limitation of laws or regulations of the ADN and DIGAUE to
carry out many activities that would improve the waste management of he National District. It needs to be especially careful with these aspects to put into practice the approach
envisaged in the revised Master Plan.
5.-It shows below two graphs with assessments of 2011 and 2012 of all members of the counterpart on waste management team.

2011 Evaluation Waste management team
Final disposal
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(compost)
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Summary of the 2012 evaluation 2012 of C/P team on waste management

Francisco Martínez
Generation

Leomaris Henrriquez

Oscar García
Heisor Árias (2011)

Transport (trasfer
station)

Temporary storage
and discharge

Leomaris Henrriquez

Collection

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Final comments on the individual capacity evaluation of the "Solid waste management" C/P group at the end of the project in July 2012.
Waste management C/P team did not change its composition over the three years of the project with the exception of Rudilerci Castle, who did not actually participate in the
activities of the Master Plan revision, and Heisor Arias was absent from DIGAUE activities in the last year. This circumstance implies that all members could have developed the
capacities through the project.
Altogether, the counterpart team developed the capacity of review and update of the Master Plan, despite the fact that each member presents deficiencies in the capacity in
some particular aspects of the various themes covered by the Master Plan, which is reflected in the individual assessment of their capacity. The most comprehensive capacity
development in all aspects of the Master Plan revision is observed in José Miguel Martínez Guridy and Oscar Garcia Arias, while members that the more limitations seen in some
areas are Hugo Pérez Sarraff, Manuel Ramirez and Francisco Martínez, which is understandable because they are in charge of specific activities carried out within the DIGAUE.

Output: Solid waste collection system is consolidated through improvement on vehicle maintenance and public awareness.
Activities:
1.- Study current situation of the maintenance operation of ADN collection vehicles
2.- Develop an improvement plan of vehicle maintenance system
3.- Develop a procedure on the vehicle maintenance
4.- Implement the improvement plan
5.- Monitor the implementation and feedback to the maintenance procedure
An instrument was developed to assess the individual capacity of counterpart members in the period from September 2009 to July 2012 about:
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Individual Capacity Assessment of the Counterpart Group of “Vehicle Maintenance Management”

a) The objectives of collection system in Master Plan and its relationship with vehicles maintenance
b) Activities are performed for vehicles maintenance in DIGAU workshop.
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c) Record of activities is carried out in DIGAU workshop.
d) Facilities/equipments situation in DIGAU workshop.
e) Situation regarding the spare parts procurement for repairs in DIGAU workshop.

Observations are shown to support the numerical evaluation assigned and issues which should be developed to increase the capacity to desirable levels such
as 4 or 5 at the end of the project.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

The evaluation was carried out by comparing the answers provided in 2009, 2010, 2011 and 2012, making use of an evaluation tool which is similar for both
cases. In addition to the observation and interviews conducted, more questions were done regarding activities conducted. The evaluation was conducted
using the following parameters:
5. It is possible to carry out an excellent job without the Japanese Expert support.
4. It is possible to carry out a satisfactory job without the Japanese Expert support.
3. A little help from the Japanese Expert is needed to reach the goal level.
2. A lot of help from the Japanese Expert is needed to reach the goal level.
1. It is impossible to carry out a satisfactory job, even after capacity development with the Japanese Expert.

External Evaluation 2009
Level 3
He has knowledge on Master
Plan, but it is necessary to
deepen knowledge on
workshop and its role on
collection system.

External Evaluation 2010
Level 3
There is knowledge about the
Master Plan, but there is not
enough knowledge about the
workshop and its
responsibility in collection.

Record of repairs in
the workshop

Level 2
It is required to understand
more on necessary data of
vehicles repair record and its
role in executing maintenance
program.
Level 2
Further knowledge is required
on preventive maintenance
activities that should be
carried out in the workshop.

Level 3
There is a progress on the
understanding of required
data for the record of vehicles
and its importance on
planning maintenance.
Level 3
There is a progress on
knowledge over preventive
maintenance which should be
done in the workshop.

Spare parts
storage/procurement

Level 2
Further knowledge is required
on situation of spare parts
storage/procurement in
workshop.

Level 3
There has been progress to
define the functions of the
warehouse and the problems
related to supply spare parts.

Corrective
maintenance
(Breakdown repair)

Level 2
Further knowledge is required
on corrective maintenance
(breakdown repair) activities
carried out in workshop.
Level 2
Further knowledge is required
on conditions of work
/safety/environmental impact
prevention in the workshop.
Level 2
A greater knowledge is
required for cost calculation
for the repairs performed in
the workshop.

Level 3
There has been progress in
the knowledge of corrective
maintenance which is
performed in the workshop.
Level 2
The knowledge level on the
conditions of
work/safety/environmental
prevention remains the same.
Level 2
The knowledge on the
calculation of costs in repairs
which are being conducted in
the workshop remains the

Performing preventive
maintenance
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Conditions of Work
/safety/ environmental
impact prevention
Repairs cost
calculation

External Evaluation 2011
Level 4
There is some progress in terms of the
knowledge of the issues to be updated in
the revision of the Master Plan. Knowledge
of the relationship existing between waste
collection using their own vehicles and
waste collection using hired vehicles
should be increased.
Level 3.5
There is some progress in the formulation
of vehicle repair records and their role in
maintenance planning. Data bases should
be completed.

Evaluation 2012
Level 4.5
Evaluation is higher than in 2011 due
to activity developed in updating the
Master Plan for this Project.

Level 3.5
Activities included in preventive
maintenance and corresponding records
have been established. Failure to carry
out preventive maintenance should be
avoided.
Level 3
The evaluation is the same as that of 2010
due to the fact that no progress in terms of
spare parts acquisition has been made.
The process for spare parts acquisition
should be made to be more flexible.
Level 3
The evaluation is the same as that of
2010. Further training to supervise
corrective maintenance should be
implemented.
Level 3
A list of work-related hazards was
formulated, and a work safety committee
was established. Safety gear capacity
should be upgraded.
Level 2.5
Capacity was improved. However, cost
calculation of repairs and proper recording
of repairs carried out should be further
improved.

Level 4
Currently, preventive maintenance is
being done to the collection vehicles
in the workshop.

Level 4
It was finalized and now it is in the
process to begin implementing data
base to record activities in the vehicle
workshop.

Level 4
It is beginning warehouse control for
widely used spare parts by the
collection vehicles.
Level 4
It has increased vehicle workshop
capacity to repair electrical and
electronic systems of the collection
vehicles.
Level 4
2011 evaluation remains because it is
still required to increase occupational
health and safety in the vehicle
workshop.
Level 3.5
It can not still be included repair cost
by the workshop due to problems to
bill spare parts that have been used,
but the data base system for repairs

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
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Concept to evaluate
Knowledge on Master
Plan
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Evaluation 2012 Oscar Guillermo García Arias

External Evaluation 2009

External Evaluation 2010
same.

External Evaluation 2011

Equipment/facilities
conditions

Level 2
Further knowledge is required
on equipment/facilities
conditions in workshop and
the requirements to improve
the operation.

Level 2
The knowledge on the
conditions of equipment and
facilities in the workshop and
the requirements to improve
the performance remains the
same.

Level 3
Knowledge on the workshop facilities
required was increased. The new
arrangement of facilities based on the
workshop modification, as well as the
relevant works to be carried out, should be
clarified.
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Answers 2012
In this manner, we can define minimum
and maximum available stock parts;
what vehicle they were used. Cost
control and efficient budget elaboration
are some of the advantages.

There are many advantages, it helps
us to define break down frequency,
repair cost, resources used, helps us to
adjust the calendar for preventive
maintenance.
Budget elaboration, efficient use of
resources, and search of mechanism to
reduce maintenance costs.

There are vehicles which are in the
workshop due to problems not related
to its operation, but lack of resources,
such as tires or spare parts which we
can not procure with petty cash, for
example, hydraulic pump, then we
should request them to Procurement
Department and it takes time.

Remarks
Better answer than in
2011. It is shown
progress regarding the
knowledge of
warehouse control
system, but it is not
implemented
completely yet.
Better answer than in
2011. It is shown
progress in the use of
repair record.
Better answer than in
2011.

Better answer, but it
has not been possible
that the problem is
solved with the
workshop´s flow
resources. It is
possible that it can not
be solved due
situations of budget
control in ADN.
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Complementary Evaluation 2012 Oscar Guillermo García Arias
Questions
Answers 2010
Answers 2011
1.- Why is it important to
The idea is to have a
All supplies and spare parts used at the
have a good control in the
warehouse with enough stock
workshop are stored in the warehouse
workshop? If the same
of necessary spare parts for
regardless of the way they were acquired,
spare parts supply is
total repairs, not only the
be it by means of bidding or by direct
maintained.
current parts, but to have a
purchase. This is the best way to monitor
record of parts and to
them and to record them in the data base,
purchase them similarly to the
and it would also help improve cost control
current existing stock.
and budget formulation.
2.- What use can be made
To know the repair which we
In order to know the repairs performed to
of vehicle corrective
conduct in each unit and the
each vehicle, the repair date, as well as to
maintenance record for?
amount of resources which are help determine the number of parts and
being used (pieces and
resources used, be them financial
working hours)
resources or human resources.
3.- What benefit can result
It helps us to take decisions on It helps us to make decisions regarding
of having a record of costs
maintenance. It makes us to
maintenance, to use spare parts more
of repairs of vehicles?
make more efficient use of
efficiently, to reduce maintenance costs,
spare parts, find manners how and to plan the yearly budget.
to reduce maintenance cost
and help us plan the annual
budget.
4.- Why it is pointed out that Because they are out of
Because the vehicles currently out of
average days of repair is
service, not due to repair itself, service are so due to lack of tires or other
between 2 to 4 days if there but the lack of spare parts
resources acquired through bidding, and
are vehicles out of service
(flow of resources)
not due to lack of spare parts that can be
for longer time?
purchased using the operational fund.

Evaluation 2012
in the workshop defines basis for its
inclusion.
Level 4
There are basic elements to modify
facilities in the vehicle workshop, but
it has not been implemented.
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Concept to evaluate

Answers 2010
Training for fires, control of
entrance and exit from the
facility, training for a safe job,
safety tools.

Answers 2011
Training to put out fires, workshop access
and exit monitoring, safe work training,
safety tools. Several lectures on
occupational health covering critical issues
such as care of and protection against
cholera were held.

Answers 2012
To continue to provide adequate tools
to mechanics; currently, it is mandatory
to wear overalls which they did not use
previously. Additionally, training in
case of fire, entrance and exit control,
training for a safer workplace, safety
tools. This year, workshops were
conducted related to occupational
safety to deal with fundamental issues
such as care and protection.

Remarks
Much better answer
than in 2011, it shows
that there is a complete
understanding about
the need and
convenience of
occupational health and
safety for the personnel
in the vehicle
workshop.

6.- How did training help
you improve your capacity
regarding the formulation of
records for collector
vehicles maintenance
management?

Question not asked in 2010

It helped me to identify the strategic points
required to properly record a management
system, as well as to know the key points
necessary to identify and obtain those
indicators that may help in the decisionmaking process.

Very good answer
which reflects the
progress during training
to elaborate a vehicle
maintenance record.
Better answer than in
2011.

7.- How did training help
you improve your capacity
regarding the process to
define the concepts
composing preventive
maintenance of waste
collection vehicles?

Question not asked in 2010

The concepts composing preventive
maintenance are established by the
manufacturer. However, the training
helped me to formulate plans, to monitor
them, and to evaluate the system as such.

8.- How did training help
you improve your capacity
in terms of the technical
issues involved in
preventive and corrective
maintenance of waste
collection vehicles?

Question not asked in 2010

9.- How did training help
you improve your capacity
in terms of the process to

Question not asked in 2010

We were given some training in vehicle
operation, and some manuals, of which
only copies in Japanese language had
been provided by the time the units arrived,
as well as much clarification regarding the
electrical system. We hope that our
knowledge of the electrical system can be
further improved with the arrival of Mr.
Yamanaka.
We were trained to store materials, as well
as about the warehouse process and
system, including warehouse control

It helps me to have a larger image of
the system, what issues are important
to record, what indicators help to take
decisions and that is important in
institutions which work with limited
resources. It increased my conscious
awareness to increase efficiency as
much as possible and define important
points in vehicle maintenance
management.
The elaboration of programs and
scheduling, follow up on assignments
given to personnel, importance to
comply fully each one of the tasks for
preventive maintenance, classification
of different types of maintenance,
importance of manufacturer
specifications at the moment to plan
and implement preventive
maintenance.
Training of the operation of vehicles,
training of electrical and y hydraulic
diagrams, establishment of
maintenance checks and how to
conduct them, training to detect break
down in vehicles, training for the correct
use of vehicles to prevent break down.

Very good answer
about how useful is
preventive
maintenance record
keeping. It shows a
progress in
understanding with
regards to 2011.
Good answer about the
maintenance training
received. Although it is
required to continue
training after finishing
this Project which can
be conducted by
dispatching a senior
volunteer from Japan.
Good answer about
how useful warehouse
record keeping is.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
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Training of storage system, warehouse
control, minimum requirements, what
information is relevant in a warehouse
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Questions
5.- What issues should be
considered in the workshop
safety?

Answers 2010

Answers 2011
forms. At present, we are involved to input
all this information into our database in
order to facilitate access to that
information.

Answers 2012
control system, elaboration of formats
and payroll control.

10.- How did training help
you improve your capacity
in terms of the process to
define the areas and
equipment involved in the
workshop renovation?

Question not asked in 2010

Some important information covering from
the schedule of activities for the workshop
renovation to the arrangement of the
various areas according to the work flow
and taking into account work safety and
ergonomic conditions were provided.

It is of great assistance to learn the
correct work flow in the vehicle
workshop, how to distribute different
working areas, optimum space, issues
such as safety and working conditions,
from simple items like calculating the
turning radio by the vehicles to be able
to enter in a specific working area until
the electrical supply for each machine
in the working areas.

Remarks
Ware house and
vehicle workshop
activity record data
base have been
finished.
Good Answer. There
is progress in the basic
design to modify the
facilities in the vehicle
workshop.
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Questions
define the systems for
warehouse control and
spare parts acquisition?

2012 Evaluation Oscar García Arias
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Master Plan
knowledge
5
Equipment
conditions

4
3

Workshop repair
records

2
0

Target level
Preventive
maintenance
works

2010 Evaluation
2011 Evaluation
2012 Evaluation

Spare parts
storage and
procurement

Work conditions
and safety
Breakdown repair
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Repair cost
calculations

1

Concept to
evaluate
Knowledge on
Master Plan

External Evaluation 2009

External Evaluation 2010

External Evaluation 2011

Evaluation 2012

Level 2
A greater knowledge is required on
Master Plan and the workshop role
for strengthening the collection
system.
Level 2
It is required to understand more
on necessary data of vehicles
repair record and its role in
executing maintenance program.

Level 3
There is more knowledge about the
Master Plan and about the role of
workshop in strengthening the
collection system.
Level 3
There is progress in required data to
register vehicle repairs and their role
in planning maintenance.

Level 3
The evaluation is the same as there is
no evidence of increased knowledge
about the Master Plan.

Level 3
It remains the evaluations because
there is no evidence about better
knowledge of the Master Plan.

Level 3
The evaluation is the same as that of
2010. Greater capacity for the better use
of maintenance records is required.

Performing
preventive
maintenance

Level 2
Further knowledge is required on
preventive maintenance activities
to be carried out in workshop.

Level 2
There is no evidence of progress
about the knowledge of preventive
maintenance activities which should
be conducted in the workshop.

Spare parts
storage/procure
ment

Level 2
Further knowledge is required on
situation of spare parts
storage/procurement in workshop.

Level 2
There is no evidence of progress
about the knowledge related to the
conditions of storage and
procurement of spare parts.

Corrective
maintenance
(Breakdown
repair)

Level 2
Further knowledge is required on
corrective maintenance
(breakdown repair) activities
carried out in workshop.

Level 2
There is no evidence of progress
about the knowledge of corrective
maintenance activities which are
conducted in the workshop.

Level 2.5
There is some progress in terms of the
knowledge of preventive maintenance
activities that should be performed at the
workshop. Further training for preventive
maintenance is required.
Level 2
The evaluation is the same despite the
fact that some progress in terms of the
formulation of the computerized
warehouse control has been made. The
warehouse control system should be
completed.
Level 2
The evaluation is the same as that of
2010. Further training for corrective
maintenance records is required.

Level 3.5
Evaluation is higher than 2011
because there is better
understanding about data base
regarding operation control in the
vehicle workshop.
Level 3.5
There is progress about knowledge
of preventive maintenance
activities which should be
conducted in the vehicle workshop.

Conditions of
Work /safety/
environmental
impact
prevention
Repairs cost
calculation

Level 2
Further knowledge is required on
conditions of work
/safety/environmental impact
prevention in the workshop.
Level 2
A greater knowledge is required for
cost calculation for the repairs
performed in the workshop.

Level 3
There is some progress about the
knowledge of the conditions related
to work/safety/environmental
prevention in the workshop.
Level 3
There is some progress about the
knowledge on cost calculation of
repairs which are being conducted in
the workshop.

Record of
repairs in the
workshop
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Level 3
The evaluation is higher than 2011
because it was finished and it is
being implemented the data base
for warehouse control.
Level 3
Evaluation is higher than 2011
because it was finished and it is
being implemented the data base
for recording operations in the
vehicle workshop.
Level 3.5
Evaluation is higher than 2011
because there is progress of
knowledge about adequate safety
conditions in the vehicle workshop.
Level 3
2011 evaluation is maintained
because there is no progress in
repair cost calculation.
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Level 3
The evaluation is the same despite the
progress in terms of improved safety
conditions. Further training to increase
safety conditions is required.
Level 3
The evaluation is the same. Further
training for repair costs calculation is
required.
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Evaluation 2012 David Rodríguez Santos

External Evaluation 2009

External Evaluation 2010

External Evaluation 2011

Evaluation 2012

Level 2
Further knowledge is required on
equipment/facilities conditions in
workshop and the requirements to
improve the operation.

Level 2
There is no evidence of enough
progress about the knowledge on the
conditions of equipment and facilities
in the workshop and requirements to
improve its operation.

Level 2
The evaluation is the same as that of
2010. Further training to speed up the
design of the new facilities is required.

Level 3
Evaluation is higher than 2011
because there is better
understanding about facilities and
equipment conditions in the vehicle
workshop.

Complementary Evaluation 2012 David Rodríguez Santos
Questions
1.- Why is it important to have a good
control in the workshop? If the same
spare parts supply is maintained.
2.- What use can be made of vehicle
corrective maintenance record for?
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3.- What benefit can result of having a
record of costs of repairs of vehicles?

4.- Why it is pointed out that average
days of repair is between 2 to 4 days if
there are vehicles out of service for
longer time?

6.- How did training help you improve
your capacity regarding the formulation
of records for collector vehicles
maintenance management?

Answers 2011
Same as last year.

Same as last year.

Same as last year.

Answers 2012
Because this way, we have
more and larger variety in the
warehouse, i.e., there is no
waste.
In order to have a record for
each vehicle and have
operational cost and time it
takes each one.
To know costs to optimize
resources, budget elaboration,
etc.

Remarks
Better answer than 2011, but still
a very limited answer.
Better answer than 2011. It is
highlighted repair control for each
vehicle.
Better answer than 2011, but still
a complete cost repair calculation
is not available.

Same as last year.

Because waiting for resources,
bidding or required spare parts
is not within our reach.

Better answer than 2011. It is
included reference to spare parts
procurement system.

Same as last year.

Use of uniforms, adequate tools
for each task, and making sure
to be in the adequate
environment, etc.

Better answer than 2011.

In accordance with
acquired knowledge and
experience.

According to the training, to
have a wider view with the
knowledge and its application.

Better answer than 2011.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
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5.- What issues should be considered
in the workshop safety?

Answers 2010
The idea is to improve the stock
in the warehouse to provide
good management and expand
the supply as requested.
In order to keep the control of
vehicles with the purpose to
know repairs and control
resources being used.
By knowing the costs and
making good management of
repairs, it allow us to make
optimum use of economic
resources, e.g., human
resources and help us to plan the
budget.
If we have the parts and
necessary resources, it would
take 2 – 4 days; however, some
of them are out of service waiting
for public bidding (tires basically)
or other parts which are difficult
to find in the local market.
Training of human resource,
cleansing and organization, to
work with tools of good quality,
adequate uniforms, boots,
gloves, reflecting tapes, etc.
Question not asked in 2010
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Concept to
evaluate
Equipment/facilit
ies conditions

Answers 2010
Question not asked in 2010

Answers 2011
By acquiring the
knowledge needed for the
preventive maintenance
of any vehicle based on
the operation manual.
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Answers 2012
Classification by type of
maintenance, work scheduling,
organization of the vehicle
workshop, and have an
operation manual facilitates the
work.
Electrical diagrams
Checks to detect break downs
Break down prevention
Operation cost minimization

Remarks
Good answer, but it refers to to
his training related to the field of
repair control and the manuals
produced for activities control in
the vehicle workshop.

8.- How did training help you improve
your capacity in terms of the technical
issues involved in preventive and
corrective maintenance of waste
collection vehicles?
9.- How did training help you improve
your capacity in terms of the process to
define the systems for warehouse
control and spare parts acquisition?
10.- How did training help you improve
your capacity in terms of the process to
define the areas and equipment
involved in the workshop renovation?

Question not asked in 2010

With some technical
knowledge related to
motor vehicles.

Question not asked in 2010

Improved planning
Identification of
appropriate areas

There is better planning
Better control of resource supply
and procurement.

Better answer than 2011.

Question not asked in 2010

In accordance with every
work carried out at the
workshops, and
according to the affinity
existing between the area
and the equipment.

Better redistribution of
equipment and working areas
Better work flow and control

Better answer than 2011.

Good answer which refers to the
output of the training for his
activities in the vehicle workshop.
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Questions
7.- How did training help you improve
your capacity regarding the process to
define the concepts composing
preventive maintenance of waste
collection vehicles?
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Master Plan
knowledge
5
Equipment
conditions

4
3

Workshop repair
records

2
Repair cost
calculations

1
0

Target level
Preventive
maintenance
works

2010 Evaluation
2011 Evaluation
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2012 Evaluation David Rodríguez

2012 Evaluation
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Spare parts
storage and
procurement

Work conditions
and safety
Breakdown repair
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Record of
repairs in the
workshop
Performing
preventive
maintenance
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Spare parts
storage/procur
ement
Corrective
maintenance
(Breakdown
repair)

Repairs cost
calculation

Level 2
A greater knowledge is required for
cost calculation for the repairs
performed in the workshop.

External Evaluation 2011

Evaluation 2012

Level 2
In spite of that there is progress, it is
required more knowledge about the
Master Plan and the role of the workshop
in strengthening of the collection system.

Level 2
The evaluation is the same. Greater
knowledge about both the Master
Plan and the role of the workshop
to improve the waste collection
system is required.
Level 3
The evaluation is the same. Greater
knowledge enabling to complete
the operation record is required.

Level 3
There is better knowledge about
Master Plan update.

Level 3
There is progress, but it is convenient
more understanding on the data
requirement to repair vehicles and their
role to plan for maintenance.
Level 3
The knowledge about preventive
maintenance done and to be done
remains the same as in the previous
evaluation.
Level 3
There has been progress about the
knowledge on the storage conditions.

Level 4
The evaluation is increased as the
preventive maintenance program is
already being implemented.
Level 3
The evaluation is the same. The
process required for spare parts
acquisition should be speeded up.

Level 3
There has been progress about the
activities related to corrective
maintenance conducted in the workshop,
but there still needs to have more
progress.
Level 3
There is progress in the knowledge, but it
seems that more understanding is
required about the conditions of
environmental prevention in the
workshop.

Level 3.5
Training for corrective maintenance
has been improved. Further training
related to the electric and electronic
systems of waste collection
vehicles is required.
Level 3.5
Some progress in terms of
workshop safety has been made.
Safety conditions and work safety
gear should be increased.

Level 2
There is progress, but more knowledge
about cost calculation for preventive and
corrective maintenance is required.

Level 2.5
The evaluation is increased.
Greater knowledge about repair
cost estimation is required.

Level 4
It is already implemented the record
for repairs in the workshop and
there is participation in spare parts
procurement control.
Level 4
It is maintained evaluation 2011
because it has been strengthened
implementation of preventive
maintenance.
Level 4
Evaluation is higher than 2011
because spare parts procurement
system has improved.
Level 3.5
The same evaluation as 2011
remains because his activity is not
operational inside the vehicle
workshop.
Level 4
Evaluation is higher than 2011 due
to his participation in improving
hygienic and safety conditions in the
vehicle workshop.

Level 3
Efforts are being implemented to
include cost in the data base for
operations record of the vehicle
workshop.
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Conditions of
Work /safety/
environmental
impact
prevention

Level 2
It is required to understand more on
necessary data of vehicles repair
record and its role in executing
maintenance program.
Level 3
He has knowledge of preventive
maintenance to be carried out and
its necessity, but it is necessary to
be advanced.
Level 3
He has knowledge on storage
conditions, but it is required to
improve more about spare parts
requirements.
Level 3
It is necessary to deepen
knowledge on corrective
maintenance (breakdown repair)
activities performed in the
workshop.
Level 3
He has knowledge on the subject;
but it is required to understand more
on conditions of work/ safety/
environmental prevention in the
workshop to improve their
performance.

External Evaluation 2010
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Evaluation 2012 Genaro Antonio Rosario Reyes
Concept to
External Evaluation 2009
evaluate
Knowledge on Level 2
Master Plan
A greater knowledge is required on
Master Plan and the workshop role
for strengthening the collection
system.

External Evaluation 2009

External Evaluation 2010

External Evaluation 2011

Evaluation 2012

Level 3
He has knowledge on
facilities/equipments conditions and
on the needs for better
performance.

Level 3
The knowledge level about facilities and
equipment and about the needs for a
better operation remains the same as in
the previous evaluation.

Level 3.5
There has been some progress in
terms of facilities renovation. The
workshop renovation project should
be completed.

Level 4
Evaluation is higher than 2011 due
to his participation in the project to
modify the vehicle workshop.

Complementary Evaluation 2012 Genaro Antonio Rosario Reyes
Questions
1.- Why is it important to have a good
control in the workshop? If the same
spare parts supply is maintained.

2.- What use can be made of vehicle
corrective maintenance record for?
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3.- What benefit can result of having a
record of costs of repairs of vehicles?

6.- How did training help you improve
your capacity regarding the
formulation of records for collector
vehicles maintenance management?

Answers 2011
Same answer as in 2010.

Answers 2012
To define the cost for each vehicle
taking as base the number of spare
parts used and this way is able to
plan necessary requirements for the
year.

Remarks
Better answer than 2011. It is
included the planning issue.

Same answer as in 2010

To keep a historical record for each
vehicle and this way to know which
area conducts the same operations
and be able to estimate operation
cost for each vehicle.

Better answer than 2011. It is
included the repair cost
calculation issue.

Same answer as in 2010.

Better answer than 2011. It is
included the estimate
replacement of vehicles which
can not be repaired.

Because the vehicles are
out of service due to the
lack of an adequate flow
of resources.
Adequate clothing for the
work, use of adequate
tools, planning of work
before its implementation
to be able to conduct the
work safely.
Question not asked in
2010

Same answer as in 2010.

It can help to plan repair and
maintenance resources for vehicles,
and this way to know if it is feasible
to continue operating the same
vehicle or it should be replaced.
Vehicles which stay longer than four
days out of service is due to high
repair cost and there is a waiting
period to get the spare parts.
It has to be confirmed that the
working area is clean and organized.
Adequate gear and tools should be
used for the tasks to be conducted;
work should be planned before
implementation.
To obtain necessary knowledge to
keep a good maintenance record
and, this way, make sure good
operation by solid waste collection
vehicles.

Same answer as in 2010.

On acquiring the knowledge
needed to have a good
maintenance record of waste
collection vehicles by
recording the date when oil

Better answer than 2011. It is
pointed out that vehicle taking
longer time in the workshop is
due to lack of resources.
Good answer. There is
participation for improving safety
conditions. B

Good answer.
than 2011.

Better answer

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

4.- Why it is pointed out that average
days of repair is between 2 to 4 days if
there are vehicles out of service for
longer time?
5.- What issues should be considered
in the workshop safety?

Answers 2010
In order to know the
amount of spare parts that
are being used in the
units; subsequently,
procurement of needed
parts can be done
annually.
In order to have an
historical record of each
vehicle; as a result, we
could know how
frequently repairs are
being done.
It can help us to plan
resources to repair and
maintain the vehicles.
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Concept to
evaluate
Equipment/fac
ilities
conditions

Answers 2010

7.- How did training help you improve
your capacity regarding the process to
define the concepts composing
preventive maintenance of waste
collection vehicles?
8.- How did training help you improve
your capacity in terms of the technical
issues involved in preventive and
corrective maintenance of waste
collection vehicles?

Question not asked in
2010

9.- How did training help you improve
your capacity in terms of the process
to define the systems for warehouse
control and spare parts acquisition?
10.- How did training help you improve
your capacity in terms of the process
to define the areas and equipment
involved in the workshop renovation?

Question not asked in
2010

Question not asked in
2010

Question not asked in
2010

Answers 2011
and air filters are replaced, as
well as the estimated date for
the next replacement.
On acquiring the knowledge
about the preventive
maintenance of any motor
vehicle from the operation
manual.
On acquiring the technical
knowledge required for the
implementation of proper
preventive and corrective
maintenance of any motor
vehicle.
It has helped us improve
planning of spare parts
acquisition and supply.

Answers 2012

Remarks

Obtaining knowledge of the
operations manual for preventive
maintenance for any vehicle and, this
way, increase its service life.

Limited answer, similar to 2011.

Obtaining technical know-how to
establish, apply, and keep a good
preventive and corrective record for
any vehicle.

Better answer than 2011.

It has helped us a better planning for
procuring spare parts.

Better answer than 2011.

It has showed us the best
way to locate the equipment
and to identify the appropriate
areas for every work to be
carried out at the workshops.

In the best manner to locate
equipments and define adequate
areas to conduct works inside the
workshop with higher quality and
safety.

Better answer than 2011.
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Questions

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Master Plan
knowledge
5
Equipment
conditions

4
3

Workshop repair
records

2
Repair cost
calculations

1
0

Target level
Preventive
maintenance
works

2010 Evaluation
2011 Evaluation
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2012 Evaluation Genaro Antonio Rosario

2012 Evaluation
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Spare parts
storage and
procurement

Work conditions
and safety
Breakdown repair

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Concept to
evaluate
Knowledge on
Master Plan

External Evaluation 2009

External Evaluation 2010

External Evaluation 2011

Evaluation 2012

Level 2
A greater knowledge is required on
Master Plan and the workshop role
for strengthening the collection
system.
Level 2
It is required to understand more
on necessary data of vehicles
repair record and its role in
executing maintenance program.
Level 2
A greater knowledge is required on
preventive maintenance activities
to be performed in the workshop.

Level 2
In spite of that there is progress, it is
required more knowledge about the
Master Plan and role of the workshop in
strengthening the collection system.
Level 3
There is an important progress related to
the understanding of required data for the
vehicle repair records and their role to
plan the maintenance.
Level 3
There is enough knowledge about the
preventive maintenance activities which
should be conducted in the workshop.

Level 2
The evaluation is the same. Greater
knowledge about the Master Plan and the
role of the workshop to improve waste
collection is required.
Level 3
The evaluation is the same. Greater
knowledge to complete the operation
record is required.

Spare parts
storage/procur
ement

Level 2
Further knowledge is required on
situation of spare parts
storage/procurement in workshop.

Level 3
There is an adequate knowledge about
the corrective maintenance activities
which are conducted in the workshop and
the spare parts which are required.

Level 3
It is a higher evaluation than
2011 in spite that knowledge
about the master plan is
limited.
Level 3.5
Evaluation is higher due to
participation in conducting
collection vehicle
maintenance.
Level 4
Evaluation is higher than
2011 because he is
responsible of collection
vehicle preventive
maintenance.
Level 4
Evaluation is higher than
2011 due to his participation
in warehouse record
keeping.

Corrective
maintenance
(Breakdown
repair)

Level 2
It is necessary to deepen
knowledge on corrective
maintenance (breakdown repair)
activities performed in the
workshop.
Level 3
He has knowledge on the subject;
but it is required to understand
more on conditions of work/ safety/
environmental prevention in the
workshop to improve their
performance.
Level 2
A greater knowledge is required for
cost calculation for the repairs
performed in the workshop.

Level 3
There is knowledge about the corrective
maintenance activities which are
conducted in the workshop.

Record of
repairs in the
workshop
Performing
preventive
maintenance
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Repairs cost
calculation

Level 4
Capacity increased to repair
electrical and electronic
system of collection vehicles.

Level 3
The same level of knowledge is
maintained in this issue, but it is required
to go deeper with regards to safety and
environmental prevention in the
workshop.

Level 3
The evaluation is the same despite the
progress made in terms of safety
conditions. Further training to improve
safety conditions is required.

Level 4
He has participation in safety
conditions for the workshop.

Level 2
There is progress, but it is required to
have more knowledge about the repair
cost which is conducted in the workshop.

Level 2.5
The evaluation is higher. Greater
knowledge about repair cost estimation is
required.

Level 3
It has not achieved
completely repair cost
calculation.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Conditions of
Work /safety/
environmental
impact
prevention

Level 3
There is some progress related to the
knowledge about preventive maintenance
activities to be performed at the workshop.
Further training focusing on preventive
maintenance is required.
Level 3.5
The evaluation is increased as there is
some progress in terms of the formulation
of the computerized warehouse control.
The warehouse control system should be
completed.
Level 3
The evaluation is the same. Further
training on the electric and electronic
systems of waste collection vehicles is
required.
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Evaluation 2012 Manuel Roa Castillo

External Evaluation 2009

External Evaluation 2010

External Evaluation 2011

Evaluation 2012

Level 3
He has knowledge on
facilities/equipments conditions
and on the needs for better
performance.

Level 4
There is knowledge about the conditions
of facilities and equipment and with
regards to the needs for a better
operation.

Level 4
The evaluation is the same despite the
progress in terms of the design of facilities
renovation. The workshop renovation
project needs to be completed.

Level 4
It remains the same
evaluation as 2011.

Complementary Evaluation 2012 Manuel Roa Castillo
Questions
1.- Why is it important to have a good
control in the workshop? If the same
spare parts supply is maintained.
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2.- What use can be made of vehicle
corrective maintenance record for?

3.- What benefit can result of having a
record of costs of repairs of vehicles?

6.- How did training help you improve
your capacity regarding the formulation
of records for collector vehicles
maintenance management?

Answers 2011
To improve safety and
operational and
administrative
management.

Answers 2012
To guarantee availability and
number of spare parts to be
used.

Remarks
The answer is limited and does
not reflect the progress due to
training.

In order to know spare parts
consumption of every unit,
as well as spare parts
availability.

To guarantee the good
condition of vehicles in
operation and prevent more
damages and repair costs.

Better answer than in 2011.

Same answer as in 2010.

It can be controlled operation
cost for each vehicle and
resources can be defined and
optimized.

Better answer than in 2011.
Reflects progress of training.

It depends on the flow of
resources.

Due to resources flow and
operation cost of some
vehicles.

1) Cleansing
2) Tools
3) Organization
4) Knowledge of good use of each
tool.
Question not asked in 2010

To identify and prevent any
work-related incidents such
as work-related accidents.

Every measure related to the
job before, during, and after
each work.

By increasing both
knowledge and organization
related to record formulation
as decision-making
indicators.

Due to different type of cases
in the vehicles; they show
new failures every day, it
helps me to keep control of
the record for each vehicle.

The answer shows excessive
amount of time for repairs
which is due to lack of spare
parts or resources for repairs.
The answer is very limited and
reflects that there is sufficient
progress in training in this
regard; it does not reflect the
progress due to training.
Good answer which reflects
his participation in collection
vehicle repair process.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

4.- Why it is pointed out that average
days of repair is between 2 to 4 days if
there are vehicles out of service for
longer time?
5.- What issues should be considered
in the workshop safety?

Answers 2010
A good control is good, especially
when we have all the supplies,
taking into account the limitations it
is being controlled only some items.
Other parts are acquired according
to our needs. However, in the long
term, the idea is that all parts are
available in the warehouse.
That way, we can foresee more
relevant situations and realize if the
equipment is used adequately to
extend its service life and good
management.
In this way, we can conclude the
benefit of the operation is higher
than maintenance cost and evaluate
the working conditions that the
equipment suffers when it is
operated by different persons.
None of the vehicles are out of
service due to technical deficiency,
but lack of spare parts.
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Concept to
evaluate
Equipment/faci
lities
conditions

Answers 2010
Question not asked in 2010

Answers 2011
La experiencia del trabajo
continuo.

Answers 2012
In the application of
maintenance manual for
checking and replacement.

Remarks
In spite that the answer is
limited, it shows his training in
workshop operations.

Question not asked in 2010

In the methods learned during
the training about functions
for mechanics and
electricians

Good answer about his
progress in training.

It has helped us for a better
procurement of spare parts.

Good answer.

10.- How did training help you improve
your capacity in terms of the process to
define the areas and equipment
involved in the workshop renovation?

Question not asked in 2010

By acquiring the knowledge
necessary for everyday
work. It also helps identify
different scenarios in the
various units.
By ordering items based on
existing needs, and by
grasping the warehouse
control and organization
process as a whole.
No answer

Distribution of working areas
for different type of activities
in the vehicle workshop for
each repair and location of
equipment.

Answer is very limited and
does not show his participation
in the workshop modification
project.

Question not asked in 2010
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Questions
7.- How did training help you improve
your capacity regarding the process to
define the concepts composing
preventive maintenance of waste
collection vehicles?
8.- How did training help you improve
your capacity in terms of the technical
issues involved in preventive and
corrective maintenance of waste
collection vehicles?
9.- How did training help you improve
your capacity in terms of the process to
define the systems for warehouse
control and spare parts acquisition?

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Master Plan
knowledge
5
Equipment
conditions

4
3

Workshop repair
records

2
Repair cost
calculations

1
0

Target level
Preventive
maintenance
works

2010 Evaluation
2011 Evaluation
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2012 Evaluation Manuel Roa Castillo

2012 Evaluation
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Spare parts
storage and
procurement

Work conditions
and safety
Breakdown repair
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External Evaluation 2009

External Evaluation 2010

External Evaluation 2011

Evaluation 2012

Level 2
A greater knowledge is required on
Master Plan and the workshop role
for strengthening the collection
system.

Level 2
In spite of the progress, it is
required more knowledge
regarding the Master Plan.

Record of repairs
in the workshop

Level 3
He has knowledge on the repair
records, but it is desirable to improve
in the subject for maintenance
scheduling.

Level 3
There has been progress, but it
still requires more training to
understand fully the role of
vehicle workshop in the
cleansing system.
Level 4
He has had an important role
related to operations record in
the workshop.

Performing
preventive
maintenance

Level 3
He has knowledge on preventive
maintenance to be performed and its
necessity, but it is needed to improve.

Spare parts
storage/procurem
ent

Level 2
Further knowledge is required on
situation of spare parts
storage/procurement in workshop.

Level 3
Knowledge about the level of
the repair record remains the
same, but it would be
convenient to go deeper into
the subject.
Level 3
There is a good level of
knowledge about the
preventive maintenance
which is conducted and to be
conducted.
Level 3
There is a good level of
knowledge about spare parts
which are required for
maintenance.

Level 2
The evaluation is the same. Greater
knowledge regarding both the Master Plan
and the role played by the workshop to
improve the waste collection system is
required.
Level 3
The evaluation is the same. Greater
knowledge is required to complete the
operation record.

Level 3.5
It still remains the same
evaluation as 2011 because he
does not conduct operations
related to preventive
maintenance.
Level 4
He has played and important
role in the warehouse control
system.

Corrective
maintenance
(Breakdown
repair)

Level 3
He has experience on corrective
maintenance (breakdown repair) of
collection vehicles, but it is desirable
to improve through their training.

Level 3
Knowledge level is
maintained with regard to
corrective maintenance for
collection vehicles.

Level 3.5
The evaluation is higher as there is some
progress in terms of the knowledge acquired
regarding preventive maintenance works.
Further training is required to continue to
perform preventive training.
Level 3
The evaluation is the same despite the fact
that there is some progress in terms of the
formulation of the computerized warehouse
control system. The warehouse control
system needs to be completed.
Level 3
The evaluation is the same. Greater training
targeting the electric and electronic systems
of waste collection vehicles is required.

Conditions of
Work /safety/
environmental
impact prevention

Level 3
He has knowledge on the subject; but
it is required to understand more on
conditions of work/ safety/
environmental prevention in the
workshop to improve their
performance.
Level 2
A greater knowledge is required for
cost calculation for the repairs

Level 3
A good level of knowledge is
maintained on this issue.

Level 3
The evaluation is the same despite the fact
that there is some progress in terms of safety
conditions. Greater knowledge is required to
improve safety conditions.

Level 3
There is progress on the
knowledge about cost

Level 3
The evaluation is the same. Greater
knowledge about cost calculation of repairs

Repairs cost
calculation

Level 3
It remains the same evaluation
as 2011 because he does not
have an important role regarding
corrective maintenance
implementation.
Level 4
He has had an important role
regarding the establishment of
basic conditions for safety and
occupational health in the
vehicle workshop.
Level 3.5
He has developed the capacity
for repair cost estimate.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Concept to
evaluate
Knowledge on
Master Plan
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Evaluation 2012 Luis Antonio Checo Batista

Equipment/facilitie
s conditions

External Evaluation 2009

External Evaluation 2010

External Evaluation 2011

performed in the workshop.
Level 3
He has knowledge on
facilities/equipments conditions and
on the needs for better performance.

calculation of repairs.
Level 3
Knowledge level is
maintained regarding facility
and equipment conditions.

is required.
Level 3.5
There is some progress in terms of the
design for the workshop facilities renovation.
The workshop renovation project needs to
be completed.

Evaluation 2012

Level 3.5
Evaluation remains the same as
2011.

Complementary Evaluation 2012 Luis Antonio Checo Batista.
Questions
1.- Why is it important to have a good
control in the workshop? If the same spare
parts supply is maintained.
2.- What use can be made of vehicle
corrective maintenance record for?
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3.- What benefit can result of having a
record of costs of repairs of vehicles?

5.- What issues should be considered in
the workshop safety?

6.- How did training help you improve your
capacity regarding the formulation of
records for collector vehicles maintenance
management?

Answers 2011
The same as in 2010

Question not asked in 2010

It helped us to update the various
records based on everyday
events.

The same as in 2010

Answers 2012
Because good warehouse
management and control
depends on a better oil, tire,
and battery supply, among
others.
Because corrective
maintenance prevents
higher repair cost and
additional time. Preventive
maintenance should also be
mandatory.

Remarks
Good answer which
shows his role as part
of the warehouse
control.
Good answer which
shows his role in
vehicle workshop
operations control.

Previous answer

To define if it is feasible to
continue investing in
equipment and define
operation cost.

Good answer which
shows his role in cost
estimate for vehicle
workshop operation.

Previous answer

Answers 2010 and 2011.

Same answers as in
previous evaluations.

Wearing appropriate clothing,
and using the right tools, for the
works to be performed.

To use adequate tools to
conduct the tasks. To
improve conditions in the
vehicle workshop (its
facilities).
To maintain updated news
which take place every day.

Good answer.

Good answer, but very
limited.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

4.- Why it is pointed out that average days
of repair is between 2 to 4 days if there are
vehicles out of service for longer time?

Answers 2010
Because with a good control we can
fight to obtain a good supply of parts
which are necessary to repair all
compactors; in addition, to oil, tires,
and batteries.
Beginning from the fact that medicine
that saves is preventive, i.e., the
equipment that is repaired on time is
less likely to increase repair costs
and time. We also guarantee units
in optimum condition.
Consequently, preventive
maintenance should be mandatory.
Because with this mechanism, we
can grasp repair conditions and can
control the quality of repairs;
consequently, we reduce costs by
conducting them on time.
Many times because budget to
procure parts is not prepared (due to
lack of resources), for example, tires,
etc. Some other times, the required
part is not found in the local market.
To improve conditions in the facilities
and some other times some type of
tools and others.
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Concept to
evaluate

Answers 2010
Question not asked in 2010

Answers 2011
The training not only helped me
understand the concepts
implemented in our units, but also
to grasp the concepts used for
other types of equipment.
The training helped us both
prevent serious breakdowns and
minimize repair costs.

8.- How did training help you improve your
capacity in terms of the technical issues
involved in preventive and corrective
maintenance of waste collection vehicles?
9.- How did training help you improve your
capacity in terms of the process to define
the systems for warehouse control and
spare parts acquisition?

Question not asked in 2010

Question not asked in 2010

The training has helped us
improve purchase planning and
warehouse monitoring.

10.- How did training help you improve
your capacity in terms of the process to
define the areas and equipment involved
in the workshop renovation?

Question not asked in 2010

Some areas to be used to install
the various pieces of equipment
have been identified, thus helping
us improve some technical
issues.

Answers 2012
This training is not only
applicable for our collection
vehicles, but also for
general application.

Remarks
Good answer. It shows
the progress with
training that was
received.

Training helped us to
prevent important break
downs and also to minimize
time to repair the vehicle.
This tool helped us to
develop a plan for
procurement and general
control.

Good answer.

This training has allowed us
to identify some areas
which have served to locate
different working units.

Good answer. It shows
his progress due to the
training for activities
conducted in the
vehicle workshop.
Good answer.
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Questions
7.- How did training help you improve your
capacity regarding the process to define
the concepts composing preventive
maintenance of waste collection vehicles?
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Master Plan
knowledge
5
Equipment
conditions

4
3

Workshop repair
records

2
Repair cost
calculations

1
0

Target level
Preventive
maintenance
works

2010 Evaluation
2011 Evaluation
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2012 Evaluation Luis Antonio Checo Batista

2012 Evaluation
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Spare parts
storage and
procurement

Work conditions
and safety
Breakdown repair

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

1.- It is reiterated the remark made in 2010 and 2011 with regards that some members in the vehicle maintenance management counterpart have technical knowledge and other
have management skills.

With the training works by JICA team, it was reduced the gap in the counterpart team and the technical members made progress in their

administrative knowledge about record keeping activities in the workshop and warehouse control, whereas members with administrative knowledge made progress in their
knowledge regarding preventive and corrective maintenance for collection vehicles.
This situation is shown in the limited answers given by counterpart team members in the evaluation tools used; consequently, most of the information for individual and team
evaluation was obtained through interviews and meetings with the counterpart team.
2.- After joining personnel who worked in DIGAU and that one who worked in Equipment Department, it was created DIGAUE which conducted an integrated process in just one
entity and location; consequently, it has not been defined clearly the functions nor recorded sufficiently vehicle workshop organization as well as responsibilities nor hierarchy, but
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2012 General Evaluation of the counterpart team for Vehicle Maintenance Management

they should be implemented to improve activities in the workshop and strengthen achievements attained during this Project.
This situation with undefined functions and hierarchy in the vehicle workshop was solved temporarily under Mr. Oscar Garcia leadership in the vehicle workshop, but his
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appointment as DIGAUE Director, surely, will generate that he will no longer be concentrated only in the vehicle workshop; consequently, he will have to define a new director in
the vehicle workshop and, additionally, the need to define an organizational structure and adequate hierarchy
3.- During the Project´s period, fundamental difficulties for adequate collection vehicle maintenance were due to lack of resources and complicated administrative proceedings
which delayed procurement.

If this situation continues, it can be a factor which delays or prevent strengthening the progress for capacity building on the counterpart attained

during this Project. It should be emphasized before DIGAUE, even to higher ranking officers, that it is important to provide the vehicle workshop with resources and equipment
for its operation.

For that purpose, it can be used data obtained through the implementation of preventive maintenance plan, corrective maintenance record, and warehouse

controls which are being implemented.

preventive and corrective maintenance of collection vehicles which have allowed to cover some routes and deficiencies by the private contractor. Similarly, there is progress in
preventive maintenance planning and elaboration of record keeping for activities in the vehicle workshop and warehouse.
5.- Next, there are two graphs with evaluations 2011 and 2012 for all counterpart team members related to Vehicle Maintenance Management:

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

4.- The output of the evaluation by the end of the Project shows that there is significant progress by the counterpart team and the capacity by the vehicle workshop to conduct
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Equipment conditions
Target level
Oscar García

Preventive
maintenance works

David Rodríguez
Genaro Rosario

Repair cost calculations

Manuel Roa

Master Plan knowledge
5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Workshop repair records
Target level
Oscar García
Preventive maintenance
works

Spare parts storage
and procurement

Luis Checo
Work conditions and
safety

Breakdown repair

Genaro Rosario
Manuel Roa

Luis Checo
Work conditions and
safety

David Rodríguez
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2012 Evaluation Vehicle maintenance team

2011 Evaluation Vehicle maintenance team

Spare parts storage and
procurement
Breakdown repair
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Final Comment about individual capacity for counterpart team related to “Vehicle Maintenance Management” by the end of the Project, July 2012.
The counterpart team for vehicle management was practically the only team which had all members participating in the Project during these three years of the Project; no
member was replaced during this period. This situation allowed evaluating members capacity during all the Project.
Even if the counterpart team members remained during the three year period, there were difficulties to conduct capacity evaluation which would be convenient to take into
account for future Projects; they are:
a)

One of the counterpart team members, David Rodríguez, does not work in the vehicle workshop facilities, but in the transfer station which made it difficult to identify
On the other hand, some vehicle workshop members received technical training with regards to collection vehicles, but their

development was not evaluated because they were not part of the counterpart team.
b)

When the Project began, counterpart team member functions were not identified clearly, either inside the vehicle workshop or collection vehicle maintenance;
consequently, initial and some intermediate evaluations were conducted in general terms to the counterpart team members; it was not taken into account that due to
their specialty, some of them received training aiming to control of operation in the vehicle workshop and others received technical training targeting preventive and
corrective maintenance for collection vehicles.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

progress in his development.

Output: Solid waste collection system is consolidated through improvement of vehicle maintenance and public awareness.
Activities:
1.- Study the current situation of waste discharge practices
2.- Develop a plan for improving waste discharge practices
3.- Develop materials for public awareness on waste discharge
4.- Implement the plan using the above mentioned materials
5.- Monitor the implementation and feedback to the plan
An instrument was developed to assess the individual capacity of the C/P team members for the period from September 2009 to July 2012 about:
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Individual capacity evaluation of counterpart group on “Solid Waste Education and Awareness Raising”

a) Various aspects on discharge practices and public education/awareness in the Master Plan and its current status in the National District.
b) Education/awareness on comprehensive wastes management and the 3Rs.
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c)

Education/awareness on waste discharge practices to consolidate the collection system.

The evaluation was conducted based on the comparison of answers given in 2009, 2010, 2011 and 2012, making use of a similar evaluation tool for both cases. In addition to
observation and interviews conducted, questions were made about activities conducted. The evaluation was conducted making use of the following parameters:

5. It is possible to carry out an excellent job without the Japanese Expert support.
4. It is possible to carry out a satisfactory job without the Japanese Expert support.
3. A little help from the Japanese Expert is needed to reach the goal level.
2. A lot of help from the Japanese Expert is needed to reach the goal level.
1. It is impossible to carry out a satisfactory job, even after capacity development with the Japanese Expert.

the end of the project. A table showing the capacity evaluation of each of the members of the counterpart group 2 on Solid Waste Management Education and Awareness
Raising, as well as that of all the members of the C/P team, is also given below.
NOTE.- Three of the counterpart member, Luis Taveras, Anyelina Aquino, and Juan José Guzmán, are not part of DIGAUE and their activities do not have any relationship with
integrated solid waste management. This situation caused that capacity evaluation was not conducted for them. Nor was Mariana Szavo’s evaluation conducted as she was on
vacation. In 2012, capacity evaluation was not conducted for Massiel Moronta as she is transferred from DIGAUE to another department.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
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It is pointed out the observations which sustain the assigned number of evaluation and issues which should be developed to increase the capacity to the desirable levels 4 or 5 at
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Answers 2009

Answers 2010

Answers 2011

Answers 2012

Education
/ raising
conscious
awareness
on waste
generation
minimizati
on

Current
Situation.
The increment of
solid waste
generation
which was not
foresee in the
MP.
Aspects to be
reviewed in the
MP
To strengthen
policies for
informing widely
and raise public
conscious
awareness for
issues related to
the adequate
management
and
minimization of
solid waste.

Current Situation.
In spite the surprising
increment
of
waste
generation during the last
months, I can say that we
have
made
significant
progress in education for the
minimization
of
wastes.
Currently, we are finishing
preparation activities for the
development of a pilot
project within the framework
of the follow-up project for
the adequate management
of
urban
solid
waste
management in the area
known as Honduras del
Oeste (Invi). This project
includes
education
and
raising conscious awareness
to improve the discharge of
wastes and the introduction
of 3Rs in the school in the
sector. It is also included the
procurement of a shredding
machine for prune waste.
Additionally, there will be the
beginning of paper
separation in schools,
companies, and institutions
to be recycled subsequently.
Aspects to be reviewed in
the MP
To establish the mechanism
to strengthen the widespread
information on matters
related to education and
raising public awareness in
clients, always thinking about
waste reduction.

Present situation.
We can point out this time that there has been some
significant progress in terms of environmental education.
The implementation of the pilot projects has helped us
involve the community in training workshops targeting
environmental education organized by the Center for
Environmental Education and the technical team of
Municipal Sanitation aiming at raising people’s awareness
regarding the importance of an appropriate solid waste
management by disposing of wastes only on the date and
time established by DIGAUE in order to improve collection
efficiency. Other workshops targeting school students were
also held so that they may become project agents by
disposing of wastes correctly and by segregating paper
waste at home.
In Antillas and INVI, the residents show the progress made
with the implementation of training events in which they are
lectured on why solid wastes should be managed correctly
and the advantages of so doing. However, the central
government should pass laws to promote waste reduction
as a sustainable practice.
Aspects to be reviewed in the PM
Despite the fact that pilot projects have been implemented
in two areas, namely, Antillas and INVI, where
environmental education workshops were held to
encourage waste reduction, we consider that at the
institutional level we should improve promotion and
awareness-raising activities focusing on environmental
education by involving all stakeholders, not only those
residing within the pilot project area. Training should be
targeted to cover not only the people residing within the
planned pilot project areas, but other sectors as well, in
order to increase the pace of waste reduction.
Consequently, bills aiming at enforcing the appropriate
management of solid wastes, including waste segregation,
need to be passed by the Ministry of the Environment and
Natural Resources. In February, 2011, I attended a training
seminar in which they lectured on the mechanisms used by
the Mexican government to implement an appropriate
waste management and waste reduction, i.e., sustainable
public purchasing, segregation of electronic waste,
concrete, plastic, paper, whereas organic wastes are
conveyed to the compost plant..

Current Situation.
We can point out that our city begins to
reflect the efforts which have been
materialized regarding the issue of
environmental education, mainly related to
collection and chipping of prune waste,
which minimize the amount of waste being
discharged in the final disposal site. We
are forced as municipality to present as an
agenda item to the Environmental
Ministry, Education Ministry, and other
stake holders with the purpose to generate
with the purpose to create a Law for
Integrated Solid Waste Management.
Previous to the implementation of pilot
projects, we as technical team from
DIGAUE should contact to neighborhood
committee (Junta de Vecinos) to present
them our proposal; however, currently,
neighborhood committees are the ones
which approach the municipality with the
purpose to request training in its sector
with regards adequate solid waste
management and paper separation at the
source. The residents feel identified with
the positive outcome in the areas where
we have worked which encourage them to
be part of the project and give continuity to
it.
Items to be revised in the MP
I believe it is necessary to produce a bill
demanding an adequate solid waste
management, as well as waste separation
and minimization for an integrated waste
management at the national level (bill
which should be based on our reality). It
is necessary that the Education Ministry
includes in the academic program a class
of environmental education. From ADN,
we should strengthen the tools to
broadcast
and
provide
conscious
awareness environmental education.

Evaluation
2012
Level 4.5
There is
important
progress in
their
concept
about 3Rs
and about
waste
generation
minimizatio
n.
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Concepts
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Evaluation 2011 Leomaris Celeste Henríquez Díaz

Current
Situation.
ADN has units
which provide
collection
service to
commercial
establishments.
Aspects to be
reviewed in the
MP
To organize the
service
collection
market.

Current Situation.
We still undergo the same difficulties in terms of
environmental education to facilitate recycling by
controlling waste disposal at the supermarkets because
we have failed to formulate a plan to devise an
institutional educational campaign covering these
stakeholders.
Some supermarket chains have on their own initiative
slightly implemented a campaign to segregate plastic,
tetrapak, paper, and organic waste. However, a law
requiring waste segregation, reuse, and valorization
needs to be passed in order to reach the waste
reduction indicators envisaged in the Master Plan Study.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
It is important to identify existing recycling companies ,
their storage capabilities, and willingness to collect.
Training of the staff at the supermarkets and colmados
to show them the proper way of segregating and
disposing of the wastes generated, and to explain to
them the need to implement proper waste segregation
and disposal to improve our living standards and extend
the service life of the landfill site.

Current Situation.
The progress on this issue to facilitate
recycling through discharge control in
supermarkets and colmados are
minimal, although some supermarket
chains have begun campaigns with the
purpose to replace the plastic bags with
reusable bags; however, this measure
has not been expanded taking into
account that supermarkets continue to
issue plastic bags. It is required to
produce a broadcast and conscious
awareness plan focused on these
actors of the society.
Items to be revised in the M/P
Elaboration and implementation of laws,
norms, and regulations which facilitate
recycling through discharge control in
supermarkets and colmados, creating
conscious awareness among citizens to
use products which use less packaging.

Level 4
The
evaluation
increases
with
respect to
2011
because
the
answers
given are
better and
training on
this issue
has
advanced.

Current Situation.
I think that the progress made in terms of environmental
education aiming at encouraging exchange among the
ICI’s is minimal. Some companies are interested about
it, but their endeavors related to environmental
education in order to create an appropriate framework to
strengthen environmental education and foster
organizational responsibility designed to have a clean
city are neither steady nor committed.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
I believe that an environmental education plan should
be designed to be implemented by the CPR in order to
promote the exchange of wastes among the ICI’s and
their valorization. Such a plan should also promote the
use of appropriate containers based on the daily waste
generation.

Current Situation.
The progress on this issue is minimal
because it is required active
participation of stake holders and
enactment of bill which regulates the
exchange of waste among ICIs.
Items to be revised in the MP
I emphasize my opinion from 2011 that
taking into account that in this issue we
should include all items regarding
education and conscious awareness
which are necessary to develop the
exchange of wastes among IC, it should
also be exchanged all information
related to stake holders.

Level 4
The
evaluation
is higher
than in
2011
because
there has
been more
training on
this issue
and their
answers
show more
realistic
approach
to promote
recycling in
ICIs
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Education
/ raising
conscious
awareness
to promote
waste
exchange
among
ICI´s

Current Situation.
We have not been able to
comply with what was
established in the Master
Plan to make recycling
easier through the control
of discharge in the
supermarkets.
Aspects to be reviewed in
the MP
To ponder incentives to
encourage residents to
support an initiative to
recycle.
Some commercial chains
have initiated the sale of
reusable bags, but it is
insufficient because
incentive should be
generated to give
something back to the
persons who purchase
them and make frequent
use of them when they go
shopping.
Current Situation.
We have managed that
some residents use the
recommended containers
for the Master Plan, but
they do not comply with
basic sanitary conditions
for waste storage.
Aspects to be reviewed in
the MP
To establish the use of
containers in accordance to
waste generated. The
compliance of rules to
discharge waste, keeping
containers in appropriate
areas, and take out the
container when the
collection truck arrives to
the collection area.
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Current
Situation.
It is necessary to
implement
strategies more
clearly to control
the discharge in
supermarkets
and grocery
stores.
Aspects to be
reviewed in the
MP
To develop
activities which
include the
participation of
managers of
supermarkets
and grocery
stores.
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Education
/ raising
conscious
awareness
to promote
recycling
in
supermark
et and
grocery
stores
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Current
Situation.
From our
recycling center
(RECICLADIN),
recycling
activities have
been carried out
in schools and
juntas de
vecinos in some
sectors with the
purpose to
create
consciousness
about the
importance of
recycling.
Aspects to be
reviewed in the
MP
The tools to be
used to increase
conscious
awareness in
residents.

Current Situation.
We are coordinating
recycling activities with
community and schools
where the pilot project to
introduce the 3Rs will be
developed.
Aspects to be reviewed in
the MP
Mechanism to stimulate
persons which are
identified with recycling
activities and conduct a
survey with the purpose to
know the different types of
recyclable materials which
are generated in
communities and schools;
additionally, to know
interested parties which
would like to commercialize
these products.

Current Situation.
In spite of the fact that various pilot projects are being
implemented in several schools within the National
District by the public sector, and by the DGAUE,
specifically at “Víctor Garrido” school, the progress
made is minimal.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
Evaluate DGAUE’s capacity to devise a plan for
awareness-raising and education focusing on recycling.
The City Hall as an institution should involve the civil
society, the Ministry of the Environment, and the public
sector so that recycling within the National District does
not become a goal to be fulfilled 100 years from now.

Current Situation.
In this regard, progress is very little,
since ADN began the project expansion
to separate paper which was conducted
in Victor Garrido Puello school to other
schools in the National District, but in
the area of environmental education
progress has not been significant.
Items to be revised in the MP
To involve more residents in recycling
activities which are conducted by ADN
through the Environmental Information
Center and Center for the Promotion of
Recycling. To coordinate with the
Ministry of Environment and Natural
Resources and the Education Ministry
in order to conduct projects both to
municipal and national level in schools
and communities about importance of
3Rs. Additionally, a class related to
environmental protection should be
included in the academic program.

Level 4
Evaluation
from 2011
is higher
due to
better
understand
ing of the
role of
education
in
promoting
recycling in
the
schools.
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Education
/ raising
conscious
awareness
to promote
recycling
in
communiti
es and
schools
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To conduct
composting
practices in
public and
private
educational
centers, as well
as households.

During the implementation of our pilot project we
confirmed that we can help change users’ habits for
waste disposal. To this effect, community meetings
should be held, an intensive educational campaign
using educational materials through the mass media,
billboards, etc. to advertise collection date and time
should be devised, the number of waste collection
trucks should be increased, and maintenance
management should be improved, in order to improve
our collection system.

Environmental
education
is
fundamental
for
sustainable
development of a healthy ecosystem.
An educated discharger in this regard
knows which materials can be of
benefit, consequently, when he/she
discharges, it is done adequately;
recyclable materials are placed
separately and, subsequently, traded.

Level 4
Evaluation
from 2011
remains
the same.
More
training is
required for
an
adequate
evaluation
of the
outcome of
the pilot
project, the
expansion
to new
areas, and
to promote
an
adequate
discharge
in all the
National
District.

By holding workshops attended by
Residents’Associations and community companies
targeting farmers, mothers, nursery owners, and all
those people looking for a way to make a living and who
may be interested in making compost to be marketed.
The use of organic waste and tree waste helps to
significantly reduce the volume of waste to reach the
landfill site.

To create new incentives for those who
generate this type of compost is a joint
task between the Ministry of
Environment and Ministry of Industry
and Commerce.

Level 4
Evaluation
compared
to 2011 is
higher
because
there is
progress
on this
item.
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Education
/ raising
conscious
awareness
to make
use of
organic
wastes

With regards to the change
of
culture,
residents
currently are not used to
keep their waste inside
their property until the
collection truck arrives, but
as wastes are being
generated, the residents
discharge them directly on
the sidewalk, curbside or
drums.
Within the framework of our
follow-up project for the
adequate management of
solid wastes, we are
developing workshops to
raise conscious awareness
for residents in areas
where we will begin the
pilot projects to keep
wastes inside the
properties until the
collection truck passes.
Consequently, it may
prevent vectors to
proliferate and will help to
beautify the sector. The
goal is to expand the plan
to all the territory of the
National District.
In the beginning, I believe
that we should involve
community members in the
pilot project of organic
fertilizer in which market
organic waste will be used.
Through the training of
retailers with regards to
short and long term
benefits of composting.
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Through a good
environmental
education
conscious
awareness is
attained by
residents and,
consequently,
waste
minimization is
achieved as well
as
environmental
decontamination
and the control
of scattered
waste
discharged by
the citizens.
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Education
/ raising
conscious
awareness
to comply
with the
norms of
discharge
by
generators
.

To use tools and
mechanism
close to our
community
where residents
feel identified
with this activity.

Education
al
Activities /
raising
conscienc
e
awareness
in the
short,
medium,
and long
term

More promotion
of citizen
participation.

To explain the service life
of the current landfill
because the city does not
have enough area which
satisfies
the
control
measurements and safety
for a sanitary landfill.
Reduction of expenditure in
the
municipality
expenditures due to the
services which are being
offered by DIGAUE for the
integrated
solid
waste
management.
Beautification of different
sectors.
Elimination
of
contamination
vectors,
among others.
To implement a plan to
inform widely and raise
conscious awareness
directed to residents with
the main objective to
reinforce the compliance of
the storage regulation and
the discharge of wastes.

To promote Green Purchase, the
importance of applying 3Rs on a daily
basis, and emphasizing recycling
behavior in each one of the residents in
their daily life.

Level 4
2011
evaluation
remains
the same
because
there is a
better
understand
ing about
the role of
education
to promote
integrated
solid waste
manageme
nt.

To integrate the proper way to dispose of solid wastes,
the importance of waste segregation, the promotion of
the 3R’s, the handing over of manuals prepared during
the Follow-up Project for the Proper Management of
Solid Wastes, and the training of the staff composing the
Equipment Department into the ongoing campaign
“Clean City Pride of All”.

Firstly, in the short term, it should be
promoted and regularized responsible
purchase by each one of the stake
holders. Similarly, products previously
purchased responsibly should be
disposed in an adequate manner to be
collected by a unit in charge of recycling
them.
On the other hand, adequate urban
solid waste discharge is important for an
adequate waste management.
After a responsible discharge,
application of 3Rs is implemented.

Level 4
Evaluation
from 2010
is higher
because
there is
better
understand
ing of
activities to
be
conducted
in the short
term.
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Prior to the implementation of environmental
education-related activities, a survey should be
conducted in the area in order to get to know both social
aspects (residents’ association, schools, churches,
community leaders), and physical aspects (number of
business establishments, households, etc.). We should
present the generalities of our pilot project adapted to
existing requirements; comply with the waste collection
service; beautify the area; and extend the service life of
the landfill site.
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Relevant
issues in
education /
raising
conscious
awareness
to promote
integral
solid
waste
managem
ent

Education activities
in short, medium and
long term
Education to
promote integral
waste management

Minimization
education
5
4
3
2
1
0

Education of
supermarket and
store recycling
Education of waste
exchange among
industries etc.

Target level
2010 Evaluation
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2012 Evaluation Leomaris Henríquez

2011 Evaluation
2012 Evaluation
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Education of
community and
school recycling

Education of organic
waste utilization
Education of waste
discharge manners
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Answers 2010
Current Situation.
The Environmental Information Center
of ADN has an educational program to
promote the reduction of wastes in
Public Schools, Private Schools,
Juntas de Vecinos, and other
communities.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
To expand the reach of environmental
programs and follow up them; to
produce educational materials which
can have an impact.

Education / raising
conscious
awareness to
promote recycling
in supermarkets
and grocery stores

Current Situation.
There has been very little because
there has not been environmental
education directed to supermarkets
and grocery stores.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
To make environmental education
programs for supermarkets and
grocery stores which facilitate
recycling through discharge control.

Education / raising
conscious
awareness to
promote the
exchange of
wastes among ICIs

Current Situation.
The Environmental Information Center
has achieved to educate part of the
personnel of some members of ICI to
develop waste exchange. There are
two companies established making
use of paper and cardboard waste of
some ICI.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
There should be produced a more
specific and generalized program to
work with ICIs and guarantee an
expanded exchange.

Answers 2011
Current Situation.
Contamos con material
educativo que no teníamos y se
están ejecutando programas en
las escuelas que promueven la
minimización.
Aspects to be reviewed in the
MP
To prepare wide-ranging
programs strategically designed
to convey the appropriate
message to the targeted
audience.
Current Situation.
As a consequence of the
promotion and importance of
this issue, some supermarkets
have implemented related
programs.
Aspects to be reviewed in the
MP
The promotional environmental
campaign should help establish
recycling companies that can
make use of the wastes
disposed of by the
supermarkets.
Current Situation.
Existing recycling companies
have been significantly
strengthened. At present, the
territory covered by them has
extended.
Aspects to be reviewed in the
MP
To support recycling companies
by encouraging them to handle
a larger waste volume.

Answers 2012
Current Situation.
Other educational materials have been
elaborated which teach the importance
to minimize focused on early age
residents to promote a change of
behavior in coming generations.
Items to be revised in the MP
To design educational programs which
deals adequately with minimization
practices in the residents´ reality.

Evaluation 2012
Level 3
There is an increment of
knowledge in waste area, but it is
still required an increment of
capacity about waste generation
minimization.

Current Situation.
Although this issue is being promoted
by some supermarkets with their own
discharges (including colmados),
recycling is not fully implemented.
Items to be revised in the MP
Programs to facilitate recycling should
be implemented through discharge
control in supermarkets and colmados
where it should be promoted the
creation of recycling companies.

Level 2.5
Knowledge and experience
increased related to waste, but it
is required to increase its capacity
to promote recycling in
supermarkets and colmados.

Current Situation.
Every day it is better understood the
importance to exchange wastes among
ICI.
Items to be revised in the MP
To develop the exchange of wastes
among ICI, it should be informed all
related information in order to add new
members and strengthen the existing
ones.

Level 2.5
The evaluation of 2011 remains
the same because their
knowledge and experience are
limited about the manner to
promote recycling in ICIs
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Concepts
Education / raising
conscious
awareness for
minimization in
solid waste
generation
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Evaluation 2011 José Rafael Núñez

Current Situation.
Over 100 school centers have
acted as storage facilities for
paper and plastic recycling.
Aspects to be reviewed in the
MP
To educate communities so that
schools may be used as
permanent storage facilities for
paper and plastic recycling.

Education / raising
conscious
awareness to meet
the discharge
regulations by
generators
Education / raising
conscious
awareness to
promote the use of
organic wastes

Showing big generators the benefits
which mean the compliance of these
regulations.

To efficiently promote existing
regulations through the
environmental education
campaign.

Designing a model easily to be
assembled where generators can use
organic wastes for compost. Similarly,
school and communities can use
organic wastes to sell them as
fertilizer.

Relevant aspects in
education / raising
conscious
awareness to
promote integrated
solid waste

Educational
Activities / raising
conscious
awareness to be
implemented in teh
short, medium, and
long term

Current Situation.
New programs are being implemented
which promote the creation of
community companies which work with
SW recycling.
Items to be revised in the MP
To develop recycling in communities
and schools, we have to develop
programs which highlight positive
values of this activity according to
interests in those communities and
schools (values: environmental,
economic, social, and health).
Conducting educational programs
where discharge regulations are
informed to residents and their
importance.

Level 3.5
Increased the knowledge to
produce educational materials to
expand recycling.

By designing programs
targeting both residents and
organizations that may make
use of these wastes.

It is highlighted the benefits that this
practice has for both, minimization and
compost.

The big benefits in health which could
have an integrated waste
management.

All the benefits involved in
integrated waste management.

It is a joint task of all society and it is
necessary that we all participate
positively.

All those involved in the policy of the
3Rs.

Promotion and implementation
of the 3R’s.

Practices of 3Rs which are focused on
solving specific problems of different
groups.

Level 2.5
Evaluation is higher from the
previous year, but their
knowledge and experience are
limited in the waste area,
consequently, it is required to
increase their capacity on this
issue.
Level 3
Evaluation is higher than 2011
because they showed progress
on the production of graphic
materials to support the campaign
for adequate discharge and 3Rs,
however, it is required to increase
their knowledge regarding
integrated solid waste
management.
Level 2.5
It remains the same evaluation as
of 2011, consequently, it is
required to increase their
knowledge on planning activities
of training.

Level 3.5
They have increased their
knowledge to produce
educational material for adequate
discharge.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Current Situation.
Environmental Information Centre has
given workshops about recycling in
more than 100 school centers in the
N.D.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
Workshops given by CIA have been
simple and should be directed to teach
schools and communities to make a
strong link of exchange of waste for
recycling with industries dedicated to
these endeavors.
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Education / raising
conscious
awareness to
promote recycling
in communities and
school

Education activities in
short, medium and
long term

Minimization
education
5
4
3

Education of
supermarket and
store recycling

2
Education to promote
integral waste
management

1
0

Target level
Education of waste
exchange among
industries etc.

2010 Evaluation
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2012 Evaluation José Rafael Núñez

2011 Evaluation
2012 Evaluation
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Education of
community and
school recycling

Education of organic
waste utilization
Education of waste
discharge manners
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Education /
conscious
awareness to
promote recycling
in supermarkets
and grocery stores

Current Situation.
There has not been conducted too much about it. Except for
the companies which promote the use of less package, like
supermarkets and big warehouses like PriceSmart.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
To give more participation to the Environmental Information
Center, as well as the involvement of citizens in these
activities.

Education /
conscious
awareness to
promote the
exchange of
wastes among ICIs

Current Situation.
There has not been too much what has been done about it.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
To promote it among related industries on this issue.

Education /
conscious
awareness to
promote recycling
in communities and
schools

Current Situation.
Until now very little because recycling is done mostly by
private companies.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
More participation to schools and community associations
should be given because nowadays it is an issue mainly for
big industries.

Answers 2011
Current Situation.
Uninterrupted monitoring of the workshops held by the
Environmental Education Center to involve Residents’
Associations from different parts of the city. The distribution
of educational materials has also been included.
Aspectsto be reviewed in the MP
To review the need to involve other sectors that may support
the implementation of the Plan.
Current Situation.
The use of recycling stations in parking lots and other areas
is already being promoted by large chains of supermarkets
such as CCN. Regarding grocery stores, there has not been
any significant progress.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
To hold talks with employees and executives from large
supermarket chains, as well as with community leaders.
Education/awareness will never be excessive to expand the
project to cover the entire city. The more citizens know about
it, the easier it will be to educate them and to spread the
project.
Current Situation.
An increasing number of companies are interested in the
subject. They have come up with new ideas to improve
citizens’ awareness.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
To strengthen the link with citizens and companies by
informing them about collection date and time to minimize
collection difficulties. Collection problems will be more easily
reduced if collection date and time is established and
enforced.
Current Situation.
Lectures and workshops have been held in both public and
private schools and in community organizations. Residents’
associations should provide advice and guidance for waste
generators, and community leaders should help improve
waste management.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
The promotion of the effect of a proper waste disposal on
recycling activities should be reviewed.

Evaluation 2011
Level 2.5
His capacity in terms of
education/awareness
raising has improved.
However, his expertise
related to waste
generation reduction
should be increased.
Level 2.5
His capacity in terms of
education/awareness
raising has improved.
However, his expertise
related to recycling boost
in supermarkets and
grocery stores should be
increased.

Level 2
His expertise in the field of
education/awareness
raising is limited.
However, his capacity
related to recycling boost
at the ICI’s should be
improved.
Level 2.5
His capacity in the field of
education/awareness
raising has improved.
However, his capacity
related to the way to boost
recycling in schools and
communities should be
increased.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
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Answers 2010
Current Situation.
It was created the environmental information center which is
in charge until now of conducting workshops. Aspects to
be reviewed in the MP
To establish if ADN is in charge exclusively of the issue or
needs to support the Ministry of Education.
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Concepts
Education /
conscious
awareness to
minimize waste
generation
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Evaluation 2011 Massiel Moronta

Very Much because these norms are not complied by most of
residents because citizens do not know them.

It has a positive effect on solid waste disposal by waste
generators.

Education /
conscious
awareness to
promote the use of
organic wastes

Through visits by students to the compost plant, it was
explained the importance of this activity.

By conveying to the residents the knowledge required for
compost production from organic waste by conducting tours
to existing compost facilities.

Relevant issues on
education /
conscious
awareness to
promote integrated
solid waste
management

About the benefits which result of a better waste
management. Additionally, citizens should be informed that
they are the main beneficiaries or harmed as a result of a bad
or good management of these wastes.

The increase in terms of living standards of all the residents
as a result of their active involvement in the process and
through an egalitarian service with differentiated tariffs.

Education activities
/ conscious
awareness to be
conducted in the
short, medium, and
long term

Programs directed to the population, informative workshops,
provision of informative brochures, etc.

Guidance and communication programs for the community,
as well as the organization of the markets.

Level 3
His capacity has
improved. However, his
expertise related to
education/awareness
activities for the
enforcement of waste
disposal regulations
should be increased.
Level 2
His expertise in terms of
education/awareness is
limited. Therefore, his
capacity should be
improved.
Level 2.5
His capacity related to
education/awareness has
improved. However, his
expertise in terms of the
integrated management of
solid waste should be
increased.
Level 2
His expertise in the field of
education/awareness is
limited. Therefore, his
capacity related to
planning of educational
activities should be
improved.
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Education /
conscious
awareness to
comply with the
discharge norms by
generators
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Concepts
Education /
conscious
awareness to
minimize
waste
generation

Answers 2010
Current Situation.
Progress is little or non-existent
because, currently, more than 2,000
tons are being collected of which 800
tons pass through the Transfer Station;
this amount is a considerable increment
with regards to the Master Plan in the
second phase.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
To conduct environmental education
programs (directed to minimize wastes
and adequate solid waste management)
by the Ministries of Education and
Environment in cooperation with ADN.
These programs should be conducted
permanently until the educational
objective to the population is attained.
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Answers 2011
Current Situation.
At present, waste collection has barely been
reduced by 6% compared to the first half of the
year 2010. From my point of view, this reduction
is not the result of the implementation of the
environmental education campaign targeting
waste reduction, but a consequence of other
factors. A pilot project focusing on paper
recycling is currently being implemented in a
school within the National District. However,
waste volume recycled is not enough to minimize
the tons of waste daily conveyed to Duquesa
landfill site.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
In order to strengthen waste reduction, the
executive power and the legislators should
propose bills encouraging waste reduction and
establish regulations to enforce the reuse of
construction waste, as well as that of glass,
paper, plastic, and electronic wastes, as it is
done in Mexico.

Answers 2012
Current Situation.
Until there is not an integrated solid
waste law, the percentage defined in
the Master Plan is difficult to attain.
Up to now, ADN is conducting pilot
projects such as pruning waste
management which consists of pruning
waste collection and chipping which
helps to minimize the amount disposed
in the landfill and the plan to improve
waste storage and discharge which
raises conscious awareness regarding
waste with committee neighbors and
residents in the areas where it is
implemented.
Items to be revised in the MP
The enactment of an integrated solid
waste law as well as the inclusion of
courses related to environmental
education in schools and universities.

Evaluation 2012
Level 4
There is more
knowledge in
education / conscious
awareness and there
is progress on
theoretical knowledge
on this issue.
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Evaluation 2011 Pablo José Mejía
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Education /
conscious
awareness to
promote the
exchange of
wastes
among ICIs

Current Situation.
In order to support the statement above, the
country’s largest supermarket chain has begun
to implement awareness raising programs at
some of its branches. The promotion of the use
of reusable bags and the installation of storage
facilities for paper, plastic and glass recycling at
some supermarkets for customers to put the 3
R’s into practice are some of the actions taken .
In the case of grocery stores, the progress is the
same as that of the year 2010.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
In addition to the above, to pass laws and/or
regulations helping to reduce the use of plastic
bags in supermarkets and grocery stores, thus
promoting the use of reusable bags. Shopping
centers, in coordination with the Ministry of the
Environment and municipal councils, should
educate the residents regarding the importance
of these measures.

Current Situation.
Although there is the willingness, there
is not an initiative at a large scale. A
small group of Supermarkets in the
country
promotes
environmental
education and this viewed as a social
commitment
rather
than
an
environmental impact that with time will
affect the planet. These supermarkets
promote the use of reusable plastic
bags, but they are sold and plastic bags
are still in use, although there is the
proposal the initiative is stuck.
Regarding the Colmados, it seems to
be an utopia.
Issues to be revised in the MP
To enact laws, regulations, and norms
related to this issue as well as a wide
educational campaign.

Level 3.5
There is an increase in
the capacity in the
area of education /
conscious awareness,
but it is still required to
increase their capacity
about recycle activities
to promote recycling in
supermarket and
colmados.

Current Situation.
Preogress as of 2010 is negligible. Some
companies have shown their interest in the
subject this year. In my opinion, this is just a
marketing strategy to gain new customers.
Businessmen should get involved so that they
may help public institutions to raise citizens’
awareness to make our country cleaner.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
In addition to the answer of 2010, I can point out
that there has been some progress. For
example, it should be noted that the 3R’s
Network was established. The network is
composed of members of private and
governmental institutions, a representative from
the Ministry of the Environment, a representative
from the Ministry of Education, a representative
from CEDAF, and representatives from various
major’s offices. Its goal is to boost the use of
solid wastes both in the public and private
sectors.

Current Situation.
In addition to the previously mentioned,
until the environmental ministry does
not focus on issues such as this one,
we will not manage to make progress.
ADN conducts activities and projects in
recycling, but it is an issue which should
cover all the country.
Issues to be revised in the MP
More actions should be taken on this
issue, involve more stake holders, as
well as to make it mandatory to provide
environmental education in schools as
courses.

Level 3
There is progress in
the last year related to
theoretical knowledge
about this issue, but it
is still required to have
more knowledge to
promote recycling in
the ICIs.
独立行政法人 国際協力機構
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Current Situation.
This area, even at a small level, is being
practiced for some time. There are
grocery stores which work as storage
sites by collecting all glass bottles which
are subsequently collected and reused
by the companies.
Regarding supermarkets, we have
examples of publicity campaigns which
promote the use of reusable bags which
help the reduction of plastic bags that
affect our environment.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
To develop publicity campaigns which
promote the use of reusable bags; to
dismiss the use of plastic bags by
grocery stores and supermarket by
creating new means to carry new
products; in this manner, retailers will be
satisfied because their costs will be
reduced due to a reduction in the use of
plastic bags.
Current Situation.
There are big Generators which recycle
materials which are remnants of the
operational activities which are
conducted by them, in spite of this,
progress is almost non-existent. There
are companies which have a reduction
and minimization policy; regrettably,
these strategies are practiced only
internally.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
To compromise several institutions like
CONEP (National Council of Private
Enterprises) to take measures related to
waste minimization by big generators.
To coordinate with the Environmental
Ministry monitoring these activities and
promoting big generators that conduct
this endeavor.
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Education /
conscious
awareness to
promote
recycling in
supermarkets
and grocery
stores

Current Situation.
After the completion of the pilot project at “Víctor
Garrido” school within the INVI sector, I think that
we have moved forward with these initiatives.
Companies such as Banco Popular and Coca
Cola have organized contests in several schools
about best practice such as recycling. Progress
might not be dramatic in quantitative terms, but
we are certain that we will achieve our goal.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
In addition to the above, the Ministry of the
Environment and the municipal councils should
get involved to provide further support to schools
and other sectors.

Education /
conscious
awareness to
comply with
the discharge
norms by
generators

It might influence significantly because
through education, we can educate the
population about adequate waste
management.
To establish discharge regulations to
inform residents about collection days,
to monitor that these regulations are
complied with and maintain a
communication citizen-ADN to correct,
obtain suggestions, and/or complaints
by citizens; all of them are needed
actions that with adequate education
conduct to compliance and adequate
management of wastes.

In order to reinforce the answer given in 2010, it
should be noted that education plays a
significant role as residents may learn to
segregate useful wastes, thus facilitating waste
separation conducted by informal segregators. It
should also be noted that if construction
companies complied with existing regulations
and reused construction waste, the volume of
this type of waste being conveyed to the landfill
site would be reduced. Regarding environmental
education, I think that the major’s office and the
Ministry of the Environment, in coordination with
CODIA (Dominican Association of Engineers,
Architects and Surveyors) should work together
to regularize waste construction management.

Education /
conscious
awareness to
promote the
use of organic
wastes

Through compost production, farmers
could obtain their own organic fertilizer
for their crops; in this manner, purchase
and use of inorganic fertilizer will be
reduced. Furthermore, it will contribute
to waste minimization because of this
and other reasons, composting is
considered as a mean to recover
resources.

By means of the spreading of educational
information about the importance of waste
generation reduction, we can teach the
residents, especially mothers, how to produce
compost to be used for gardening. Compost
making can also be taught to farmers to help
them reduce purchasing of chemical fertilizers.

Current Situation.
Progress is still small; there is
willingness, but there are not many
initiatives in spite there are private
companies involved and ADN activities.
There is a lot of educational work that
which should be conducted before
recycling is implemented.
Issues to be revised in the MP
The ministries of environment and
education should include in their
academic
program
environmental
education for students. It should also
involve
other
ministries
and
municipalities to develop initiatives and
educational campaigns to educate
residents.
Education is fundamental for an
adequate
waste
discharge;
the
generators should discharge their
waste correctly. The generator with
education knows what material has
value and what material does not. The
generator educated also facilitates the
work of collection workers.

The
environment
ministry
in
coordination with the ministry of
industry and commerce can join efforts
to promote compost production.
These initiatives can bring about to
obtain incentives for the producers by
reducing
the
tax
fee
and/or
implementing economic green bonds
for producers, as well as to promote the
use of this product.

Level 4
During the
development of
recycling pilot project,
C/P capacity on this
issue increased,
taking into account
that during last year
the C/P coordinated
education activities to
promote recycling in
schools and the
community in the
project area.

Level 4
There is more
knowledge in
education / conscious
awareness and more
knowledge about
theoretical knowledge
on the issue, taking
into account that
during last year the
C/P coordinated
education activities to
promote recycling in
schools and the
community in the
project area.
Level 3
There has been
progress regarding
knowledge and
experience about this
issue, however, it is
required to increase
the capacity on this
issue.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
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Current Situation.
Minimum, there are educational centers
which are conducting recycling activities
promoted by private companies.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
To involve even more the Ministry of
Education to make recycling activities
practicable in educational centers, for
example, Tetra Pak packages can be
used and, in this manner, we would be
involving the company which supplies
the school breakfast in this type of
package.
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Education /
conscious
awareness to
promote
recycling in
communities
and schools

The positive results which could bring to
society an adequate solid waste
management by improving natural
resources and environment. Society
must be instructed and should be
informed about the consequences which
bring a bad solid waste management.

Residents should be aware of the fact that the
worst consequences of the inappropriate
management of solid wastes is the spreading of
pests, the negative visual impact on the affected
area, and the reduction of the service life of the
landfill sites due to the large amounts of wastes
being generated.

Discharge practices, responsible
purchase, 3R application.

Education
activities /
conscious
awareness to
be conducted
in the short,
medium, and
long term

In the short term, educational activities,
workshops, solid waste management
and application of 3Rs courses. In the
medium term to develop and begin the
implementation of minimization and
reuse projects as well as management
and adequate discharge of wastes by
residents. In the long term, to achieve
the highest possible reduction of wastes
by recycling plastics, glass, paper, to
make compost, and other products
which can be utilized.

In addition to my answer of last year, the
residents should be made aware of the
importance of purchasing responsibly, reusing
those items that can be used for other purposes,
and eventually recycling some materials.

First, responsible purchase should be
conducted and discharge improvement,
subsequently, 3Rs have to be applied,
and later these activities should be
maintained and expanded.

Level 3.5
In this last year, there
has been an
increment in the
capacity of
education/conscious
awareness, but it is
still required more
training on the issue to
lead expansion of
integrated solid waste
management of the
pilot project to other
areas in the National
District.
Level 3
2011 evaluation
remains the same
because in spite of an
advanced theoretical
knowledge about this
issue, it is still required
to increase the C/P
experience and
capacity in planning
educational activities.
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Relevant
issues on
education /
conscious
awareness to
promote
integrated
solid waste
management
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Education activities
in short, medium and
long term

Minimization
education
5
4
3

Education of
supermarket and
store recycling
Target level

2
Education to promote
integral waste
management

1
0

Education of waste
exchange among
industries etc.

2010 Evaluation
2011 Evaluation
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2012 Evaluation Pablo José Mejía

2012 Evaluation
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Education of
community and
school recycling

Education of organic
waste utilization
Education of waste
discharge manners

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
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1.- It is emphasized what has been mentioned in evaluations 2010 and 2011 in the sense that the counterpart team of Education/Awareness Raising has five persons who do not
belong to DIGAUE and only cooperate for the pilot project in producing educational materials, developing educational activities with the community, and serving as link with other
community organizations. This has allowed conducting adequately the waste adequate discharge pilot project, but it has not allowed to evaluate the capacity of al members of
the counterpart team.
2.- The counterpart team ha increased remarkably their capacity with the implementation for adequate discharge pilot project, improving their knowledge on integrated solid
waste management, on educational activities which should be conducted in the community and the relationship between and adequate provision of collection service to achieve
an adequate waste discharge to the collection system by dischargers.
3.- One of the output of the pilot project for adequate discharge is related to compliance with routes and frequencies by the collection system. It is required to evaluate
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Summary for 2012 Evaluation of the counterpart team for Solid Waste Education and Awareness Raising.

adequately this factor when implementing new projects in other sectors, mainly taking into account current conditions when overdue payment to collection contractors has been
paid recently; additionally, these contractors have procured new vehicles which allow operating satisfactorily. All the foregoing allow to request better conditions for the
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compliance of routes and frequencies contracted out.
4.- It is required to increase the capacity regarding the adequate parameters to evaluate the output of the pilot project for adequate waste discharge, as well as the conditions
which would allow to expand the pilot project for adequate discharge to other sectors of the National District and on the conditions which should be attained to improve adequate
waste discharge in all the National District.
5.- In the medium term, DIGAUE or the new Environmental Management and Risk Secretariat should evaluate the possibility and convenience to modify the current collection
system in the National District to a new system based on the distribution of standardized containers where wastes would be discharged; these containers will be placed
strategically in public areas. On the other hand, it can be established a collection system door to door where dischargers store their wastes inside their premises and discharge

points.
6.- Next, two graphs are shown with the evaluations of 2011 and 2012 for all members of the counterpart team for Solid Waste Education and Awareness Raising:
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them directly to the collection service through a system which announce discharge time with sound (bell, music, etc.) or another system with fixed schedules and discharge

Education activities in
short, medium and
long term

Education to promote
integral waste
management

Minimization
education
5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Education of
supermarket and
store recycling
Target level
Education of waste
exchange among
industries etc.

2012 Evaluation Education / Awareness raising team

Education activities in
short, medium and long
term

Leomaris Henriquez
José Núñez
Massiel Moronta

Education to promote
integral waste
management

Minimization education
5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

Education of
supermarket and store
recycling
Target level
Education of waste
exchange among
industries etc.

Pablo José Mejía
Education of
community and
school recycling

Education of organic
waste utilization

José Núñez
Pablo José Mejía

Education of
community and school
recycling

Education of organic
waste utilization

Education of waste
discharge manners

Leomaris Henriquez
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2011 Evaluation Education / Awareness raising team

Education of waste
discharge manners
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Final thoughts about the evaluations of individual capacity for the counterpart group about “Solid Waste Education and Awareness Raising” by the end of the
project in July 2012.

By the end of the project, it was only possible to conduct an evaluation of capacities for three members of the counterpart team about “Solid Waste Education and Awareness
Raising” because some of the original members in the counterpart team did not belong to DIGAUE and their participation in the activities was very limited, it was reduced to
support activities, but without integrating fully to the works.

That was the case of Luis Taveras, Anyelina Aquino, Juan José Guzmán, and Mariana Szavo. It is suggested that

be object of training by JICA technical staff, in that manner, the development of their capacity can be evaluated during the project and at the end of the project, it can be evaluated
if the objective of the increment in capacity by counterpart team members has been attained.

Other important issue which should be highlighted during this project was that the counterpart team was composed of some members who were not included at the beginning of
the project such as José Rafael Núñez which makes it difficult to evaluate effectively capacity development because training period was less than project duration. Similarly,
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for future JICA international cooperation projects, the counterpart team is integrated by member who will effectively participate in the activities to be developed and who should

received during the project will not have continuity after the end of the project.

Of course, it is difficult to foresee that all members of counterpart who participate at the beginning in the counterpart teams remain in their post during the project and continue to
work when the project finishes in the same activities with the purpose to give continuity to training which can result in improvement of solid waste management conditions in the
target population. However, this adverse situation can be reduced if adequate persons are selected to integrate the counterpart team since the beginning of the project; high
ranking counterpart members should be informed about the need that training received by persons in the counterpart team should have continuity in the activities where training
is provided in order to increase capacity building which can have impact on waste management improvement conditions.

In the particular case of continuity of achievements obtained in training of counterpart about Solid Waste Education and Awareness Raising, it is suggested that in the new
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some persons stopped conducting activities with the counterpart team because they do not work for DIGAUE anymore such as Massiel Moronta which caused that training

conditions where an Environmental Management and Risk Secretariat has been created and a new DIGAUE director has been appointed, it should be established a committee
to expand achievements of the pilot project about adequate waste discharge, developed in this cooperation project, to other areas of the National District under the direction of
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the Secretariat for Environmental Management and Risk, and the participation of Center for Environmental Information, and Department of Human Development. The activities
of this committee will be to define new expansion areas for pilot project about adequate waste discharge, elaborate materials and conduct information activities and
environmental education for waste adequate discharge, calling for meetings to Neighborhood Committees and other stakeholders in the areas to participate of the projects, and
ensuring a regular collection service in the routes which service the selected areas.

This committee will be responsible to expand the achievements of the pilot project about adequate discharge to other areas in the National District and the evaluation of progress
achieved on the improvement of the general system of adequate waste discharge in the National District, until the total extension of the district area has been covered at the
独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

medium or long term.

Output: 3Rs (Reduce, Reuse and Recycle) approach is introduced to divert waste from final disposal site(s).
Activities
1.1.- Review the current situation of recycling activities on papers, glass, metal, plastic and organic waste
1.2.- Study the feasibility of recycling of valuable materials
2.1.- Design a program for 3Rs introduction
2.2.- Develop materials for public awareness and promotion of 3Rs
2.3.- Implement the program for 3Rs introduction
2.4.- Monitor the implementation and feedback to the program
3.1.- Develop a pilot project plan to expand current paper recycling activities
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Individual capacity evaluation of counterpart group on “Waste Minimization / 3Rs Promotion”

3.2.- Implement the pilot project for paper recycling
3.3.- Review the pilot project and develop plan for expansion of paper recycling
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4.1.- Develop pilot project plan for composting
4.2.- Implement pilot project for composting
4.3.- Review the pilot project and develop plan for expansion of compost operation
An instrument was developed to assess the individual capacity of the C/P team members for the period between September 2009 to July 2011 about:
a) Various aspects on 3Rs (recycling/composting) in the Master Plan and its current status at National District.
b) Promotion of recycling at National District and development of pilot Project for paper recycling.

The evaluation was conducted based on the comparison of answers given in 2009, 2010, 2011 and 2012, making use of a similar evaluation tool for both cases. In addition to
observation and interviews conducted, questions were made about activities conducted.

The evaluation was conducted making use of the following parameters:

5. It is possible to carry out an excellent job without the Japanese Expert support.
4. It is possible to carry out a satisfactory job without the Japanese Expert support.
3. A little help from the Japanese Expert is needed to reach the goal level.
2. A lot of help from the Japanese Expert is needed to reach the goal level.
1. It is impossible to carry out a satisfactory job, even after capacity development with the Japanese Expert.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

c) Promotion of composting in the National District and development of composting pilot Project.

the end of the project. A table showing the capacity assessment of each of the members of Team 4 Waste Minimization/3R’s Promotion, as well as the evaluation of the team
as a whole, is given below.

NOTE.- Mr. Manuel Dajer left C/P Team 4 and Mr. Fulvio Cabral and Mr. Fernando Prestol joined it. The initial evaluation was conducted for them. We were informed that Mr.
Heisor Vicente Arias Díaz would leave DIGAUE for a year to undertake some post-graduate studies abroad. His capacity assessment was conducted anyway.
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It is pointed out the observations which sustain the assigned number of evaluation and issues which should be developed to increase the capacity to the desirable levels 4 or 5 at
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Concepts to
be evaluated
Minimization of
wastes
foreseen in the
Master Plan
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Answers 2010

Answers 2011

Answers 2012

Current Situation.
This average has
not been reached,
because the daily
tonnage is recorded
an increase, being
at present in an
average of 2000
tons per day, which
far outweighs
what is involved in
the Master Plan.
Aspects to be
reviewed in the
MP Evaluate
through the
Secretariat of State
of Environment and
Natural Resources
the possibility to
implement
awareness
programs (in
collaboration with
the ADN) to
businesses and
citizens in order to
educate the
population about
the importance of
waste reduction,
both solid and
organic.

Current Situation.
There is still problems
regarding the daily
collection average which is
increasing, generally we
are at 2, 050 tons per day.
In this regard, we can point
out that in this project we
could define in more detail
the recycling rate, because
we are dealing with an
informal recycling market, it
is difficult to define how
much is being recycled in
the National District. We
can mention that there are
companies which have
seen opportunity in
recycling, have become
interested on the subject,
and have created
reductions by managing
paper, cardboard, and
other materials which are
subsequently recycled.

Current Situation.
Even now average waste collection
exceeds what was stipulated in the
Master Plan. Despite the fact that a direct
strategy for waste reduction is not
currently being planned, there has been a
certain waste reduction. At present, an
average 1,950 tons of waste are being
collected on a daily basis. The reduction
is due to the current economic situation
the country is going through, which,
despite being stable, has had a negative
impact on people’s purchasing power.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
One of the issues that should be
reconsidered is environmental education.
I believe that certain aspects necessary
for waste reduction and recycling cannot
be proposed to residents if their
environmental awareness is not raised. In
addition, a more comprehensive strategy
should be devised in order to provide the
information people need to help change
existing habits.

Current situation.
We continue collecting waste with an average
above the estimated in the Master Plan, i.e.,
1869 tons per day, an important issue is that
we have been reducing the amount of tons
per day; one issue that helps reducing waste
are the several recycling activities by
companies in the National District, as well as
other type of cooperation by the private
sector; although as I mentioned in previous
evaluations, economic situation even though
it is stable, there is a reduction of buying
power among citizens.
Issues to be revised in the MP
I think that more than issues to be evaluated
in the Master Plan, what we need is a broad
information campaign which would allow us
to connect with the citizens and educate them
with regards to topics that are common
nowadays, but not everybody is aware of
them; and there is no knowledge about the
impact of 3Rs implementation. In this
regard, we should promote to broadcast all
adequate information in order to prevent
confusion among residents.

Aspects to be reviewed in
the MP
We should take into
account that the Ministry of
Environment and National
Resources should promote
through laws and
regulations a reduction on
solid wastes which we
generate, regulating the
use of several materials
which pollute in large
degree our environment, as
well as to stimulate the
companies which recycle.

Evaluation
2012
Level 4
The
evaluation is
higher
because her
answers
show
progress in
understandin
g waste
minimization
in the
National
District.
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Answers 2009
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Evaluation 2012 Ana Beatriz Pou
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Current Situation.
This is something
we are working on;
grocery stores have
always served as
storage center to
some glass bottles
which are returned
to the company and
are reused;
similarly,
supermarkets are
reducing drastically
plastic bags that
are used.
Aspects to be
reviewed in the
MP
To promote the use
of paper bags at the
shops, amongst
other changes that
can be
implemented, of
course, over time,
dedication and
appropriate means.

Current Situation.
We still continue working
on this issue. Currently,
supermarkets are using
packaging for food, as well
as reusable bags or
biodegradable bags.
Grocery stores have
always been involved in
recycling market because
they function as storage
center for glass bottles of
different kind.
Aspects to be reviewed in
the MP
I would say that we should
promote recycling
initiatives at grocery store
and supermarket level
because this way we would
achieve that change begins
from the moment clients
make their purchase.
Moreover, if companies
understand that there is
some profit with this
activity; they will continue
to do so because for these
companies their main goal
is to increase their income.

Current Situation.
In the last year several supermarket chains
have been involved in reducing materials
which are used by them; there is the case of
a chain which has placed storage points in its
branches for clients to take recyclable
materials there. Moreover, they promote the
use of reusable bags.
Regarding colmados, they have always
operated as storage sites for some glass
bottles which are taken back to the company
and reused in the production process.
Colmados do not apply any type of strategy
or activity yet to promote storage of other
materials. Glass bottles are stored because
they are used by their own suppliers.
Consequently, these suppliers collect them,
but for other type of materials, colmados will
have to request another actor to collect them.
Issues to be revised in the MP
I insist that education is key on this issue.
There should be programs focused on
education in this type of commercial entities
because they can help to give information
and in this manner, we could achieve to
begin making change when the citizen
purchase. I think we are doing working
correctly. Initially, we promote adequate
waste discharge; and provide a reliable
collection service in order to generate trust
among residents. Subsequently, we can
request them to separate waste, and provide
collection, but not separate collection
because we understand that currently, it is
not possible to do it in ADN, but in storage
sites where the community can participate.
In this work, it is important to account with the
support of an active Neighborhood
Committee (Junta de Vecinos). Additionally,
we are working in identifying companies and
the different type of materials which they
require
and whether they receive them from any
supplier, in this manner, we identify what
waste can be recyclable.

Level 4
It is maintain
the same
evaluation as
2011, in
spite of the
progress in
her
understandin
g about
recycling
process in
the National
District.
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Current Situation.
I think that now is the right time to move
forward. Some supermarkets are
currently reducing the materials they use,
e.g. Supermercados La Cadena is
introducing a reduction of paper used for
their inventories. Recently they launched
a campaign including plastic bags of
different colors to encourage waste
segregation, although the strategy used
to spread the information is not the most
suitable one.
In the case of Supermercados Nacional,
they focused on reusable plastic bags,
which means some improvement.
However, they do not encourage
customers to use them, thus making their
strategy somewhat deficient. They have
certainly made significant progress in
terms of the installation of storage
facilities for TetraPack packages and
newspapers to encourage waste
segregation by customers.
Grocery stores have always been used as
storage places for some types of glass
bottles that are returned to the
manufacturing company to be reused.
They are not currently implementing any
strategy or initiative to promote the
storage of more materials as they only
store glass bottles because the
companies needing them back are their
direct suppliers.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
I insist that education is the most
important issue here. There should be a
program focusing on awareness raising of
these business establishments as they
may help us spread the information. This
way the desired change in attitude would
be achieved from the very moment
customers do the shopping. Moreover, if
companies see any chance of profits by
doing so, they would go for it as their
ultimate goal is to increase their income.
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Recycling
Activities
foreseen in the
Master Plan

Current Situation.
At present, there is
no separation for
composting, and
the only entity
carrying out the
composting
process is the
Botanical Garden,
which currently is
not under
continuous
operation.
Aspects to be
reviewed in the
MP
To assess the
potential to allow us
to create company
for the production of
compost.

Current Situation.
In the pilot project which we
will implement now, prune
waste generated in the city
would be used to produce
organic fertilizer (compost).
Aspects to be reviewed in
the MP
I believe that this issue it
would be how we would
use prune waste and if
what we chipped would be
enough to cover all the
needs which arise.
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Current Situation.
The tree waste shredding project has
yielded some good results. Shredded
material has been used to improve the
soil in various parts of the city, especially
parks. At present, we have three
shredding machines. One of them was
recently purchased and it is currently
going through a trial period. Some
pruning wastes have been shredded on
order. For example, the Noviciado San
José requested our services to shred
some tree branches they had previously
cut. The shredded material was used on
the site. The Residents’ Association of
José Contreras also requested our
shredding services to get rid of some
trees invading their territory. The
shredded material will also be used to
improve the soil in a protected area within
the residential perimeter.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
We should evaluate how much pruning
waste we can handle and run tests to
determine whether we can produce
compost and up to what extend.

Current Situation.
One of action plans developed in this
Department by one of JICA trainee who
participated in the program for 3R in Mexico
was related to Cristo Rey market solid waste
management where we will be able to work
with the current plan in order to be able to
implement activities which are more suitable
according to the experience obtained with
regards to organic waste management and
use.
Issues to be revised in the MP
Currently, we have not begun to experience
with organic waste. As soon as we
implement the action plan developed by one
of the CPR members in Cristo Rey Market,
we will be able to define where we need more
training and determine the needs of its
management.

Level 3.5
Evalution is
higher
because she
has
developed a
better
understandin
g about
activities to
make use of
organic
waste
defined in
the Master
Plan.
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Composting
Activities
foreseen in the
Master Plan
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Sub-products
Paper, cardboard,
metals, and plastics
(different types).
Phase of recovery
At the moment that
they are generated.
Destination of the
sub-products
It can be offer in the
local market or (as
it happens in large
part) they could be
exported to be used
by other
middlemen.

Sub-products
Paper, cardboard, metals,
and plastics (different
types).
Phase of recovery
At the moment it is
generated, it would be
ideal, but it can also be
from storage points.
Destination of
sub-products
Companies which export
material and companies
which process the
materials recovered.

Sub-products
Wheel rims, plastic, paper and cardboard,
metals, glass, car batteries, organic
waste, batteries, debris, e-waste,
TetraPack, among others.
Phase of recovery
As I have always stated, the ideal
procedure is to start from the moment it is
generated, or beginning at the various
storage places. However, at present
waste segregation takes place mostly at
the landfill site and, in fewer instances, at
the generation source.
Destination of sub-products
Arrangements should be made so that
companies can integrate wastes into the
value cycle by either recycling them,
exporting them, or simply disposing of
them appropriately.

Products
Tires, plastic, paper, and cardboard, metals,
vehicle batteries, organic waste, small
batteries, debris, e-waste, tetra pack, among
others.
Recovery Phase
I consider, as I have always mentioned, that it
is ideal to conduct it at the generation source,
or in different storage points.
Destination of Products
Both in the national and international market,
everything depends on what it is produced
with these wastes. This is the definitive
issue.

Level 4
Evaluation is
higher than
2011
because she
took over the
direction of
recycling
pilot project
in schools
during the
last year
when she
achieved
significant
progress in
understandin
g recycling
growth in the
National
District.
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Increment of
Recycling
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Technical
Characteristics
for taking
advantage of
organic waste

At this moment, we
do not have
experience on this
issue, but through
theory we know that
there is a
decomposition
process of 90 days
and mix should be
turned periodically.

Collection of material
To conduct an adequate
mix of prune waste.
Turn it to aerate it.
To
maintain
adequate
humidity by spraying water.
To wait until it matures
during approximately 3
months.

Wastes
Households, shops, tree pruning, and
especially agricultural markets located
within the District.
Process to use them
In the case of agricultural markets, the
ideal scenario is that they are recovered
immediately after they are generated,
which would not be so difficult since
wastes from agricultural markets are
collected by just one company, which is
also in charge of transporting them. In the
case of organic wastes generated by
households, the process can be started
from the moment they are generated
provided that they are segregated
appropriately.
Destination of the material produced
In piles and in an open place, be it either
by means of the active method or the
passive one. In our case, both methods
should be tried to see which one is more
suitable. If the active method is used, the
heat generated by wastes would speed
up decomposition and a higher-quality
compost would be produced. In case the
passive method is chosen, it should be
applied
during
the
time
when
temperaturas are higher in order not to
prolong the humidity in the pile.
We need more experience in this subject.
However, we do know that it involves the
following: collect the material, prepare a
proper mix by shredding the material
correctly (if required), homogenize the
pile by mixing the various wastes, turn the
pile to aerate it, keep the right humidity
(40 – 60% approximately) by spraying
water during 30 days at least, and wait for
nearly 90 days for maturation to be
completed.

Wastes
In addition to market, there are household
and commercial organic wastes from food
and beverage sales, but the latter will be
regulated and serviced by a private
contractor due to a bill which is under
approval; consequently, collection will not be
conducted by the Municipality.
Process to make use of the waste
In piles and open spaces, either through an
active method, although for our case, we
should try with the two of them to observe the
results. If it is done with active method, heat
generation from waste would accelerate the
decomposition process, generating higher
quality compost.
In case passive method is used, it should be
done during high temperature season, in
order to reduce humidity in the pile.
Destination of Products
It has to be used in different areas which due
to its conditions might need to be improved
such as parks, traffic islands, green areas,
gardens, and in case that there is a high
quality material, it can be applied for
agricultural purpose.

Level 4
Her answers
and the
interviews
conducted
show that
there is an
increment in
her capacity
related to
making use
of organic
waste.

We need to obtain more experience related
to this topic. Although we manage some
concepts such as organic waste separated
collection, adequate mixture by means of
chipping (if it is required) and subsequently
the pile should be made homogeneous by
mixing the waste; the pile should also be
turned: it should be kept with adequate
humidity (40% - 60%) of water. Organic
wastes should be decomposed for, at least,
30 days approximately and wait to be mature
during 90 days approximately.

Level 3
Evaluation
2011 is
maintained
in spite of
more
knowledge
related to
this topic,
more training
is required.
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Wastes
From households,
commerce, prune waste.
Process to make it useful
In piles.
Destination of the
material produced
It will be used to improve
soil in green areas of the
National District.
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Wastes
From households,
commerce, and
prune waste.
Process to make it
useful
Right now, it is
being studied what
method would be
more adequate for
the pilot project.
Destination of
material produced
Fertilizer for cattle
raising, gardens,
schools.
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Increment
making use of
organic waste.

Waste
minimization
proposed in M/P
5
Technical
aspects of
organic waste
use

4
3
2

Recycling
activities
proposed in M/P

1

2010 Evaluation

0

2011 Evaluation
Compost
activities
proposed in M/P

Organic waste
use promotion

Target level
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2012 Evaluation Ana Beatriz Pou

2012 Evaluation
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Recycling
promotion
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Concepts to
be evaluated
Minimization of
wastes
foreseen in the
Master Plan
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Answers 2009

Answers 2010

Answers 2011

Anser2012

Evaluation2012

Current Situation.
Waste generation has not
been able to be reduced.
Aspects to be reviewed
in the MP
No answer.

Current Situation.
Waste generation has not been
able to be reduced. An increment
of waste generation was
produced.
Aspects to be reviewed in the
MP
Elaboration of norms and laws
which regulates most important
actors and promote the practice
of 3Rs by the industrialized
sector.

Current Situation.
Waste generation has not
been reduced. There has
been an increase in
waste generation instead.
Aspects to be reviewed
in the MP
The establishment of
standards and laws
regulating key
stakeholders and
promoting the
introduction of the 3R’s
by the industrial sector.

Current Situation.
The progress achieved in waste minimization
has not had significant impact on the waste
generation daily average in the National
District, but it should be mentioned the
success obtained in the pruning waste
chipping and production of compost, until the
end of the Project, more than 300 tons of
material has been chipped since the
beginning of the Project.
Issues to be revised in the MP
Our main focus in 3R or waste minimization
area is to develop citizens’ education
programs and, consequently, I believe that it
should be revised the manner how it is being
worked this issue. Currently, it is being
conducted education programs jointly with
some schools in the National District, but we
should continue to follow up and expand the
area of influence of the project.

Level 3.5
He showed
important
progress in his
training during
the last year due
to his
participation in
the paper
recycling pilot
project.
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Evaluation 2012 Alan Alarcón
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Current Situation.
There are not any
recycling programs that it
is being executed
currently.
Aspects to be reviewed
in the MP
No answer.
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Current Situation.
Some supermarkets
implemented the
campaign “My Bag” to
attempt to reduce the use
of plastic bags for
shopping.
In some schools within
the National District,
paper recycling is carried
out through a company
named Green Love.
A pilot project for paper
segregation was
completed at “Víctor
Garrido Puello” school,
located in INVI
community.
Aspects to be reviewed
in the MP
To create incentives for
business establishments
and citizens to encourage
recycling.
To thoroughly know the
amount and the types of
materials that can be
classified in the schools
and communities to
contact the companies
handling them. ADN
should be the link
between the communities
and the industrial sector.
Based on the lessons
derived from the pilot
project, it was determined
that paper generated at
the school is not enough
for a company to consider
it profitable.

Current Situation.
In this moment, most of supermarket offer
reusable bags to their clients as an
alternative option to plastic bags, although
efforts are taking place to promote this type
of purchase at supermarket, it becomes
complicated without a legal framework that
regulates this type of activity. There are
also some supermarkets which implemented
storage points for recyclable materials and
promote waste separation among their
citizens.
The so called Colmados have not changed
drastically, they still purchase glass bottles,
specially beer and exchange refreshment
and soda bottles.
Issues to be revised in the MP
To create a legal framework to regulate and
develop recycling in commercial areas. .
To cooperate with this type of establishments
to develop education programs for 3R area
focused on their clients..
We should evaluate the incentive system
which is predominant in recycling activities
that are conducted by the private sector
because it makes difficult the sustainability of
the project in time. The main incentive should
be to protect the environment.

Level 3.5
It showed
important
progress in his
training during
the last year, as
a result of his
participation in
the recycling
paper pilot
project.
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Current Situation.
Progress in promoting recycling
activities in supermarkets and
grocery stores in the country is
almost non-existent. Grocery
stores have a collection system
and sales to reuse glass bottles
which are established before the
implementation of the master
plan. Some supermarket
implemented a campaign called
“my bag” which intends to reduce
the use of plastic bags for
purchase. .
Currently, the pilot project is
initiating in INVI community
which focuses in environmental
education, but it is expected to
introduce a little bit of recycling
and 3Rs in general. In some
schools in the District recycling is
conducted through company
called Green Love.
.
Aspects to be reviewed in the
MP
To create incentives for these
establishments for citizens and
the manner to encourage
recycling practice in the
community and these
businesses.
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Recycling
activities
foreseen in the
Master Plan

Current Situation.
I do not know any amount
of waste generated
nowadays due to
composting.
Aspects to be reviewed
in the MP
No answer
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Current Situation.
We have a pilot project for
composting of waste originated
from tree trimming. This
composting project will be at
small scale because our focus
would be to shred garden waste,
make use of chips generated,
and improve soils in parks and
public areas in the National
District.
Aspects to be reviewed in the
MP
With the beginning of this
shredding project, tests will be
conducted to analyze the
compost quality produced by
waste generated with green
areas trimming. To study the
amount to be produced in
accordance to the compost
market in the country.

Current Situation.
Currently, three machines are operating
under the supervision of Amancio Pereyra;
they are chipping around 3.0 tons per day
and we are expecting additional staff to, at
least, double wood chip production by the
end of August. .
The wood chip will be used as mulching
material in Mirador Sur Park.
With regards to compost, we are still
monitoring the experiment, it has become
evident the difficulty of the process due little
experience in the area and the complexity of
the process. Even so, we have plans to
expand and improve the method used for
compost production with the help of the
design made by the expert, Mr. Kato, and
hope to implement this expansion by the
beginning of August.
Jointly with the General Department for
Public Services and with the soon to be
inaugurated new model for municipal market,
implemented with the support of the
European union, we expect to use organic
waste generated by these markets for the
compost project in Mirador Sur Park.
Issues to be revised in the MP
It should be taken into account the new
source of organic waste with the inauguration
of the new municipal market and develop
logistic to use these wastes to produce
compost.
We should improve the production compost
method with the assistance of the private
sector or by training our own staff.

Level 3
It showed
important
progress in his
training during
the last year, but
still requires
more training on
this issue.
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Current Situation.
The pilot project for
composting using wastes
from tree pruning is still
ongoing. This composting
project will be a
small-scale project
because our approach is
to shred tree waste to use
the chippings generated
as soil conditioner in
parks and public spaces
within the National
District. The project is
expected to be expanded
with the use of three
shredding machines.
Aspects to be reviewed
in the MP
During the project, some
tests to analyze the
quality of compost
produced using tree
wastes will be run. The
amount of compost to be
produced based on the
existing demand for
compost in the country
will be determined. The
quality of compost
produced will also be
established.
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Composting
activities
foreseen in the
Master Plan

Sub-products
Paper, aluminum cans,
cardboard, glass, tubes.
Phase of recovery
They can be separated in
the same place where
they are produced.
Destination of the
sub-products
The consumer who
acquires the sub-products

Sub-products
Paper, aluminum cans, plastic,
PET, cardboard, glass, tubes.
Phase of recovery
Where wastes are generated;
they can also be separated in an
intermediate treatment facility or
in the final disposal.
Destination of the
sub-products
The consumer or companies
which use them as raw material.

Sub-products
Paper, aluminum cans,
plastic, PET bottles,
cardboard, glass, tires.
Phase of recovery
At the places where they
are generated. They can
also be segregated either
in an intermediate
treatment plant, or at their
final destination.
Destination of the
Sub-products
The consumer or the
companies using them as
raw materials.
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Level 4
He showed
important
progress in his
training during
the last year due
to his
participation in
the recycling
paper pilot
project.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Products
The different materials which can be recycled
have not changed too much, among them;
we have tires, plastic, paper and cardboard,
vehicle batteries, organic waste, small
batteries, debris, e-waste, tetra pack, among
others.
Recovery Phase
Currently, most of the recyclable materials
are classified by the so called “buzos” in the
final disposal site, but already some
community foundations have storage sites for
recyclable materials, mainly plastic and
paper.
Additionally, some supermarket
established storage sites for recyclable
materials.
The ideal moment to recover material is at
the generation source, but our collection
system is not prepared yet for this task;
however, in this moment, a separation project
begins which will focus as a pilot project in
Zona Colonial. This is a joint effort by an
Italian corporation and funds from the
European Union, with this project, it is
expected to introduce separate collection in
this area of the National District and it is
expected to reproduce this experience in the
entire municipality.
Products Destination
The market for recyclable products is not
stable yet due to the informal manner how it
is managed and there is not a legal
framework to regulate it. The products
found in the market are like paper, glass, and
plastic because they are very appealing to a
large number of companies that work with the
material in the country, but to compete at the
international level, the raw material should
improve in quality because it does not reach
standards requested by international
companies. And clearly, metals have
always had high demand both nationally and
internationally.
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Increase
Recycling

Wastes
Markets, grocery stores,
supermarkets, street
sweeping, tree waste.
Process to use them
An environment having
controlled temperature
and enough space to
keep the material the time
required to complete the
composting process.
Destination of the
Material Produced
Improvement of soils in
parks and public spaces
within the National
District.

Technical
Characteristics
for using
organic waste

Decomposition of organic
material

The decomposition of organic
matter by making piles with them
for compost; subsequently, piles
are made and turned whenever it
is necessary to let air enter or
wet the piles.

The decomposition of the
organic material by
making piles for
composting. The piles
should be monitored and
turned when necessary to
aerate them. They should
also be sprayed with
water.

Wastes
We have already designed a collection
logistic for the new Cristo Rey Market in
which it was taking into account organic
waste separation and other type of waste
with the purpose to use organic wastes in the
compost project. As a pilot project, it is not
expected to be necessary to use wastes
generated by other sources, but in the
expansion phase, it will be considered
commercial entities which have a
considerable organic waste generation
(supermarkets, markets, colmados, etc.)
With the new Cristo Rey Market, it was
designed a separate collection plan, we will
be recovering waste at the source.
Process to make use of the waste
With the assistance of Mr. Kato, it was
designed a system of platforms constructed
with bamboos to place the organic materials
piles and make a pyramid of several levels,
each one of 40 cm., in order to facilitate
aeration of the material and speed the
composting process. We are still in the
planning stage, but hope to begin
implementation by August.
Products Destination
In this moment, everything that we produce
will be used in Mirador Sur Park and green
areas of the municipality.
The general idea about the compost process
is known by us, i.e., the pile in made
homogeneous, it is aerated, temperature is
monitored, it takes about 90 days to mature,
etc. However, in practical terms, it was not
experienced, for example, the pile maturation
period was larger; these are issues which
should be studied in more detail and adapted
to processes for our particular situation.
With the expansion of this project, we will
have the opportunity to adapt and observe
what works and what does not work.

Level 3
He showed
important
progress in
training during
the last year, but
he still requires
more training on
this issue.

Level 3.5
His evaluation is
higher than 2011
because he
showed
important
progress in his
training during
the last year.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Wastes
Markets, grocery stores,
supermarkets, street sweeping,
prune waste.
Process to make it useful
It is required an environment with
controlled temperature and
enough space to keep the
material the time required to
complete the composting
process.
Destination of material
produced
Improvement of soils in parks
and public areas of the National
District.
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Wastes
Markets, grocery stores,
supermarkets, street
sweeping, prune waste.
Process to make it
useful
It is required an
environment with
controlled temperature
and sufficient space to
keep the material the time
required to complete the
composting process.
Destination of material
produced
It will be used as fertilizer
by farmers.
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Increment
making use of
organic waste

Waste minimization
proposed in M/P
5
4
Technical aspects of
organic waste use

3
2

Recycling activities
proposed in M/P

Target level

1

2010 Evaluation

0

2011 Evaluation
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2012 Evaluation Alan Alarcón

2012 Evaluation
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Organic waste use
promotion

Compost activities
proposed in M/P

Recycling promotion

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Concepts to
be
evaluated
Minimization
of wastes
foreseen in
the Master
Plan
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Answers 2009

Answers 2010

Answers 2011

Ansers2012

Evaluation2012

Current Situation.
Currently, only paper
and newspaper are
being recycled.
Aspects to be
reviewed in the MP
Issues related to
discharge by
residents, as well as
the capacity (loading)
by the vehicle fleet
which is currently
being used.
Additionally, the
orientations and
information by citizens
about their role to
reduce and discharge
wastes that they
generate.

Current Situation.
Until now, it prevails a situation where it
has been exceeded the figure of 2.000
tons per day. Additionally, the informal
data management of recycling market.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
To review the part by MIMARENA
which should be directed to take
initiatives for reviewing and promoting
laws and regulations which prohibits
the use and sale of materials used by a
large part of the population in excessive
manner. Additionally, it should be
created incentives for those companies
which are dedicated to recycling in our
country.

Current Situation.
The progress is noticeable in the use of
tree waste with the implementation of
the pilot project for tree waste
management, in paper and newspaper
segregation, and in the initiatives
regarding other wastes undertaken by
the private sector.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
To review the amount of waste
expected to be reduced, which I
believe to be excessive. The major’s
office, the Ministry of the Environment,
the Ministry of Education, and the
private sector, should work together to
update existing standards and to
establish laws regulating and defining
the 3R’s system within the National
District, as well as in the rest of the
municipalities composing the Greater
Santo Domingo.

Current Situation.
We can say that the amount
of pruning waste discharged
has increased in the chipping
area; consequently, it has
been decreased the amount
that reached the Transfer
Station. Furthermore, paper
separation was expanded to
10 more schools, and in
every office of the ADN.
Issues to be revised in the
MP
To revise the amount
estimated to be minimized, in
my opinion is too high. The
municipality jointly with
ministries of Environment,
Education, and the private
sector should make common
efforts to update regulations
and enact laws which
regulate and organize the 3R
system market; not only in
the National District, but also
the municipalities of Great
Santo Domingo.

Level 4
In the last year, he
experienced
important progress
in his training about
waste generation
minimization in the
National District,
inspired by his
training in other
countries.
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Evaluation 2012 Amancio Pereyra

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Current Situation.
Currently, what was
expected is not being
conducted.
Aspects to be
reviewed in the MP
Efforts made in
supermarkets and
grocery stores to
comply with what has
been established
regarding the use of
recyclable and
biodegradable
packages.
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Current Situation.
Some examples are the use of
biodegradable bags in La Cadena,
Nacional, and other supermarkets, and
the sale in some of them of reusable
bags, as well as the distribution of
plastic bags with instructions for the
disposal of wastes such as plastic,
aluminum cans, paper, and so on. With
regard to grocery stores, the purchase
of glass bottles, especially beer and
malt bottles is still ongoing. These
bottles are recovered by the companies
manufacturing these beverages.
The paper segregation pilot project
began at “Víctor Garrido Puello” school
within INVI community. It was
welcomed by most teachers, students
and parents. An average 25 pounds of
paper a week were recovered during
the six months of the project. Some
negative points are waste collection
due to the limited segregated collection
of this type of waste. There were some
difficulties with paper segregation at
the beginning of the pilot project as
some paper not complying with
requirements was collected.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
Uninterrupted supervision of the
changes taking place, e.g., the
reduction in the number of plastic bags
used. The location of the storage
places for segregated materials and
their timely collection for later use. With
regard to grocery stores, the
implementation of improved waste
segregation.

Current Situation.
Progress in these concepts is
the same as 2011, in addition
to the expansion to other 10
new schools.
With regards to paper and
newspaper separation in the
main building of ADN, this
experience has been
expanded to other offices
inside the building.
Issues to be revised in the
MP
It is urgent to design and
approve laws and regulations
to implement projects related
to integrated management of
wastes generated both by
businesses and particular
persons which cause a
change of attitude in every
sector involved.
I insist in approving sound
laws and norms to regulate
Integrated Waste
Management that are
produced by each institution
(businesses, educational,
and others).

Level 4
Evaluation is higher
than 2011 because
there is important
progress in
understanding
recycling
processes included
in the National
District Master
Plan.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Current Situation.
Currently, it is not being complied what
was established in the Master Plan, but
some supermarkets sell some type of
materials which they use for packing
and sell them to companies that use
these wastes; currently, work is being
done to elaborate the directory of these
companies, in order to have more
information on financial issues
Regarding grocery store, they are in the
chain to reuse the bottles for drinks.
Bottles for beer, malts, and others such
as rums are sold as containers for
turpentine, detergent, and other uses.
Pepsico company works in a project to
implement recycling in some barrios,
together with community companies
which provide collection service in
those areas. CEDAF and Banco
Popular are holding a contest to
separate paper; children from 100
schools will participate and the school
which separates the most per child
registered will win.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
MINARENA responsibility is to
stimulate this activity, complying what
has been established in this sense. In
this way, residents will be interested to
take to these businesses which can be
reused or recycled. In many cases,
they do not do it because they do not
obtain benefit.
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Recycling
activities
foreseen in
the Master
Plan

Current Situation.
It is not being
implemented.
Aspects to be
reviewed in the MP
The manner it is being
implemented.

Current Situation.
The pilot project includes developing a
pilot project for organic fertilizer
(compost). In this project, it will be used
prune waste and organic market waste.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
The site where production will take
place. Specific sources where organic
waste will be obtained.

Current Situation.
In all sincerity I must say that little
progress has been made. We are
currently preparing a lot within the
premises of the municipal nursery
located in Fernández housing estate.
Piles using wastes from chippings, and
organic waste generated at
households, restaurants and markets
are expected to be used for
composting. Garden waste and waste
from cattle farms are to be used. Tests
to analyze the quality of the compost
produced will be run.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
The amount of waste expected to be
reduced, the staff available for
cooperation, and technical experts.
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Level 4.5
There is important
progress about
organic waste use
as a result of his
experience in the
pilot project for
pruning waste
chipping and
training abroad.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Current Situation.
Currently, it is being
developed an experiment to
produce compost with
pruning waste chipped
material. In this experiment,
decomposition has been
slow, but we have obtained
several valuable information
to expand this experiment by
making use, now, of pruning
waste and mainly organic
market waste. The data and
statistics are shown in the
report for Pruning Waste
Management Project
submitted to the Japanese
experts.
Issues to be revised in the
MP
We have preferred to focus in
the project to produce
compost at a small scale;
consequently, I suggest to
continue efforts in this
direction to make use of
organic waste, but not
emphasizing on the amount
processed, but the
information that can be
useful to other municipalities,
communities, and why not,
private citizens.
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Composting
activities
foreseen in
the Master
Plan

Sub-products
Plastics, Paper,
Aluminum, Glasses.
Phase of recovery
At the source.
Destination of the
sub-products
Local and international
market.

Sub-products
Glass, paper, metal, cardboard,
plastics, PEAD, PET, as well as other
resins.
Phase of recovery
Regarding generation, those originated
in households.
In the Center to store in the markets.
Destination of the sub-products
Exportation and use of companies in
the local market.

Sub-products
Paper, plastic, aluminum, glass,
cardboard, TetraPack, and others.
Phase of recovery
During the generation stage
Destination of Sub-products
Export and local use.

Increase use
of organic
waste.

Wastes
From markets,
supermarkets, and
households.
Process to make it
useful
To dry them or crush
them in order to mix
them
with
other
organic products.
Destination of
material produced
To offer them to
nurseries and school
kitchen gardens.

Wastes
Households
Restaurants
Markets
Process to make it useful
Open air piles to reduce costs.
Destination of material produced
Public areas, nursery, gardens, and
school kitchen gardens. Furthermore, a
small nursery for educational purposes
in the compost site.

Wastes
Households
Restaurants
Markets
Process to use themº
During generation in the case of
households and restaurants, and in
collection vehicles at the time wastes
are disposed of at the supermarkets.
Destination of the Material Produced
In open piles, or in furrows being turned
and monitored to prevent rain water
infiltration.

Level 3
It remains the same
evaluation as 2011
in spite of the
progress attained
during the training
on this issue.

Level 4
The evaluation is
higher than 2011
because there has
been an important
progress in his
training on the
issue of organic
wastes.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Products
Cardboard, paper, glass,
HDPE, PET, Tetra Pack,
newspaper, FOAM, and
some metals.
Recovery Phase
In the final phase for each
one of the wastes, for
example, after the first
components of 3Rs have
been implemented.
Destination of Products
The national and
international market.
Wastes
I still think the same:
*Markets
*Households
*Restaurants
*Other businesses.
Process to make use of the
waste
To find an adequate manner
to shred material in order to
reduce its humidity or use it
directly with other wastes
such as dry leaf or pruning
waste material shredded.
Destination of material
produced
Avenues, Parks, nurseries,
gardens, school vegetable
garden, small farms, and
other places.
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Increase
Recycling

To shred, mix, and
dispose in the compost
maker.

To shred, mix, and dispose in the
compost maker.

I-110

There are four processes, namely: 1Mesolithic: The vegetable mass is at
room temperature and misophilic
microorganisms multiply rapidly. As a
consequence of metabolic activity,
temperature rises and organic acids
are produced reducing the pH. 2Thermophilic: When a temperature of
40 °C is reached, thermophilic
microorganisms transform nitrogen into
ammonia and the pH of the medium
becomes alkaline. At 60 °C, these
thermophilic fungi vanish and
spore-forming bacteria and
actinomicetales appear. These
microorganisms decompose waxes,
proteins and hemicelluloses. 3- Cooling
process: When the temperature is
below 60 °C, thermophilic fungi appear
again in the humus and decompose the
cellulose. When dropping below 40 °C,
mesophilic microorganisms begin their
activity again and the pH is slightly
reduced. 4- Maturation: It is a period
requiring months at room temperature
during which some secondary
condensation and polymerization
reactions in the humus take place.

Level 4.5
His evaluation is
higher than 2011
because he has
shown remarkable
progress in his
training on the
issue of organic
waste treatment.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

There are four processes:
1- Mesophilic phase- the
vegetable mass is at ambient
temperature and mesophillic
micro-organisms are
multiplied rapidly as a result
of metabolic activity,
temperature increases and
organic acids are produced
which lower the pH.
2- Thermophillic – when
temperature reaches 40 °C,
thermophillic
micro-organisms transform
nitrogen into ammonia and
pH in the environment
becomes alkaline. At 60 °C,
thermophillic fungi disappear
and sporogenic bacteria and
actinomycetes appear.
These micro-organisms are
in charge to decompose wax,
proteins, and hemicellulose.
3- Cooling process, when
temperature is less than
60 °C, thermophillic fungi
reappear in the compost
heap and decompose
cellulose. When
temperature decreases to
40 °C, mesophillic
micro-organisms reappear
and begin their activity, pH is
reduced slightly.
4- Maturation. It is a period
which requires ambient
temperature; during this
phase secondary
condensation reactions are
produced and humus
polymers are produced.
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Technical
Characteristi
cs for using
organic
waste

Waste minimization
proposed in M/P
5
4
Technical aspects
of organic waste
use

3
2

Recycling activities
proposed in M/P
Target level

1

2010 Evaluation

0

2011 Evaluation
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2012 Evaluation Amancio Pereyra

2012 Evaluation
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Compost activities
proposed in M/P

Organic waste use
promotion

Recycling
promotion

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社
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Concepts to be evaluated
Minimization of wastes
foreseen in the Master Plan

Answers 2011
Current Situation.
No answer due to the fact that he has
only recently joined the C/P team.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
No answer due to the fact that he has
only recently joined the C/P team.

Recycling activities foreseen in
the Master Plan

Current Situation.
No answer due to the fact that he has
only recently joined the C/P team.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
No answer due to the fact that he has
only recently joined the C/P team.

Evaluation2012
Level 3
Better answers than
in 2011. It shows
progress about
knowledge of waste
minimization
objective.

Level 3
Answers are better
than in 2011.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Answers2012
Current Situation.
Among progress and achievements, we can highlight the 2007 Master
Plan, there are the projects for pruning waste management and paper
separation at schools and public institutions which has helped to reduce
waste discharged in Duquesa. In this sense, we should point out that
waste minimization is neither substantial nor significant.
Issues to be revised in the MP
In our criteria, it should be revised the part dealing with citizens’
conscious awareness campaign, in a way that the population inside our
jurisdiction and, why not, nationwide know about 3R culture and
everything related to this topic such as objective, importance,
proceedings.
Current Situation.
In spite there is no legal framework which regulates supermarket and
colmados to have corporate social responsibility in the environmental
area, this type of commercial entities have taken the initiative on
recycling and its importance, but it should be highlighted that these
initiatives respond to concerns related to global warming.
Supermarkets offer reusable bags to prevent the use of plastic bags
which are not harmful to the environment.
Regarding schools, we should mention the paper separation pilot project
which was implemented at Víctor Garrido Puello school.
With regards to communities, it should be highlighted that we have
conducted conscious awareness campaigns for INVI and Antillas
sectors, but there is no separation in those sectors because the
municipality does not have the capacity to provide separate waste
collection service.
Issues to be revised in the MP
Responding to the previous question, the first step would be to design
and create a legal framework and conduct an educational program by
the municipality.
We believe that in order to continue ahead on the recycling topic in
these sectors of the society, the municipality should get more economic
resources, in this manner we can expand the paper separation project to
every school in the National District and can also offer a separate
collection to the citizens.
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Evaluación 2012 Fulvio Cabral

Sub-products
Paper, glass, metals, cardboard, and
plastic.
Phase of recovery
Prior to waste collection by the
compactor truck.
Destination of Sub-products
They could be used as raw materials in
industries and factories to manufacture
other products.

Increase use of organic waste.

Wastes
From households and markets.
Process to use them
The pile system is widely used for
composting.
Destination of the Material Produced
No answer.

Technical Characteristics for
using organic waste

No answer.

Level 3
There is progress on
understanding the
process to make use
of organic waste.

Level 3
The answers show
that there is progress
in understanding
issues related to
recycling in the
National District.

Level 3
There is progress in
understanding how to
make use of organic
wastes as a result of
his participation in the
pilot projects.

Level 2
Same evaluation as
2011 because he
does not show
progress in
understanding
composting process.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Increase Recycling

Current Situation.
In this sense, we must cite the Pruning Waste Management Project
which is processing about 3 tons per day. We should highlight that the
material produced is used as mulch.
Issues to be revised in the MP
In spite chipped material is being used as mulch satisfactorily, DIGAUE
team and the Department of Public Services, which is in charge of
managing municipal markets, are thinking about conducting a compost
project by mixing market organic waste and wood chipped material.
Products
The materials which can be recycled because there is sufficient demand
in the local market are plastic, cardboard, tires, debris, and batteries.
Recovery Phase
In the phase that can be recovered some of valuable waste is in the final
phase when they are discharged in the Sanitary Landfill. Plastic is
recovered in important quantity in the sanitary landfill; similarly, in this
phase, we can also recover some cardboard and batteries.
There is a significant amount of paper which can be recovered in
schools and institutions.
Destination of Products
In the first place, we should establish that informing is the main task
regarding the market of recyclable materials because there are neither
norms nor regulatory framework. Plastic, paper, and cardboard are
materials which are stored in large amount to be exported or to be
reused by companies which can use that material in their production or
to be recycled as raw material to elaborate a product.
Wastes
60% wastes generated in our jurisdiction are organic. These wastes
are generated mostly in municipal markets and households.
Process to make use of the waste
There are several systems for processing compost, I will mention the
most commonly used such as placing waste in composters and process
it to obtain compost for plants. 2. To place waste in piles outdoors to
achieve its decomposition through oxygen and heat.
Destination of material produced
No answer
1) Elaboration of formats which should be used during the study and
elaboration of a study program;
2) field work and reconnaissance, confirmation of sources and planning
the correct collection route, and adjust the collection program; and
3) preparation of materials to be used in the study.
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Current Situation.
No answer due to the fact that he has
only recently joined the C/P team.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
No answer due to the fact that he has
only recently joined the C/P team.
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Composting activities foreseen
in the Master Plan

Waste minimization
proposed in M/P
5
4
Technical aspects of
organic waste use

3
2

Recycling activities
proposed in M/P

1

Target level

0

2011 Evaluation
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2012 Evaluation Fulvio Cabral

2012 Evaluation
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Compost activities
proposed in M/P

Organic waste use
promotion

Recycling promotion
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国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社
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Answers 2011

Answers2012

Evaluation2012

Current Situation.
No answer due to the fact that he
has only recently joined the C/P
team.
Aspects to be reviewed in the
MP
No answer due to the fact that he
has only recently joined the C/P
team.

Recycling activities
foreseen in the Master
Plan

Current Situation.
No answer due to the fact that he
has only recently joined the C/P
team.
Aspects to be reviewed in the
MP
No answer due to the fact that he
has only recently joined the C/P
team.

Current Situation.
The progress achieved in waste minimization has not had a significant impact on
waste minimization daily average in the National District, but it should be
mentioned the success obtained in the pruning waste and mulch production
project which has produced more than 300 tons of chipped material since the
beginning of the project.
Issues to be revised in the MP
Our main focus in 3R or waste minimization is to develop a citizen education
program and, because of this, I believe that the manner how we are working
should be revised. Currently, an educational program is being implemented
jointly with some schools in the National District, but we should follow up and
expand the project.
Current Situation.
In this moment, most of supermarkets offer reusable bags to their clients as an
alternative for plastic bags; although efforts have been conducted to promote this
style to purchase in supermarkets, it becomes complicated a little without a legal
framework which regulates this activity. There are also some supermarkets
which have implemented storage sites for recyclable materials and promote
separation among their clients.
The so called colmados have not changed too much; they still purchase glass
bottles, mostly beer, and exchange refreshment and soda bottles.
The experience obtained in the paper recycling pilot project in Víctor Garrido
Puello school, in INVI sector, has been expanded to other schools in the
municipality. Although the results in the pilot project were not what we expected,
we take that experience to improve our next implementations for this type of
projects
Educational campaigns and contests have been conducted with the private
sector and non-profit organizations.
Issues to be revised in the MP
To create a legal framework to regulate and develop recycling in the commercial
area.
To cooperate with these types of establishments (colmados and supermarkets) to
develop educational programs in 3Rs targeting their clients.
We should evaluate the predominant incentive system in the recycling activities
implemented by the private sector because it might create difficulties for the
project sustainability in time. The main incentive for these activities should be to
protect the environment.

Level 3.5
In spite, his recent
inclusion to the
counterpart team for
Waste Minimization / 3Rs
promotion, his
participation in the paper
recycling and adequate
waste discharge pilot
projects, allowed
important progress in his
training.
Level 3.5
In spite, his recent
inclusion to the
counterpart team for
Waste Minimization / 3Rs
promotion, his
participation in the paper
recycling and adequate
waste discharge pilot
projects, allowed
important progress in his
training.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Concepts to be
evaluated
Minimization of wastes
foreseen in the Master
Plan
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Evaluación 2012 Fernando Prestol

Current Situation.
No answer due to the fact that he
has only recently joined the C/P
team.
Aspects to be reviewed in the
MP
No answer due to the fact that he
has only recently joined the C/P
team.

Current Situation.
Currently, three chipping machines are operating under Amancio Pereyra
supervision; they shred about 3.0 tons per day and we are expecting additional
staff to be able to, at least, double wood chipping production by the end of
August. This chipped material is being used as mulch in Mirador Sur Park.
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Regarding compost, we are still monitoring the experiment; it is evident the
difficulty of this process due to little experience in this field and the complexity of
the process. Even so, we have plans to expand and improve the method used
for compost production with the assistance of the design prepared by the
Japanese expert, Mr. Kato, and expect to implement the expansion by the
beginning of August.
Jointly with the General Department for Public Services and with the soon to be
inaugurated new model for municipal market, implemented with the support of the
European union, we expect to use organic waste generated by these markets for
the compost project in Mirador Sur Park.
Issues to be revised in the MP
It should be taken into account the new source of organic waste with the
inauguration of the new municipal market and develop logistic to use these
wastes to produce compost.
We should improve the production compost method with the assistance of the
private sector or by training our own staff.

Level 3
In spite, his recent
inclusion to the
counterpart team for
Waste Minimization / 3Rs
promotion, his
participation in the paper
recycling and adequate
waste discharge pilot
projects, allowed
important progress in his
training related to use of
organic waste.
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Composting activities
foreseen in the Master
Plan

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Sub-products
Plastic, paper, some metals,
glass and cardboard.
Phase of recovery
Prior to being collected by the
compactor truck, and at the final
disposal site.
Destination of the
Sub-products
Industries and/or factories using
them as raw materials to
manufacture new products fit for
both local and international
markets.
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Products
Currently, a data base is managed by the Center for Promotion of Recycling
(CPR), which has data such as recycling activities, recyclable prices, companies
which work in making use of waste, reuse, and production of materials derived
from recycling, among other information. According to the data base, materials
which be recycled and have been collected, reused, and, subsequently, sold to
the market from the Transfer Station by the so called Buzos or informal recyclers
are plastic, some metals, paper, cardboard, and glass. Each one of them have
an extensive field of derived products which are traded after collection and
adequately treated in plants which deal with that type of waste.
Recovery Phase
Ideally recyclable materials should be collected at the source, i.e., by the
compactor vehicle in the house and/or business, but currently we are separating
material after it gets to the Transfer Station where a group of recyclers is in
charge to separate materials which they consider are adequate for the recycling
market and can be made use of them. Subsequently, they are sold to a treatment
facility which purchase them at prices which can be located in the data base in
the annex.
Products Destination
Ideal destinations for recyclable products are those treatment facilities for
materials which can make use of them to elaborate new products suitable for the
national market and also to be exported as a raw material. Currently, there are
several companies dedicated to this type of activity and where more material for
exportation can be observed are those facilities which treat plastic (PET bottles)
and convert them to PET flakes.

Level 4
In spite, his recent
inclusion to the
counterpart team for
Waste Minimization / 3Rs
promotion, his
participation in the paper
recycling and adequate
waste discharge pilot
projects, allowed
important progress in his
training related to
recycling and 3Rs.
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Increase Recycling

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Wastes
In households, restaurants, and
business establishments. In all
those places generating organic
waste and segregating them to be
used as raw materials.
Process to use them
There are many ways to process
organic waste. However, the most
widely used is the following:
1.Segregate organic wastes to
remove any toxic material such as
medicines. 2. They are crashed
and then exposed to speed up
decomposition and eventually
obtain fertilizers.
Destination of the Material
Produced
No answer
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Level 3
His participation in the
paper recycling and
adequate discharge
projects, it allowed
important progress in his
training regarding the use
of organic waste.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Wastes
Organic waste generators are mostly food related business, restaurants, etc.
Additionally, households are potential organic waste generators due to the large
amount of food that is characteristic of their waste.
There are other types of important waste organic generators which generate in
their activity pruning waste, trunk, etc. There should be emphasized some
household sources, nurseries, gardens, wasteland, among others. The latter
are being treated by three wood chippers at Mirador Sur Park which were
donated by the Japan Agency Cooperation (JICA) and converted to compost
subsequently. .
Process to make use of the waste
Currently, there is making use of both a large amount of waste pruning organic
waste, trunks which are not chipped and treated in aerobic environment to
produce organic compost. Other type of wastes are mixed such as fruit
peelings, among other products to make a better treatment; this project was
managed by Mr. Amancio Pereyra with the assistance of Alan Alarcón and
Lisbeth Sandoval.
There are other methods to process organic waste, but the better known and with
best results at the international level are the following: 1.To separate organic
waste which does not contain toxic material, medicines, among others. 2. To
proceed to chip them and, subsequently, to facilitate its decomposition and
produce compost, among other materials.
Destination of Products
Adequate destination for compost product would be companies which are
dedicated to compost through the use of compost as raw material which can be
used in nurseries subsequently or individuals who require of them for garden,
farms, or households, as well as international market.
With regards to the material produced by Mr. Amancio Pereyra in the wood
chipping and pruning waste treatment project in Mirador Sur Park to produce
mulch; it is being placed in different areas in the National District which has
created several positive changes. In the park areas where this material has been
place, grass nor bush have grown during 6 months which makes it easier the
work by the Municipality in the Environmental Management area; additionally,
expenditures are reduced for operational cost; it creates a better sight of the
environment and reduce the amount of insects which can live under grass and
bush of low height like it was observed in different parks of the city.
Treated material in that project can also be collected by any citizen who needs it;
the citizen should only account with adequate transportation and be committed to
use the material properly.
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Increase use of organic
waste.

No answer

Composting process can only be conducted in two manners, depending on the
product (aerobic and anaerobic). In both cases, temperature is measured at
three different heights (low, middle, and top of the pile). Currently, Mr. Amancio
Pereyra is taking the temperature with a thermometer donated by the Japanese
expert, Mr. Kato. Once temperature has reached a defined temperature, then
the pile is turned.
Aerobic: Outdoors where the pile receives air from the environment and bacteria
which are found in the pile stay alive, keeping the organic material alive.
Anaerobic: Close system where material does not receive any aeration.

2012 Evaluation Fernando Prestol
Waste minimization
proposed in M/P
5

Level 3
His participation in the
pilot projects about
recycling paper and
adequate discharge
allowed important
progress in his training
regarding use of organic
material.
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Technical Characteristics
for using organic waste

4
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Technical aspects of
organic waste use

3
2

Recycling activities
proposed in M/P

1

Target level

0

2011 Evaluation
2012 Evaluation

Organic waste use
promotion

Compost activities
proposed in M/P
独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Recycling promotion

Concepts to be
evaluated
Waste
minimization
planned in the
Master Plan
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Answers 2010

Answers 2011

Evaluation 2011

Current Situation.
Today, the solid wastes generation in
the National District has exceeded
the projections set in the Master
Plan; of an estimate of 1,600 tons per
day for 2009 in generation, there has
been a reality of a collection than
1,970 per day in the same year (in
the last two months exceeds a daily
average of 2,000 tons), so we
conclude that the generation has
increased extraordinary. This project
will update existing information, as
due to informality with which is
handled the recycling market is very
difficult to have a precise percentage
of recycling rate. In 2006, the
recycling rate was estimated at 1%
when 1,500 tons were generated
daily.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
The Secretariat of State of
Environment and Natural Resources
must take the initiative to promote
laws, rules and regulations in order to
reduce solid waste generation,
prohibiting some materials used
excessively in the products sold and
used by the population, through the
efforts
coordinated
with
the
municipalities.
In addition, the citizenship education
programs should be reviewed in
order to create awareness among the
different social actors and induce
change towards a culture of
reduction in waste generation.

Current Situation.
Until now, the same situation
presented for the answer for
evaluation 2009 (left) is maintained,
having a collection of 2,050 tons per
day in average.
As a progress on this issue, many
organizations have become
interested in this subject and are
slowly introducing minimization
concepts, through programs or
products.
Projects in the framework of this plan
are a remarkable progress in
minimization issues. The introduction
of 3Rs in the community and schools.
Prune waste shredding to produce
compost or improve the soil, paper
recycling, production of organic
fertilizer derived from kitchen waste.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
The Environment and Natural
Resources Ministry should take the
initiative to promote and review laws,
norms, and regulations with the
purpose of reducing solid waste
generation,
prohibiting
some
materials which are used excessively
in products sold and used by the
population
through
coordinated
efforts with the municipalities.
Moreover, incentives should be given
to companies which recycle.

Current Situation.
Waste volumes generated in 2009, 2010, and 2011
are similar. Therefore, progress in quantitative terms
is not significant. However, the progress in terms of
awareness on the subject, as well as in the number
of stakeholders involved in waste reduction, is really
noticeable.
At present, a number of both public and private
initiatives increasingly involving companies,
institutions, and citizens are being implemented.
Some of these initiatives are the following:
Pilot projects implemented by ADN, introduction of
the 3R’s in “Víctor Garrido Puello” school (paper
segregation), pruning management (tree waste
shredding), and creation of databases (recyclables,
prices, list of stakeholders).
Two supermarkets have set up storage facilities and
prepared materials to motivate waste segregation
(plastic bags). Other supermarkets and companies
have had newspaper articles on the subject
published. Cedaf, Malta Morena and Banco Popular
have held contests about plastic and paper
segregation.
Coca Cola is implementing waste segregation
projects in school centers.
As the above shows, the progress in terms of the
number of stakeholders involved in these isolated
initiatives, and willing to turn them into a policy, is
noticeable.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
A recycling system to include the above isolated
initiatives involving coordination among the various
relevant organizations, incentives, corporate and
citizens’ responsibility, and standards, regulations,
and other legal instruments related to waste
reduction.
Within the framework of this project, a system was
proposed that may be improved.

Level 4.5
He has
significantly
improved his
capacity to analyze
the conditions for
waste generation
reduction within
the National
District. The
proposals to
review the Master
Plan should be
considered.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Answers 2009
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Evaluation 2011 Heisor Vicente Arias Díaz
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Current Situation.
It has not been complied with the
provisions of the Master Plan, but
many supermarkets sell some
materials used as packaging to
companies that take advantage of
this waste. The grocery chain are
involved in the reuse of glass bottles
for beer, malt and soft drinks.
Some communities have started
paper recycling in coordination with
company that makes packaging for
products from the newspaper and
copy papers; and there are proposals
of pilot projects with various schools
in the National District.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
It is necessary to review the
Recycling Market Study, in order to
update all the information concerning
generators, buyers, sellers,
intermediaries and prices of
recyclable materials. It is also
proposed to create a Recycling
Directory for interested parties
mentioned to have contacts with
each other.

Current Situation.
Some supermarkets have undertaken the following
initiatives:
Supermercado Nacional set up storage facilities
for paper, cardboard, tetrapak and plastic.
Supermercado La Cadena has plastic bags of 5
different colors to encourage waste segregation
and it will soon set up some storage facilities.
Other supermarkets have made some
publications related to the subject.
A pilot project to introduce the 3R’s was
implemented at “Víctor Garrido Puello” school. Over
600 school students understood the subject and
participated in paper segregation.
Rather than the amount of waste segregated, which
was extremely limited, the project is aimed at raising
the awareness of school students, teachers, and
employees. This project scheme, including
stakeholders’ awareness raising, school
participation, and waste collection by intermediate,
waste-processing, companies, will be replicated in
other places this year.
Cedaf and Banco Popular are still holding contests
on paper segregation in schools.
Malta Morena organized a contest on plastic
segregation in 67 schools.
Green Love is still providing service to schools
engaged in waste segregation.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
Taking into account the initiatives implemented by
the supermarkets, these should be evaluated to
involve the whole sector and to turn the initiatives
into a policy designed by both the supermarkets and
the Ministry of the Environment.
Incentives should be given to ensure the
sustainability of recycling in this sector.
Recycling system.
Identification of school centers.
Coordination with the Ministry of Education to
present the pilot project as a role model for the rest
of the school centers.

Level 4.5
There has been
some significant
progress in terms
of awareness
related to the
recycling activities
included in the
Master Plan. The
progress made in
terms of the paper
recycling pilot
projects has been
significant despite
the fact that they
have not been
assessed
appropriately. The
proposals to
review the Master
Plan should be
considered.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Current Situation.
It has not been complied with the
provisions of the Master Plan, but
many supermarkets sell some
materials used as packaging to
companies that take advantage of
this waste. The grocery chain are
involved in the reuse of glass bottles
for beer, malt and soft drinks.
As part of the framework for this
project, it is being considered to
implement recycling pilot projects in
communities and schools. It is
important to mention that there are
several initiatives to promote
recycling this year: several
organizations (Cedaf, Banco
Popular) conduct a contest to
separate paper where 100 schools
are participating and the school
which separates more paper will be
the winner. This activity will begin
next October. On the other hand,
Pepsico is working on a recycling
project with the Community
Foundations which will promote that
activity in these communities.
.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
It should be reviewed the incentives
and the legal framework for the
citizens who take their recyclable
materials to the grocery store and
supermarkets, taking into account
that these establishments will not
reserve a site inside their limited
space if there were not benefits;
similarly, clients would not take their
recyclable materials
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Recycling
Activities foreseen
in the Master Plan

Increment of
Recycling
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Increment making
use of organic
waste

Current Situation.
The follow-up project includes the
implementation of a pilot project for
organic fertilizer (compost) in which
prune waste and market organic
waste will be used.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
The site where production will take
place.
Specific sources from where organic
waste will be obtained.

Current Situation.
Chips generated during tree waste shredding were
initially meant to be used for compost making.
However, they are currently being used as an
aesthetic element for landscaping, and as a means
to preserve humidity, in parks and other green areas
within the National District.
Market wastes have not been tested yet at Duquesa
landfill site or any other site.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
The site where organic waste will be used (compost)

Level 3.5
There has been
some progress in
terms of his
awareness about
organic waste use.
However, more
training focusing
on the possibilities
to use organic
waste generated
within the National
District should be
conducted.

Sub-products
Metal, Paper, Cardboard, glass,
plastics (PEAD, PET, and other
resins)
Phase of recovery
Source, final disposal site and
storage area

Sub-products
Metal, paper, cardboard, glass, plastic (PEAD, PET
and other resins)
Phase of recovery
Source, landfill site, and storage facilities.
Destination of Sub-products
Companies exporting these materials and
companies processing recovered materials.

Level 3.5
The answers are
the same as in
2010. However,
there has been
some progress in
terms of
awareness about
the subject.

Wastes
Municipal markets and in the future if
it is feasible to produce compost from
restaurant, household, and industrial
kitchen because the percentage of
organic waste composition is higher
than 50%.
In addition to prune waste collected
by the collection brigades for this
material.
Process to make it useful
Piles
Destination of material produced
To improve chemical, physical, and
biological conditions of soils in public
spaces in the National District (parks,
places, ridges).

Wastes
Municipal markets and, if feasible, to produce in the
future compost from food waste generated by
restaurants, households, and industrial kitchens
taking into account the fact that the organic
component exceeds 50%.
Tree branches and other pruning wastes recovered.
Process to use organic waste
Piles and small pequeñas aboneras
Destino del material producido
To improve the chemical, physical, and biological
conditions of soils in public spaces within the
National District (parks, squares, traffic islands).

Level 3
The answers are
the same as in
2010. No
significant
progress in terms
of awareness
about the use of
organic waste
generated within
the National
District is
noticeable.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

Current Situation.
The implementation of the Master
Plan envisages a pilot Project to
organic fertilizer (compost) which will
serve as a laboratory to determine
the feasibility of carrying out this
product because it has to be done in
accordance with market, because we
may be burning more fossil fuels and
spending more resources that would
harm environment but, we usually
have such wastes.
Aspects to be reviewed in the MP
Wastes quantity and composition
study in the chemical analysis, to see
the carbon and nitrogen levels that
maintain organic wastes.
Sub-products
Paper, cardboard, glass, plastics
(PET and other resins)
Phase of recovery
Source, final disposal (facility
installed in Duquesa landfill)
Destination of Sub-products
Companies that export the materials
and companies that process the
recovered materials.
Wastes
Municipal markets and in the future if
it is feasible to produce compost from
restaurant, household, and industrial
kitchen because the percentage of
organic waste composition is higher
than 50%.
Process to make it useful
Currently, it is under study the option
which we will take for the pilot
project.
Destination of material produced
Improvement of soils.
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Composting
Activities foreseen
in the Master Plan

We do not have experience to
produce compost, we have
theoretical information about mixing,
micro-organism, and time to
decompose (90 days)

Material Collection
Adequate Mix
Turning for aeration
To spray water to maintain optimum
humidity
To wait for the maturation process
during 3 months

Material collection
Appropriate mix
Turning for aeration
To spray water to preserve optimum humidity.
To wait for the maturation process taking 3 months

Level 3
Same answers as
in 2010. No
significant
progress in terms
of awareness
about the
techniques to use
organic waste is
noticeable.
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Technical
Characteristics for
taking advantage
of organic waste
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独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

1.- Counterpart team about Waste Minimization / 3Rs Promotion was modified again during last year because Mr. Heisor Arias was absent of his activities in DIGAUE as a result
of his trip to study abroad. Consequently, he did not conduct waste minimization activities for 3Rs promotion which was developed by counterpart team 4.
2.- In spite recent inclusion of Mr. Fulvio Cabral and Mr. Fernando Prestol to the counterpart team about waste minimization and 3Rs promotion and the fact that they participated
only in the pilot projects for 3Rs activities, paper recycling, and waste adequate discharge for collection service allowed they were trained on this issue and, consequently, some
training target were attained which were expected for this Project.
3.- In spite the different abilities among counterpart members, it is emphasized that the team has adequate capacity to develop activities which were expected in the development
project with regards to waste minimization and 3Rs promotion policies, and mainly taking into account inclusion in the short term of Mr. Heisor Arias to DIGAUE´s activities.
4.- It should be considered the output of the paper recycling pilot project in schools and public offices in view of the results related to 3Rs promotion and public conscious
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Evaluation Summary 2012 for counterpart team about Waste Minimization / 3Rs Promotion.

awareness, and not only as a function of the amount of material which is recovered. This evaluation and experience attained should be used to expand the pilot project to other
schools and public offices.
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5.- In spite the pruning waste chipping project had satisfactory output regarding the operation, the amount of chipped material and its use, it should be taken advantage of the
experience attained to create an institutional organic structure to continue and expand the project by linking the staff who conducts the chipping activity with ADN section in
charge of pruning in the National District. This can be achieved easier with the creation of the Environmental Management and Risk Secretariat which has under its jurisdiction
both staff (the one in charge of pruning waste chipping project and the Environmental Management section in charge of pruning green areas in the city).
6.- Next, two graphs are shown with 2011 and 2012 evaluations for all counterpart team members for Waste Minimization and 3Rs Promotion:
:
独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社
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Final comments about individual capacity of counterpart team “Waste Minimization / 3RS Promotion” by the end of the project in July 2012.
Similarly to most of counterpart team in the Project, Waste Minimization / 3Rs Promotion team also went through modifications regarding its members during the Project. Some
of the members who began with the counterpart team were neither members of pilot project activities developed nor were trained by JICA team whereas other members became
part of the team in the last year of the project; consequently, their training was developed only in the third part of the project.
Other element to be taken into account is that the Project was developed in two topics: those related to recycling and others related to making use of the organic material; in spite
both projects are part of 3Rs, the activities developed were aiming to train different members in the counterpart team. This situation causes that progress in evaluation can not

was targeting the use of organic waste.
It is suggested that for future projects, it should be defined training objectives according to activities developed by different counterpart members with the purpose that progress in
evaluation can be precise.
In spite these difficulties in the process of evaluation progress for capacities, it was attained adequately the overall goal to introduce 3Rs in every counterpart team member and
in the focus of DIGAUE for waste management in the National District. Pilot projects developed have all the potential to be expanded to other areas and amount of waste
treated can increase which would prevent them to be discharged in the final disposal site.

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社

be conducted with the same parameters for different members because, obviously, capacity development for some members was targeting recycling whereas for other members

独立行政法人 国際協力機構
株式会社 エックス都市研究所
国 際 航 業 株 式 会 社
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II.

ミニッツ
下記合同調整委員会（JCC）で合意したミニッツを次ページより示す。


第1回JCC：21st August 2009



第2回JCC：26th July 2010



第3回JCC：8th October 2010



第4回JCC：14th June 2011



第5回JCC：11th July 2012
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